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L. HARPER, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR A FAMILY NEWSPAPER—DEVOTED TO NEWS, POLITICS. AGRICULTURE. LITERATURE. THE ARTS AND SCIENCES, EDUCATION, THE MARKETS, &c. < $2.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE
VOLUME LT. MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY, JANUARY 19, 1888. NUMBER 3G.
OUTLAWRY IN WEST VIRGINIA. A STORY OF JESSE JAMES
WHOLESALE to the CONSUMER.
PRICES CUT n TWO.
OVER $6,000.00
Worth of Liquors to be closed 
out at actual cost.
Now is the time for you to buy when 
you can get goods for less than dealers 
can buy same for, by the barrel. Being 
afraid of Township Local Option which 
will surely make Mt. Vernon a dry 
town and ns we do not want to be
CAUGHT NAPPING
With a big stock of liquors on hand, 
we have decided to close same out 
at a sacrifice rather than take any 
chances. Without boasting we can 
truthfully say, that we have been hand­
ling the best, and purest goods ever 
sold by any Mt. Vernon house. We 
carry (with perhaps one exception) the 
largest stock, and our variety of liquors 
is the greatest in Knox county. It is a 
fact that the majority of whiskies sold 
now-a-days never seen a still. Fully 70 
per cent, of same are base imitations 
made from chemicals, ethers, acids, 
Bead oil, coloring matter, spirits, &c. 
Physicians owe it to their patients, as 
well as to their own reputation, when­
ever a tonic or stimulant is needed, to 
prescribe only the purest of liquors. 
We earnestly request every physician 
in Knox county, to call in person and 
thoroughly inspect our stock of liquors, 
We will show them or any person 
competent of judging the largest and 
purest stock of liquors in Central Ohio. 
Whiskies have never been as cheap 
since the tax was put on, as they have 
been in the past eight months. We 
buy all our goods direct from the dis­
tiller and importer in large quantities, 
thus insuring to our patrons goods that 
have not been tampered with and saving 
them middle-men’s profits. The fact 
that we have been doing the largest busi­
ness, in our line, in Mt. Vernon, speaks 
for the quality of our goods, and the 
tact that we receive orders almost daily 
from traveling salesmen (and you can 
bet that they are judges’of goods, as 
they generally try them in every town 
they go to, and are also posted as to 
price) speaks volumes for our goods and 
prices. Our trade is not confined to 
Mt. Vernon and vicinity. We ship 
goods to numerous points in Ohio, In­
diana, Michigan and as far East as Bos­
ton. We have built up our enormous 
trade solely on the merits of our goods. 
We do not misrepresent goods and we 
give every person just what they pay 
for. We maintain that places that 
handle only pure honest liquors and 
sell the same honestly and conscien­
tiously, are just ns necessary in any 
town as any other line of business. 
Most people place all persons engaged 
in the liquor trade on the same level. 
This is very wrong. Legitimate places 
ought to be encouraged and the sharks 
in our business ought to be wiped out 
of existence. Another foolish idea peo­
ple have about liquors, is that because 
they pay a big or fancy price for same 
the goods are all the better. The price 
does not improve the quality or worth 
of same. Prices we quote are our regu­
lar prices for goods in not less than 
the amounts stated, until May 1st, 1888, 
if the goods last that long. If our pri­
ces on goods are too low to suit your 
taste, we will cheerfully, if price (and 
not goods) is all you are after, put the 
price high enough to suit your ideas or 
fancies about liquors.
Mail orders will be promptly attend­
ed to. Jugs furnished at 8c. per gallon, 
i gallons, 6c. each. Parties ordering by 
mail, must enclose enough for goods 
and package. We deliver same to Ex­
press Company in good order, free of 
charge. We pay the Railroad Compan­
ies more for freight charges than any 
store in Mt. Vernon, and we also 
pay the Express Companies more than 
any store in Mt. Vernon. We merely 
mention this to give you a tip that we 




Henrv Clay Bourbon,....................................$ I 22
Nelson Rye . .............................................. 1 58
XXX Challenge ............................................ 1 75
Fern Leaf Bourbon ....................................... 2 17
Sweet Brier, 1 years old...................... ........... 2 03
Cedar Valley Rye, This Whisky, Is made at 
Wooster, Ohio, and is without any doubt 
tho purest and best flavored Rye Whisky
made in the U. 8.. 4 years old....................
Red Star (Rye Malt) 5 years old...................
Duffy’s Malt Whisky.... ................. .
Finch’s Golden Wedding Rye, 4 years old...
W. O. Stone, Bourbon, 8 years old ............
Edgewood Rye, 8 years old........................... 3 25
Gorier Club Bourbon, 8 years old .............. 3 40
Kentncky Club, 8 years old............ ............. . 3 KO
Jas. E. Pepper A Co.’s Rye, 8 years old....... 3 70
WINES:
Gallagher A Pringle’s Blackberry, best and 
finest blackberry made ....................   1 40
Strawberry .................................................... 1 40
Raspberry ........................................................ 1 40
Sweet Catawba ................................................ 1 30
Claret................................... .......................... 90
California Port ........................................ 1 40
California Sherry......................................... 1 50
Cherry Juico, 7 yen is old.............................. 1 80
Dulf Gordan’s Sherry, finest sherry im-
Sirted .: ................................................... 3 20ey Forrester A (!o.’s Oporto Port, best 




CURES: Deformities, Stiff Joints, Paraly­
sis, Lung Diseases, Piles, Asthma, Bron­
chitis and Consumption (in its incipient 
stage), Rheumatism, Liver Complaint, Dys­
pepsia, St. Vitus Dance, Fits, Kidney and 
fllood Diseases, Catarrh, Headache, Weak 
and Aching Back, Neuralgia and all and ev­
ery Chronic Disease, Old Sores, Scrofula and 
all Skin Diseases.
I locate the disease by making a chemical 
examination of a sample of the patients 
urine. The first passed in the morning pre­
ferred.
My treatment for the Piles is new, pain­
less, safe and certain. My own method.
All diseases caused from secret habits, 
Loss of Virility. Manhood and Vital Force 
treated successfully, as thousands can testi­
fy,whose life previous to cure was miserable.
Female Diseases of all kinds, successfully 
cured in a short time. Will be in Mt. Ver­
non, at the CURTIS HOUSE,
Tuesday, January 31st,
@33* ONE DAY ONLY.
Terms Cash, Prices Reasonable.
MEDICAL NOTICE!
Dr. e. a. fakqeiiak, of put- nam, Muskingum County, Ohio has by request of his many friends in this coun­
ty, consented to spend one or two days of 
each month at MOUNT VERNON, 
where all who are sick with acute or chronic 
diseases, will have an opportunity offered 
them, of availing themselves of his skill 
in curing diseases.
DR, FAROUHAR.Sr.,




AT 3 O’CLOCK, P. M„
Wednessday, February 8th, 1888,
AND REMAIN UNTIL
Friday Noon, February 10th, 1888,
Where he would be pleased to meet all 
his former friends and patients, as well as 
all new ones, who may wish to test the ef­
fects of his remedies, and long experience in 
treating every form of disease.
DR. FARQUHAR has been located 
in Putnam for the last thirty years.Jand dur­
ing that time has treated more than 1FIVE 
HUNDRED THOUSAND PATIENTS, 
with un pa railed success.
DISEASES of the throat and lungs treat ed by a new process, which is doing 
more for the class of diseases, than heretofore 
discovered.
CII RONIC DISEASES, or diseases of long standing, and every variety and kind 
will claim especial attention.
SURGICAL OPERATIONS, such as Am­putations, Operations for Hare Lip, Club 
Foot, Cross Eyes, the removal of Deformi­
ties and Tumors, done either at home or 
abroad.
CASH FOR MEDICINES
In all cases. Charges moderate in all cases, 
and satisfaction guaranteed.
DR. E. A. FARQUHAR & SON.
------ctos-——
Sick Headache!


























“I have used. Simmons Liver 
Regulator for many years, hav­
ing made it my only Family 
Medicine. My mother beforo 
me was very partial to it. It is 
a safe, good and reliable medi­
cine for any disorder of the 
system, and if used In time Is 
re great preventive of sickness.
I often recommend it to my 
friends, and shall continue to 
do so.
“Rev. James M. Rollins,
“ Pastor M. E. Church, So. Fairfield, V a. ”
TIME AND DOCTORS’ BILLS SAVED by 
always keeping Simmons Liver 
Zicyulator in the house.
“I have found Simmons Liver 
Regulator the best family med­
icine I ever used for anything 
that may happen, have used it 
in Indigestion, Colic, Diarrhoea, 
liiliousness, and found It to re­
lieve Immediately. After eat­
ing a hearty supper, if, on going 
to bed, I take about a teaspoon­





Has our Z Stamp on front of Wrapper.
«/. H. Zeih'n & Co., Sole Proprietors, 
Price, SI .00. P H IL A D ELPIII A, PA.
Indiana Democrats in conference at 
Indianapolis, favored President Cleve­
land’s renomination and boomed Gov. 
Gray for Vice President.
A YOUNG man named Burton, of At­
lanta, Ga., vov.ed that he would marry 
twenty-five women before he was twen­
ty-five years old, and succeeded in mar­
rying five of them.
Al the centennial celebration of the 
Presbyterian church in America the 
proposal to raise $1.000,000 for the aid 
of superanuated clergymen, was warm­
ly eulogized by Dr. Crosby and others.
The Republicans claim that the South 
is conquered, and yet they say that Mr. 
Lamar is a rebel. This is very queer 
logic.—Atlanta Constitution. Beg your 
pardon, but it isn’t logic at all; that’s 
what's the matter with it.
PROFESSIONAL CAROS.
MAY P. ANAWALT,
TEACHER OF MUSIC AND FRENCH. 
MT. VERNON, OHIO.




Practices in Licking and adjoining counties. 
Also in the United States Courts. Special 
attention given to the business of Executors, 
Administrators and Guardians; Collections, 
Petitions for Partition and Conveyancing. 
Pensions, Bounty and hack pay procured. 
Office North Side Public Square. 8dec87




Jan. 1, ’83-ily. Mt. Vernon, O.
McCLELLAND A CULBERTSON,
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
Office—One door west of Court House. 
Jan.19-ly.
Q.EORGE W. MORGAN,
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 




Attorney and Counsellor at Law, 
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
Office—In Adam Weaver’s building, Main 
street, above Issac Erretl & Co’s store.
Aug. 20-ly.
sAMUEL H. PETERMAN,
General Fire, Life and Accident Insurai ce Agt.
Application for insurance to any of the 
strong, Reliable and Well-known Compa­
nies represented by this Agency solicited.
Also agent for the following first-class 
Steamship lines; Guion, National, White 
Starand Allen. Passage tickets to or from 
England, Ireland and all points in Europe, 
at responsible rates
Office—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, 
Mt. Vernon, Ohio. 7apr87’ly
PHYSICIANS.
'M. BALMER, M. D.
MT. VERNON. OHIO.
OFFICE -Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
House. Residence—506 North Gay Street.
dec8tf
DR. L. W. ARMENTROUT,
John Bright, in a long letter pic­
turing some of the results of the grant 
ing home rule to Ireland, warns the 
country that if it returns Gladstone to 
power he may appoint Parnellites to 
the highest offices in the State.
‘’The men,” said Henry George in a 
recent speech in Philadelphia, “who 
are crying out the loudest for the pro­
tection of American labor from the 
pauper labor of Europe are the first 
to send over and import that very same 
labor.”
Geo. Howard, aged ten years, liv 
ing near Xenia, Ohio, after a severe 
whipping by his father for meddling 
with a gun, escaped from the house 
and was subsequently found almost 
frozen to death under a barn amongst 
some swine.
J. C. Whittaker, formerly a cadet at 
West Point, who hail his ears slit in 
that institution because of his color, 
and who is now a practising lawyer at 
Sumter, S. C., was orator of the day 
during the emancipation celebration
in that place.—----
2V special from Washington to the 
New York Herald says that important 
information has been received from 
Kentucky in the Carlisle election ease, 
in (he shape of proof, that many of the 
affidavits against the Speaker are un­
questionably false.
Ohio takes a leading position in edu­
cation, as in all other matters. She has 
sixty colleges and seminaries; more 
than 10,000 school houses; 24,000 teach­
ers; over $24,000,000 invested in school 
buildings and grounds—ranking as sec­
ond State in this respect.
Between the years of 1884 and 1886, 
at the Congressional elections in Geor 
gia, the Democratic vote fell off 59,070 
and the Republican vote fell of 25,598. 
Why didn’t those 25,598 Republicans 
vote ? Were they too busy on election 
day intimidating the 59,070 Democratic 
voters ?
Price of wool in 1860 (free trade) 60 
cents; in 1867 (small duty) 68 cents; in 
1885 (high tariff) 25 cents; in 1887, after 
the tariff had been reduced, 37 cents. 
These figures are official, and furnish 
all the answer needed to the diatribes 
of Governor Foraker, Senator Sherman, 
ond the organs.
PRICE, 25 CENTS.
Send us the outside 
wrapper from a box of the genuine Dr. 
C. McLane’S Celebrated Liver 
Pills, “with your address, plainly writ­
ten, and we will send you, by return 




OFFICE—Over Postoffice, Mt. Vernon, O.
Residence, 3 doors North of High School 
building, Mulberry street. 15sept87’?y.
JOHN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN, 
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors
north of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
Telephone No. 74.
Residence—Eust Gambier street. Tele­
phone 73. 29sept87
Murat Halstead, in the Commer­
cial Gazette, calls Cleveland “a chump.” 
Halstead evidently thinks better of 
Cleveland that he did of Grant or of 
Lincoln, whom he characterized as an 
“idiot” and said some one ought to 
“knock his head against the wall.”— 
Zanesville Signal.
JACKSON AND CLEVELAND.
Their Views on the Treasury Sur­
plus and High Tariff Taxation.
The present tariff laws—the vicious, 
iniquitahle and illogical source of un­
necessary taxation—ought to be at 
once revised and amended—President 
Cleveland’s Message.
There is hut one safe rule, and that 
is to confine the general government 
rigidly within the sphere of its appro- 
propriate duties. It has no power to 
raise a revenue or impose taxes except 
for the purposes enumerated in the 
constitution; and if its income is found 
to exceed these wants it should be 
forthwith reduced and and the burdens 
of the people so far lighted.—Jackson’s 
Farewell Address.
Congress has no right under the con­
stitution to take money from the peo­
ple, unless it is required to execute 
some one of the specific powers intrust­
ed to the government; and if they 
raise more than is necessary for such 
purpose it is an abuse of the power of 
taxation, and unjust and oppressive.— 
Jackson’s Farewell Addres.
The simple and plain duty which we 
owe the people is to reduce taxation to 
the necessary expenses of an economi­
cal operation of the government, and 
to restore the money which we hold in 
the Treasury through the perversion of 
governmental powers—President Cleve­
land's Message.
The various interests which have 
combined together to impose a heavy 
tariff and to produce an overflowing 
treasury are too strong and have too 
much at stake to surrender the contest. 
The corporations and wealthy individu­
als who are engaged in large manufac­
turing establishments desire a high 
tariff to increase their gains. Designing 
politicians will support it to conciliate 
their favor and to obtain the means to 
profuse expenditure for the purpose 
of purchasing influence in other quar­
ters.—Jackson’s Farewell Address.
So Btnbbornly have all efforts to re­
form the present condition been resist­
ed by those of our fellow-citizens thus 
engaged that they can hardly complain 
of the suspicion, entertained to a cer. 
tain extent, that there exists an organ­
ized combination all along the line to 
maintain their advantage.—President 
Cleveland’s Message.
The surplus revenue will be drawn 
from the pockets of the people—from 
the farmer, the mechanic and the la­
boring classes of society; but who will 
receive it when distributed among the 
States, where it is to he disposed ot by 
leading politicians who have friends to 
favor and polt'ca1 partisans to gratify? 
It will certainly not to be returned to 
those who paid it and who have most 
neeJ of it and are honestly entitled to 
it.—Jackson’s Farewell Address.
When an attempt is made to justify 
a scheme which permits a tax to belaid 
upon every consumer in the land for 
the benefit of our manufacturers, quite 
beyond a reasonable demand for gov­
ernmental regard, it suits the purposes 
of advocacy to call our manufactures 
infant industries, still needing the high­
est and greatest degree of favor and fos­
tering care that can be wrung from 
Federal legislation.—President Cleve­
land’s Message.
The tax imposed on goods enhances 
by so much the price of the commodity 
to the consumer; and, as many of these 
duties are imposed on articles of neces­
sity which are daily used by the great 
body of the people, the money raised 










DR. R. J. ROBINSON
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Office and residence—On Gambier street, a
few doors East of Main.
Office days—Wednesday and Saturdays.
aug!3y.
DR. GEORGE B. BUNN, 
piIYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Room 3, Rogers Block, 111 South Main St., 
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
All professional calls, by day or night, 
promptly responded to. [June 22-].
Rock and Rye... ....................................
Peach and Honey ..'............
Russian Bitters ........ .................
Kohler A Frolping’s French Brandy...
California Grape Brandy. ......................
Orange Wine, 4 ywu-s old........... ..........
Peach Brandy .................. .......
German Kuinmel.... ....................................... 2 15
Spanish Bitters ................................................ 2 85
Stoughton Bitters ..................................... 2 70
Berlinor Bitters. ..................................... 2 90
Chorry Bounce.............      1 B0
GINS:
Schnfelt’s Rye Malt ......................................... 2 24
Fleischeman’s Rye Malt ................................ 1 85
Holland Gin*..................................  2 110
Booth’s Old London Dock............................... 3 15
Schiedam Schnapps.................................... 2 80
BEER, ALES AND PORTER:
Moerlein’s Beer $2.09 per Q bbl; Moorlein’s Beer 
in 4 gallon kegs, $1.00 each; Cream or Present 
Use Ale, $2.80 per q bbl. Old Stock Ale, $3.10 
per q bbl; Old Porter, $3.15 per q bbl.
BOTTLED GOODS:
each
Cedar Valley Rye, full quarts ....................$ 1 10
Rod Star Barley Malt, full quarts ............. 1 10
Shorthorn, full quarts .. ............. 1 10
Belle of Maryland 187B, full quarts............... 1 10
A. Lewis A Sons, short quarts, 186B............ 1 10
Early Times, short quarts, 18BB. ......... 1 15
Wise’s (Cork) Irish Whisky......................... 1 35
Dundee Scotch Whiskey............................... 1 35
Moerlein’s Beer, large bottles, $1 par doz.; Reg­
ular size bottles, 90c per doz.; Ale per doz. 
pts. $’.00; Ale per doz. qts. $1.80; Porter per doz. 
pts. $1.05; Porter per doz. qts. $1.90; Scotch Ale 
per bottle. 25c; Bass A Co.’s Ale per bottle 25c; 
Guinness’s Porter per bottle, 25c.
The above are just a few of the goods 
we carry in stock.
We will save you trom 60 to 100 
per cent, on anything you want in the 
liquor line. No matter what it is you 
want, if we do not carry it in stock give 
us a chance to make you figures on 
same, (roods that are bought well any
fierson can sell, but goods that are lighly bought it takes a pretty good 
salesman to sell same. We have the 
goods you have the money, you now 
know our prices, come and see goods, 
and if you dont consider them a special 
bargain at prices we ask don’t you buy 
Thanking you for past favors and wish­
ing you all a merry Christmas and a 
happy and prosperous New Year, we 
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Bought, Sold, Exchanged or Rented.
Investments Made
lor parties having money, by loans or other­
wise.




ISLAND HOME STOCK FARM.
Registered 
Perch e ron llorses ini 
French Coach Horses.
Savage & Farnam. Impor- 
ters and Breeders of Per- 
cheron and French Coach 
Horxos, Island Home Stock 
Farm, Grosso Isle, Way no 
Couuty, Mich. We offer a 
very largo stud of horses to 
select from, we guarantee 
our stock, make prices rea­
sonable and sell on easy 
terms. Visitors always wel­
come. Largecatub-cue free. 
Addreu Sav»eo ft riraua,
Daraour, Mich.
26nov6m
Place to secure a thorough Puslness Education 
become nn Kiprrt shorthand and Type Writer
£ repare to teach Spencerian Penmanship. Is at i uenceclnn Kii.lne.. College, Cleveland, 
Illustrated Catalogue free.
-VU|O H *D2*B !• on OleinPhiladelpLIu
j 11 IO rAl the Newspaper Advir-I I Using Agency of Messrs.
N. W. AYER A SON. our authorized agents.
“Perfect Satisfaction,”
Is the verdict of every one using Ayer’s 
Cherry Pectoral for Colds, Coughs, 
Bronchitis, Pneumonia, and all Lung 
troubles. Unlike cod-liver oil, and 
many other specifics, Ayer’s Cherry 
Pectoral is agreeable to tho taste and 
leaves no ill effects.
“I cannot say too much in praise of 
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,” writes Mr. 
Robert F. McKeen, of New Gretna, 
N. J. “ I have used it in my family, 
many years, and always with perfect 
satisfaction.”
“Ayer’s Cherry Peetoral is truly the 
Most Popular Remedy
of the age, rendering full satisfaction in 
every instance.” — Thornton Edwards, 
Lonely Dale, Ind.
F. L. Morris, M. D., Brooklyn, N. Y., 
says : " Your medicines have been satis­
factory to me throughout my practice ; 
especially Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, which 
has been used in great quantities liy my 
patients, one of whom says he knows it 
saved his life.”
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral,
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass. 
Sold by all Druggists. Price $1; six bottles, <5.
If our Republican friends are really 
anxious to have Mr. Lamar Democratic 
candidate for the Vice Presidency they 
will reject his nomination to the Su­
preme Bench. The rejection of Mr. 
Van Buren for a foreign mission by a 
Whig Senate made him Vice President 
and President.—N. Y. Herald.
The value of the presents received 
by His Holiness so far amounts to near­
ly $12,000,000. The money gifts amount 
to about $3,000,000. There are about 
1,800 opened cases in the Vatican Ex­
position 500 not yet opened, 800 await­
ing transportation from the railway 
station and 990 en route. Ninety thous­





For tho Bath, Toilet and Laundry.
Snow White and Absolutely Pure.
If your dealer does not keep Whit«> Cloud Soap.
Bend 10 cents for sample cake to the makers.
JRS. S. KIRK & CO.,
CHICACO.
nrtTTQ "P A PET? rnay1*1 found on fll© at Geo.
AT1A.O A Hl L.Iv p Rowell & Co’a Newapaper
Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce St.), where advertising 
doutracta luay Do uuulo lor It IN NEW YORK.
Dr. Peter Parker, who was United 
States Minister to China under the ad­
ministration of President Pierce, died 
on Tuesday afternoon at his residence 
in Washington, in his 84th year. He 
was graduated at Yale in 1831. He was 
an ordained clergyman, and became a 
missionary, physician and surgeon, re­
siding in Canton. He had remarkable 
success in the practice of ophthalmic 
sargery. _____
Don Cameron, in a recently publish­
ed interview in the Philadelphia Times, 
advises his Republican friends not to 
be too sanguine about their chances of 
success in 1S83. He reminds them that 
they have got a big fight on hand, with 
the chances largely against them; and 
that there is a diversity of opinion on 
the subject of the tariff which may not be 
the issue at all; that the old issues have 
been worn threadbare and that the peo­
ple may demand something new.
The Kansas City Times states that 
the “combined transfers” of real estate 
in Kansas City in the year 1887 amount­
ed 10 $136,865,836, a figure which the 
Times rightly terms “stupendous.” 
This is an increase of 105 per cent, 
over the year 1886, caused by the influx 
of outside capital. The Times notes 
the fact that Chicago, with a population 
of 750,000, had in 1886 transfers'to the 
amount only of $87,006,784, and as­
sumes that what Kansas City did in real 
estate last year can’t be paralleled.
Senator Braddock’s School Book 
Bill.
Hon John S. Braddock has introduced a 
bill in the Senate to amend Section 4020 of 
the Revised Statutes. We publish the bill 
in full. The words in italic indicate the 
changes made in the old law:
Seb. 4020. Each board shall determine 
at a regular meeting, by an affirmative vote 
of a majority-of all members, the studies to 
be pursued, and the text-books to be used 
in the schools under its control; but no text­
book shall be changed, nor any revised edition 
thereof substituted therefor within five years 
after its adoption, without the consent of 
three-fourths of all the members elected to 
the board, given at a regular meeting; and 
all branches shall be taught in the English 
language; and each board of education may 
purchase direct from publishers or dealers, 
at the lowest wholesale or contract prices, 
such necessary school text-books and other 
school supplies as may be determined by 
the board, and loan the same to pupils in 
the schools under its control free of charge, 
subject to such rules and regulations as to care 
and custody as the board of education may 
prescribe, and each board of education is 
authorized to pay for such necessary school 
text-books and other supplies out of the 
contingent fund at the disposal of the board.
Sec. 2. Pupils supplied with text-books at 
the time this act goes into effect shall not be sup­
plied with similar books by the board of educa­
tion until the books are needed.
The Prov idence, Rhode Island, Jour­
nal is a staunch Republican paper, but 
it protests vigorously against the way 
in which Governor Foraker “pitched 
into” President Cleveland in his mes­
sage to the Legislature. It says that 
part of the Governor’s message “is an 
hysterical outcry marked by a certain 
looseness of statement thoroughly char­
acteristic of the man,” and adds: “If 
Governor Foraker were less of a poli­
tician and more of a practical states­
man he would see the folly of loose 
assertion and erroneous inference in a 
case where the actual facts lie so near 
the surface.” This is as bad as the 
Chicago Tribune, another leading Re­
publican paper, which contemptuously 
refers to the wool part of his message 
as “Foraker’s bleat.”
The public debt statement shows a 
reduction of the debt during December 
of $14,584,650: since July 1, $53,830,335. 
The treasury net cash balance, or sur­
plus, increased during the month from 
$55,255,701 to $69,842,879; the present 
apparent surplus being greater than at 
any time during the past fifteen months. 
The total public debt, less cash in the 
treasury which was on January 1, 1887, 
stated at $1,341,984,475, is now stated at 
i $1,225,598,401, or a total reduction dur­
ing the calendar year of $116,386,074, 
and not out of John Sherman’s pocket, 
either.
Republican Opinion on John Sher­
man’s Speech..
To avoid any reduction of taxation 
Sherman has innumerable schemes 
for dissipating surplus revenues and 
making continued high taxation neces­
sary—premature bond redemptions, 
wasteful expenditures for coast defenses, 
indiscriminate pensioning, refunding 
direct war taxes to the States, adoption 
of lavish river and harbor appropria­
tions, the Blair humbug educational 
hill,etc. Aiming torplace every possible 
obstacle in the way of tariff reform and 
reduced taxation, Sherman made such 
a speech as might have been expected 
from an Eastern Senator from a cod­
dled, protected State and representing 
a constituency of trust monopolists 
and mill barons, hut not one that does 
any credit to a Senator from the West. 
Don Cameron, of Pennsylvania; Sena­
tor McPherson, of New Jersey; Aid- 
rich, of Rhode Island; Sam Randall or 
Pig-Iron Kelley could not make any 
more ultra, never-let-up, tarifl-robber 
harangue. Sherman thinks he has 
found the straight path to the White 
House, but is only proving his demorali­
zation through too great intimacy with 
Eastern coupon clippers and monopo­
lists.
Sherman's speech would have done 
well enough 25 years ago, when every 
cent that could be squeezed out of the 
people was needed, and when it sweet­
ened the bitter dose to make them be­
lieve they were swallowing sugar-coat­
ed, high-protection pills. High tariffs 
now stand on an entirely different foot­
ing. The government is collecting one 
hundred millions not needed for any 
justifiable or proper purpose, and the 
exactation ought to be thrown off in 
the interest particularly of Western 
farmers, who are working for a profit 
of 50 cents a day, and whose demand 
for reduced taxes must be heeded. The 
fanners know that their condition can 
be improved only hv cutting down 
taxes and lessening the cost of living. 
They have to sell their surplus products 
in low free trade markets, and they 
cannot go on buying their goods and 
manufactered articles at ultra high pro­
tection prices. They submitted to this 
burden when the revenues were needed 
to carry on the war and to pay the war 
debt, but now that the tax levies are be­
ing pilled up in useless hoards in the 
treasury all John Sherman’s sophistry 
will not convince them that the blood­
letting must go on.
Attributing to the tariff the prosper­
ity flowing from the natural wealth of 
the country, the abundance and cheap­
ness of rich land, and the invention of 
labor-saving machinery, John Sherman 
is unable to escape the fact that where 
protection is highest wages are rela­
tively low and slow to rise. Necessarily 
it must be so. Ultra protectionism fos­
ters monopoly and gives manufacturers 
power to squeeze both the laborer and 
the consumer. When not needed for 
purposes of revenue there can be no 
justification for duties so high that they 
exclude and prohibit foreign competi­
tion and offer home manufacturers a 
bribe to combine in pools and trusts to 
extort high prices, depress wages, and 
monopolize the market.—Chicago Trib­
une, Rep.
The Jackson Democracy.
The County Democracy of the City 
of New York celebrated St. Jackson’s 
Day in a very enthusiastic manner. 
The orator of the evening was Mr. 
Frederick Coudert, who delivered a 
most eloquent address. We copy the 
concluding paragraphs:
Why it it that we alone of the Demo­
cratic faith claim this man as our own? 
Is there anything in his fame to repel 
men of any faith? Did he not serve all 
his brethren—was not his heart large 
enough to enibraco them all? Let us 
hope that the only reason is that we 
seized him and first appropriated him 
as one of our political patron saints. 
[Cheers.] We cannot now afford to 
part with or divide him. His principles 
are ours, his objects are our, his politi­
cal ideas are ours. He loved his coun­
try and he loved the whole of it. While 
he was battling under such fierce odds 
the Hartford Convention was hatching 
treasonable doctrines which might 
have been wanned into life but for his 
victory of that day. On what side, 
think you, woul I he be were he living 
now—on ours, when we proclaim the 
universal brotherhood of American 
citizens, or with those who coin past 
horrors into past political agencies and 
seek to capture the country by dividing 
it?
In conclusion, Mr. Coudert said:
Perhaps the lines of difference be­
tween our great political parties are 
dimly drawn. It may be that the old 
and distinguishing distinctions have 
been erased by time and newly devel 
oped interests. But we may proudly 
and confidently assert that the party of 
Gen. Jackson, the Democracy of to 
day, will recognize and tolerate no 
dividing line between the States of this 
Union; that the fatal war that blotted 
out the only cause of difference be­
tween two great sections is at an end. 
We rejoice that cruel and harsh as was 
the experience of that war, it has been 
compensated by the one fact, that that 
line of demarcation between North 
and South has been washed away in 
blood. And when demagogues, hungry 
for spoils and eager for success, seek to 
revive bitter memories and to recreate 
old animosities, the party of Jackson 
will stand upon its own ground. It will 
claim equal rights for all our people. 
It will recognize no difference based on 
ancient feuds, but will seek to adjust 
its aspirations to its methods that its 
triumphs may he the triumphs of true, 
national, vigorous, generous Democ­
racy.
The thanks of the audience were ten­
dered to Mr. Coudert for his eloquent 
address.
Desperate Fight Between Two Men 
in Alabama—Both are Al­
most Instantly Killed.
Anniston, Ala., Jan. 12.—R.H.Evans 
and W. R. Williams killed each other 
at the Parker House at four o’clock 
William was the proprietor and Evans 
and wife were boarders. Williams 
made objections to them some days ago, 
and words passed between them. Evans 
returned in the afternoon intoxicated 
and renewed the difficulty and began 
firing. No one was present when the 
firing began. Evans emptied five bar 
rels and Williams four. When Wil­
liams fired his last shot they were down 
on the floor together, and the powder 
burned Evan’s coat. Williams was 
shot under the heart and one finger 
was broken. Evans was shot behind 
the ear, the ball lodging near the eye, 
and a thumb was broken. Williams 
killed Evans after he himself had re­
ceived mortal wounds. Evans was a 
desperate character, having killed 
man before this. Williams was a new 
citizen here and a member of the 
church, and popular. He leaves a 
widow and a child. Evans leaves a 
widow and two children. Williams 
lived half an hour after he was shot. 
Evans died instantly.
Cures Coughs. Colds, Hoarseness, Croup, Asthma, 
Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Incipient Consunip- 
— ~nation, a d" relieves consumptive I 
persons in advanced stages of I 
fhe disease. Price 25 cts. Cau-1 
tion. The Genuino Dr. Bull’s I 
Cough Syrup is sold only in I 
white wrappers, and bears our | 
registered Trade-Marks to wit: 
A Bull’sHead’in a Circle,aReitk 
Strip Caution-Latcl, and the J 
fac-simiJu signatures of John W. I 
Bull <1- A. C. Meyer <fr Co., Solo 
Prop's, Baltimore, Md., U. S. A.
Chew Lange’s Flints— The great Tobacco An­
tidote’—Price 40 Cts.—Sold by 111 Druggists.
A Florida perfumery company has 
200 acres of tuberoses in Fairfield and 
San Mateo and expects to plant nearly 
200 acres more. The manager of the 
company says that Florida is the only 
place in America where these beautiful 
flowers can be grown successfully. He 
also says that Florida is far ahead of 
Southern France, where the flowers are 
raised extensively by irrigating at 
great expense. He asserts that he has 
known the flowers from one acre of 
and to sell for $2,000 in one season.
Band of Murderers Who Linched Innocent 
Men to Cover Their Own Crime.
Parkersburg, W. Va., Jan. 12.—The 
Rev. Thomas P. Ryan, a noted Metho­
dist minister of this state, living in 
Roane county, about forty miles from 
here, was brutally murdered in the 
presence of his family and at his own 
home in October last. He had just re­
turned from a conference with some 
$400 and the purpose of the murder 
was evidently robbery. Within two or 
three days after that, three young men, 
Robert and George Duff and Chester 
Conn, were brutally lynched for the 
murder. It has been the prevailing 
opinion that the lynchers and murder­
ers were the same parties, and that they 
lynched innocent men to cover their 
own crime.
Since the events just stated took 
place, Detectives Alfred Burnett and 
Daniel Cunningham have been working 
up the case, and last night, for the first 
time, made public the facts in regard 
to the matter. Cunningham says that 
about the time the war broke out a 
number of families came from Clinch 
River, Russell county, Va., and settled 
on the Bruen estate without either buy­
ing or leasing the land, and a secret 
band was organized which was to run 
the neighborhood as it pleased and 
protect their “rights” as squatters.
Most of the arrests of the band since 
1874 have been made by members of 
one family and by the Duffs. In regard 
to the more recent doings of the hand, 
the names of thirty-seven members, 
the pass word and so forth, is given. 
The “Consolidated Band” had meetings 
every week, and at every meeting they 
took a new oath to divulge nothing on 
penalty of death.
About three weeks before Ryan was 
murdered, they held a meeting at Ken- 
tuck, at which it was moved that they 
proceed at once to lynch myself, George 
and Robert Duff, Dick Shatnblin, Doc 
Jones and Jack Parsons. The motion 
was seconded, but was voted down by a 
very small majority. The next week a 
meeting was held at the same place 
and the same motion was made and 
again lost by a small majority.
At this meeting, four of the members, 
for whom it was getting too murderous, 
withdrew from the band. The next 
week the Duffs and Chess Coon were 
lynched sure enough. After George 
Duff had been fatally wounded by the 
lynchers, ’Squire Taylor ordered the 
arrest of Bob Duff and Chess Coon. 
The next evening ’Squire Gardee or­
dered them taken to Walton. The 
constable disobeyed orders. Coon was 
taken to Joe Cook’s and Duff to Dave 
Cox’s residence for the night. That 
night the band had a secret meetiug at 
the Linn Camp school house. It was 
decided to lynch Coon and Duff imme­
diately, though some voted to wait un­
til Monday.
Ben Coon, an uncle of Chess Coon, 
one of the men whom they were going 
to lynch, was elected leader, and he ac­
cepted the position. They went to Cook's 
where Chess Coon was, took him out 
and hanged him. Then they went to 
Dave Cox’s, took Bob Duff out and cut 
his throat with a knife. He was first 
stabbed in the stomach and breast, 
then gash was cut in his throat, and 
finally Duff’s head was held back while 
one man cut his throat from ear to ear.
In regard to the murderers of Ryan 
being the lynchers, the detectives say:
We have secured evidence enough to 
prove, and will prove, that the men 
who lynched Coon and the Duff boys 
were the same men that murdered 
Rev. Thomas P. Ryan. One of the live 
or six men engaged in the murder of 
Ryan, not all live in Roane county. I 
have their names, and they are all in 
that county now, with some possible 
exceptions.”
The number of original letters are 
also made public, in which prominent 
citizens have been warned to leave the 
country. These warnings are all signed 
“Regulators,” and are addressed to men 
and women. The common form is to 
threaten destruction of property, mu­
tilation of the body, or other outra­
geous conduct. The slightest offense 
on the part of anyone was punished 
with a warning,and the persons warned 
generally found it wise to leave.
The grips and other secret signs of 
the band are given. The forefinger of 
the hand placed around the thumb is 
the signal for a meeting when it was 
dark, and the same finger thrust into 
the hand, that a meeting was to he 
held at once and in the daytime. The 
men made oath to the fifteen above 
statements, and a number of affidavits 
accompany the publication.
A Tony Scientific Fight in Wash­
ington About a Lady.
Washington, D. C., Jan. 11.—In a 
barn behind locked doors, out at the 
quiet village of Mount Pleasant, in the 
Northern suburbs of Washington, on 
Sunday morning, a week ago, the sons 
of Attorney General Garland and Sena­
tor Jones, of Arkansas, stripped to the 
bluff, donned fingerless kid gloves and 
shied their castors into the ring in the 
presence of their seconds and with 
Ned Donnelly, a well-known ex-prize 
ringster, of this city, as referee, began 
the settlement of a love affair. The 
young lady is question is the daughter 
of an official, who is very close to Presi­
dent Cleveland in his counsels, and it 
was agreed that the one who was bested 
should withdraw his affections and per­
mit the other to continue his suit un­
disturbed.
Donnelly says the fight was on scien­
tific principles and one of interest. In 
the fourth round Jones knocked Gar­
land out, but the son of the highest 
legal authority pulled himself together 
and after getting his wind insisted upon 
renewing the fight, so the battle was re­
newed, and with vigor. Both men were 
considerably punished, but it was plain 
that Jones was the best man, and after 
some fierce punishing he landed one 
on his adversary’s jaw which laid Gar­
land senseless on the floor. Here the 
fight ended. The worsted man is said 
to have kept his pledge and is no long­
er a rival. The young lady was told of 
the scrape, but was not informed that 
she was the cause of it. To her it was 
related that the rivals quarrelled over 
a game of billiards and agreed to go to 
Mt. Pleasant and fight it out. So far 
the affair has been kept a secret.
A Wonderful Offer.
For many years the manufacturers of 
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy have offered 
in good faith $500 reward for a case of 
Nasal Catarrh which they cannot cure. 
The Remedy is sold by druggists at 
only 50 cents. It has fairly attained a 
world-wide reputation. If you have 
dull, heavy headache, obstruction of the 
nasal passages, discharges falling from 
the head into the throat, sometimes 
profuse, watery, and acrid, at others, 
thick, tenacious, mucous, purulent, 
bloody and putrid, if the eyes are weak, 
watery or inflamed; if there is ringing 
in the ears, deafness, hacking and 
coughing to clear the throat, expecto­
ration of offensive matter, together 
with scabs from ulcers, the voice being 
changed and has a nasal twang, tho 
breath offensive, smell and taste im­
paired, sensation of dizziness,with men­
tal depression, a hacking cough and 
general debility, you are sufl’ering from 
nasal catarrh. The more complicated 
your disease, the greater the number 
and diversity of symptoms. Thousands 
of cases annually, without manifesting 
half of the above symptoms, result in 
consumption and end in the grave. No 
disease is so common, more deceptive 
and dangerous, less .understood, or 
more unsuccessfully treated by physi­
cians.
How His Gang Captured the Cash- 
Box at the Kansas City Races 
in 1875.
St. Paul Globe.]
“Now that I am on the subject ol 
trotting,” said Secretary Hall, of De­
troit, in the rotunda of the Merchants’ 
yesterday, “I am reminded of an inci­
dent that took place in 1875 at the 
Kansas City meeting. There were sev­
eral thousand people congregated in 
the vicinity of the ticket office when 
suddenly a band of men rode into the 
inclosure and began discharging fire­
arms apparently right into the crowd. 
As they expected there was a general 
scattering, and ere the people collected 
their senses the ticket man had been 
overpowered and his cash-box, contain 
ing about $1,200, taken away by the 
members of the shooting party, who 
turned out to be members of the Jesse 
James gang. Rewards were offered for 
the detection and arrest of the perpetra­
tors, but nothing ever came of it. The 
next summer, one day while traveling 
along the road towards Independence 
Mission, I met a single horseman and 
we soon became engaged in conversa­
tion. We did not exchange cards or 
names, but rode along into the town on 
pretty good terms, and in a few mo­
ments after we seperated I learned that 
my companion was none other than the 
notorious Jesse Janies himself. It was 
his crowd that had robbed my ticket 
seller a year before, but I did not recog­
nize him as one of the participants. 
Among the people it was a general im­
pression, and I have never heard it con­
tradicted from a reliable source, that 
Jesse James scorned to enact the role 
of a highwayman when a single person 
was concerned, but took a delight in 
frightening large crowds when in 
search of booty. His men knew that 
shooting over the heads of the specta­
tors would alarm them fully as much 
and create more of a panic than by 
killing people in cold blood, and hence 
their forays were always attended with 
a great deal of noise but little violence 
towards their victims.
'Some Old Rags or Rebel Flags.”
Chicago, Jan. 12.—“Well, what of it?” 
said Mr. Robert T. Lincoln, when he 
was shown a despatch from Washing­
ton this afternoon which stated the 
flags were boxed by his order. What if 
tho old rags were boxed up?”
“The insinuation evidently is that 
they were boxed with the intention of 
returning them to the Southern States 
from which they were taken."
“I don’t see that there is any reason 
for such an insinuation in that des­
patch. I don’t know anything about 
the matter. I don't recollect ever hav­
ing heard a word spoken on the subject 
of rebel flags. I don’t recollect having 
once seen them. I don’t even know 
whose charge they were. I have 
some reason for thinking that they 
were in charge of the Adjutant General 
and I have some grounds for believing 
they were in charge of the Chiet of Orii- 
nance.
“I have a kind of dim recollection of 
the Chief of Ordnance speaking to me 
once about some old rags of rebel flags 
which he had in his museum, and 
which from rottenness and general de­
cay had become unfit to be seen, and 
suggesting that they be boxed up; hut 
I cannot say that was so, ntind you. If 
the flags were boxed, and anybody wants 
to insinuate that they were 80 boxed 
for the purpose of the returning them 
to the Southern States, it is all poppy­
cock. The thing was never once spoken 
of, or even thought of, while I was in 
the department. We had more import­
ant matters to think about when I was 
there than the disposition that should he 
made of a few lotten old rebel flags."
andA Woman Kills a Mad Ball 
Saves Her Father.
Youngstown, 0., Jan. 11.—Norman 
Fisk, a well known farmer living ten 
miles east of Fowler, had a narrow es­
cape from being killed yesterday after­
noon by an infuriated bull. He had 
led the animal from the barn to the 
water trough, where the bull attacked 
him, knocking him down and goring 
him in a horrible manner. His cries 
brought to his assistance his daughter- 
in-law Mrs. Fisk, with a pitchfork. 
Shepluckilv plunged the instrument 
into the bull’s neck and face and final­
ly conquered the brute. A physician 
was speedily summoned and Mr. Fisk 
was found to he badly injured, having 
several ribs broken, Ins flesh badly 
torn in several places and internally in­
jured. The hull was so weak from the 
loss of blood that it will in all prob 
ability die.
A Monster Irrigating Canal Wanted 
in Texas.
El 1’aso, Tex., Jan. 11.—A move­
ment is on foot in Western Texas ami 
Southern New Mexico to secure Feder­
al aid, if possible, in building a monster 
irrigating canal from 200 to 230 miles 
long, for the purpose of reclaiming vast 
tracts of land that are now arid wastes. 
It is proposed to start the canal at a 
point on the Rio Grande, in New Mexi­
co, and carry it along the high lands of 
the Rio Grande Valley as far below E 
Paso as it is found practicable. The 
Federal Government will he asked for 
a subsidy in the form of a grant of land, 
on the ground that such a canal would 
bring on tjie market large tracts of gov­
ernment land that are now worthless 
A conference 01 citizens of El Paso and 
delegates from New Mexico was held 
and it is probable that one or more rep 
resentatives will be sent to Washington 
soon to further the plan.
Disgrace Ends in Suicide.
London, Jan. 10.—A pain till affair 
occurred at Bolton Rectory, near Wig- 
ton, this morning. Rev. John Mor- 
daunt Ivowther, rector of Bolton, was to 
have appeared before the Wigton Petty 
Sessions on a charge of indecently as­
saulting Jane Stoddart, a domestic ser­
vant in his employ.
The defendant failed to appear, and 
it transpired that when the canman who 
was instructed to take him from the 
rectory to the court called at the rec­
tory Lowther went to the door and 
gave him a letter to take to his solicitor 
at Wigton.
He then placed a revolver in his 
mouth and shot himself. He died al­
most immediately.
The deceased was unmarried and 
cousin of Lord Lonsdale.
BLAINE'S OPINION OF LAMAB.
The Latter’s Aspirations for the
Union and Hopes for the Repub­
lic.
The North American Review of 
March, 1879, contained a number of 
papers by eminent men discussing the 
questions, “Ought the Negro to be Dis­
franchised?” “Ought He to Have Been 
Enfranchised?” The opening paper 
was by James G. Blaine, followed by L. 
Q. C. Lamar, Wade Hampton, James 
A. Garfield, Alexander H. Stephens, 
Wendell Phillips, Montgomery Blair 
and Thomas A. Hendricks. The con­
clusion was also by Mr. Blaine, and it 
is interesting to reproduce, in view of 
Mr. Lamar’s nomination to the Su­
preme Bench, the following extract 
from Mr. Blaine’s argument in praise 
of Mr. Lamar:
Mr. Lamar offers a contrast to Gov­
ernor Hampton. He generalizes and 
philosophises with great ability and pre­
sents the strange combination of a ‘‘re­
fined speculatist” and a trustful opti­
mist—embodying some of the charac­
teristics of Mr. (’rtlhoun, whom he de­
voutly followed, and of Mr. Seward, 
whom he always opposed. Mr. Lamar 
is the only man in public life who can 
be praised in New England for a warm 
eulogy of Charles Sumner, and imme­
diately afterward elected to the Senate 
as the representative of the white-line 
Democrats of Mississippi. And vet, 
inconsistent as these positions are, It is 
the dream of Mr. Lamar's life to recon­
cile them. He is intensely devoted to 
the South; he has generous aspirations 
for the union of the States, he is shack­
led with the narrow dogma of State 
rights, and yet withal lias boundless 
hopes for an imperial republic whose 
power shall lead and direct the civiliza­
tion of the world. Hedged in by op­
posing theories, embarrassed by forces 
that seem irreconcilable. Mr. Lamar, 
probably more than any other man of 
the Democratic party, gives anxious 
and inquiring thought to the future.”
How Billy Patterson Was Struck.
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.]
About forty years ago, at one of the 
medical colleges of this country, the 
students had a trick of hazing every 
new man who entered the institution. 
They would secure him hand and foot, 
carry him before a mock tribunal and 
there try him for some high crime with 
which they charged him. He would he 
convicted of course, and sentenced to 
be led to the block and decapitated. A 
student named William Patterson came 
along in time, and was put through the 
court and sentenced in the usual sol­
emn and impressive manner. He was 
blindfolded and led to the block, and 
his neck placed in position. The exe­
cutioner swung the axe and buried it in 
the block, allowing it, to he sure, to go 
nowhere near Patterson’s head The 
students laughed when the trick was at 
an end, but Patterson was dead. He 
had died from what we medical men 
call shock. All the students were put 
under arrest, and question arose, “Who 
struck Patterson?” On the trial it was 
shown that nobody struck him, but the 
medical students retained the expres­
sion, and it has come down through 
them to the present day.
A Valuable Literary Discovery.
San Francisco Chronicle.]
A literary event ol national impor­
tance has taken place in Japan. One 
of the Legation officers, now with the 
new Minister to Germany, recently dis­
covered in the Ashikaga College (Tsuh- 
li Hioh) a copy of Hwang K’an’s Con- 
fucian Analects over twelve hundred 
years old, with all the ancient commen­
tator's notes. This work has disappear­
ed in China ever since the Southern 
Sung dynasty—i. e. lor some seven hun- 
dreo or eight hundred yearR; and as tho 
whole history of the present copy is 
known, the Chinese government has 
directed the Minister in Japan to bor­
row it, in order that a caretully correct­
ed copy may he takon. It may he ad­
ded that should there be any Kana in­
scriptions upon this copy valuable light 
will also he thrown upon the Japanese 
alphabet question.
A Strange Phenomenon in Washing­
ton County, Pa.
Washington, Pa., Jan. 12.—The citi­
zens of Zollarsville and vicinity are con­
siderably exercised over a discovery on 
the farm of Simon Bane. Smoke was 
noticed several days ago issuing from 
the ground, and in order to ascertain 
its origin a number assisted in making 
excavations. When only a few feet 
down the ground became so hot that 
the men had to quit digging. It is 
stated that to-day hot pieces of clay 
were thrown up and that the smoke 
has become very dense.
A Great Victory
A Terrible Case of Scrofula 
Cured by
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
" In tho winter of 1879 I was attacked with
Scrofula in ono of the most aggravating forms.
At ono time I had no less than thirteen large 
abscesses over and around my neck and throat, 
continually exuding an offensive mass of 
bloody matter disgusting to behold, anil 
almost intolerable to endure. It is imponslblo 
to fully describe my sufferings, as tho case 
was complicated with Chronic Catarrh. Alter 
three years of misery, having been treated by 
three physicians, I was worso than ever. 
Finally, on tho recommendation of W. J. 
Huntley, druggist, of Lockport, 1 was induced 
to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. And now, after 
having taken twelvo bottles, within the last 
twelve months, the scrofulous eruptions have 
entirely ceased, and tho abscesses have all 
disappeared, except the unsightly sears, which 
arc dally becoming‘smaller by degrees, and 
beautifully less.’ I do not know what It may 
have done for others, hut I do know that in 
my case, Hood's Sarsaparilla has proved an 
effective specific Indeed. As an evidence of 
my gratitude I send these facts unsolicited, 
and I am ready to verify the authenticity of 
this cure, by personal correspondence with 
any one who doubts it.” Cuaulcs A. Kou- 
euts, East Wilson, N. Y.
This statement Is confirmed by W. J. nunt-
Icy, druggist, of Lockport, N. Y., who c«11b the 
euro a great victory tor Hood's Sarsaparilla. 
Scud for book giving statements of many cures.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Mado 
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Hass.
IOO'Doses Ono Hol’ar.
“Never morning wore to evening but 
some heart did break,” says Tennyson; 
and the part that ill health often plays 
in heart-wreck is too great for compu­
tation. Uterine disorders especially 
becloud the spirits and sap the springs 
of vitality and nervous force. For 
these distressing diseases, functional 
irregularities, unnatural discharges, 
constant pains, weak hack, lassitude, 
dullness, sinking sensations, ill temper, 
and nil weaknesses and derangements 
peculiar to females, Dr. Pierce’s Favor­
ite Prescription is a perfect specific. 
Sold by druggists.
Katie Kennedy of Cincinnati, the 
pretty sister of a young man who is 
now in the southern Indiana peniten­
tiary under a life sentence for murder, 
is S'> convinced of her brother’s iuno- 
cence that for three years she has been 
a truant from home, and in the disguise 
of a man has been the constant com­
panion of thieves in the hope of obtain­
ing a confession which will set free the 
, convict.
The California papers boast that the 
crop of oranges in that State on 20,000 
acres of orange orchards is 1,000,000 
boxes, while the Florida crop on 80,000 
acres is only 1,100,000 boxes. The dis­
parity is claimed to he the result of the 
inferior productiveness of the Florida 
soil. Something may also he due to 
the exaggerative quality of tho extreme 
Western mind.
Make no Mistake.—If you have 
made up your mind to buy Hoods Sar­
saparilla do not be induced to take any 
other. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a peculiar 
medicine, possessing, by virtue of its 
peculiar combination, proportion, and 
preparation, curative powers superior 
to any other article of the kind before 
the people. For all affections arising 
from impure blood or low state of the 
system it is unequalled. Be sure to get 
Hood’s.
Christina and Katherie Adams of 
San Francisco, two sisters, aged 19 and 
16 respectfully, have both lost their 
reason through the extraordinary re­
velations made to them by a fortune 
teller styling himself Professor Dalim. 
The man will he prosecuted.
r
Wje 13 no net.
L. HARPER, Editor and Proprietor




It is the Republicans now that have 
"squaw Senators.”
There i3 some talk about the bodies 
of the Chicago Anarchists being resur­
rected and cremated.
Hon. James F. Wilson (Rep.) was 
re-elected United States Senator by the 
Legislature of Iowa.
Mr. Lamar found the road to the Su­
preme Court a hard one to travel, but 
he got there, all the same.
The thermometer registered from 17 
to 30° below zero in different points in 
Canada during the past week.
The Boston admirers of slugger Sul­
livan are now’ exhibiting their wonder­
ful citizen “done” in cold marble.
Word comes from Painesville, this 
State, that “Grandma” Garfield, mother 
of the murdered President, is dying.
Some Congressmen think it will be 
all right to have a clerk assigned to 
each member, whose pay shall come 
out of the national treasury. This is 
one of the methods of “reducing the 
surplus.” Probably there are many 
Congressmen who are badly in need of 
clerks, as they are incapable of carry­
ing on their own correspondence, but 
we do not think it is right to make the 
people pay for their illiteracy.
Speaker Carlisle, while seated at 
the dinner-table in the Riggs House, 
Washington, on Monday, was taken 
suddenly and seriously ill with a con­
gestive chill and it was with difficulty 
he reached his room. A physician was 
called in who administered the proper 
medicine, which gave him relief, and 
he is now thought to be out of danger
James G. Blaine, Jr., of New York, 
who married pretty Marie Nevins, 
daughter of Col. Dick Nevins, of Co­
lumbus, has telegraphed across the 
ocean to J. G. B. Sr., that he is now a 
grandfather. Mother and boy are re­
ported to be doing finely.
The Republicans in Michican have 
started a boom for ex-Gov. Alger as a 
candidate for Vice President on the 
Blaine ticket. He is prominent as a 
Grand Army man and is quite wealthy. 
Is is reported that Jay Gould suggested 
the movement.
Lamar’s Nomination Confirmefl.
Senator Allison is the choice of the 
Republicans of Iowa for President, by 
a large majority. Blaine is second on 
the list.
“Bunnie” Campbell has arrived at 
her home in Ironton, and feels much 
happier then when she was engaged in 
H.and K.
Tee number of deaths by the late 
railroad disaster on the Boston express 
train is reported at twelve, and is still 
increasing.
The breach among the Republicans 
in the Ohio Senate, instead of being 
healed, is becoming wider and deeper 
every day.
Bob Kennedy’s arbitrary rulings 
two years ago are now coming home to 
haunt the poor Republicans like Ban 
quo’s ghost.
The New York World says: Half 
thousand bills to squander the surplus 
and not one to stop it, is the poor re 
cord of Congress thus far.
The report that certain Democratic 
Senators and Congressman are organiz­
ing an opposition to President Cleve 
land, is a silly and ridiculous lie.
The Republicans have no further use 
for Senator Riddleberger, as he an 
nounces that he is going to vote for the 
confirmation of Mr. Lamar.
The elegant residence of Senator In 
galls, at Atchison, Kan., together with 
his tine library, was destroyed by fire 
on the 12th inst. Loss about $20,000
Mr. Parnell advises his political as 
sociates not to resort to any obstruc 
tion in Parliament, but to depend for 
success upon conservative inharmony.
The thirteen would-be dictators in 
the Ohio Senate talk about impeaching 
Lieut.-Gov. Lyon, because he does not 
do as they wish. “On with the dance.
A sharp earthquake shock was felt 
at various points in North and South 
Carolina and Georgia, on last Thursday 
morning, but there was no damage and 
no alarm.
The morning express train on the 
Lake Erie and Western Railroad, left 
track near Bluffton, Allen county, Ohio, 
on Tuesday, killing one man and seri­
ously injuring several others, members 
of Frank Mayo’s company being among 
the number.
An infernal machine was sent Tues­
day to Judge Woods, of the Federal 
District Court at Indianapolis, who was 
trying the tally sheet cases. It came 
through the post-office in the regular 
way, but fortunately no injury was done 
to any one.
The men who talk long and loud 
about “protecting” American working 
men against the “pauper labor of Eu 
rope,” are the very men who import 
pauper laborers to supplant American 
laborers who refuse to work at starva­
tion wages.
A lot of pauper Arabs were sent 
home from New York a few days ago 
This is right. While America will 
welcome the honest, industrious, well- 
meaning peoples of the Old World, we 
have noroom for criminals, paupers or 
anarchists.
The friends of Senator Don Cameron 
in Pennsylvania, assert that he is not a 
candidate for President, and they think 
the best thing the Republicans of that 
State can do is to send a solid delegation 
for Blaine to their National Convention
Hox. El me E. Jackson was inaugu 
rated Governor of Maryland on Thurs 
day last, in the presence of both branch­
es of the Legislature and a large hotly 
of people.
Charles C. Nettleton, Republican 
treasurer of Berlin township, Delaware 
county, is a defaulter to the amount of 
$2,600. The money has been used in 
his business.
Senator Bill Chandler, who was 
the head-devil in the larceny of the 
Presidency in 1876, now wishes Con­
gress to investigate some local election 
in Mississippi.
Jem Smith, tho so-called “champion 
of England,” has not yet accepted the 
challenge of “Prof.” Sullivan to test 
their fistic talents in the prize ring, for 
a purse of $10,000.
“Bunnie” Campbell having sudden­
ly become wealthy, there is talk of 
“Baby” Arbuckle marrying her for her 
money. But she will probably find 
more congenial suitors.
Gov. Larrabee and Lieut. Gov. Hull, 
of Iowa, were inaugurated at De3 
Moines on the 12th, in the presence of 
both houses of the Legislature and a 
large assembly of citizens.
Indianapolis was visited by a very 
destructive fire after midnight on Fri­
day night last, which consumed proper­
ty in the business portion of the city, 
to the value of $1,000,000.
The Republicans have only to keep 
up their abuse of Senators Stanford, 
Stewart and Riddleberger, and they 
may possible succeed in making the 
Senate a Democratic body.
The Czar of Russia kindly agrees to 
establish a provisional government in 
Bulgaria, provided the other powers of 
Europe will unite in driving Prince 
Ferdinand out of the country.
The Ohio Patriot at New Libson, is 
in its 80th year, and the Steubenville 
Herald has just entered upon its 83d 
year. We believe'there are only two 
other older papers in the State.
A Cleveland hardware cleik named 
Edward Allen, stole enough goods from 
his employers, Davis <fe Hunt, to enable 
him to go into business for himself. The 
stolen goods have been recovered.
Members of the Forty-first Kentucky 
regiment claim that the United States 
government owes them about $3,000 
each on the ground that they were ne­
ver formally mustered out of service.
A telegram from San Remo states 
that a plot has been discovered to take 
tho life of the Crown Prince of Ger­
many. One of the Socialists in the con­
spiracy weakened and turned informer.
A score of wool manufacturers met 
at Albany, N. Y., a few days ago, and 
declared that they were opposed to 
placing wool on tho free list, for the 
reason that it might be followed by a 
movement to abolish the tariff on 
manufactured woolen goods. Here is 
where the shoe pinehes.
The attempt toharmonize the Repub­
lican factions in the Ohio Senate has 
not been successful. The thirteen 
“combiners” invited the nine “bolters” 
to meet in caucus last week, to select 
page boys. The nine consented, but 
when they met, it was found that the 
thirteen had everything fixed to suit 
themselves, and thus ‘‘harmony” was 
again defeated.
mss?
Three Republican Senators vote with 
the Democrats.
Well, the long agony is over, and the 
appointment of the Hon. L. Q. C. La­
mar, of Mississippi, to be a Justice of 
the Supreme Court of the United States, 
was confirmed by the Senate on Mon­
dry, by a vote of 32 to 28. Three Re­
publican Senators voted with the Demo­
crats, viz: Stewart, of Nevada; Stanford, 
of California and Riddleberger of Vir­
ginia. Senator Hawley of Connecticut, 
made the principal argument against, 
and Senator Pugh the leading argu­
ment in favor of the confirmation, but 
the discussion was almost entirely con 
fined to the Republican side. Of course 
our own Sherman had to blow his horn, 
to “keep in” with his party.
Sixteen Senators—eight Democrats 
and eight Republicans—were paired, 
and of course did not vote.
Immediately after the Lamar confir­
mation the nomination of Mr. Vilas to 
be Secretary of the Interior and Mr. 
Don Dickerson to be Postmaster-Gen­
eral were confirmed without opposition 
or discussion.
The nomination of General Edward S. 
Bragg, of Wisconsin, was also confirm­
ed as Minister to Mexico.
Old Hickory Jackson fifty years ago 
was opposed to oppressive taxation 
and filling the treasury with the peo­
ple’s money. Young Hickory Cleveland 
stands on the same platform to-day 
See first page of this week’s Banner
Hon. W. W. Beatty, a member of the 
Legislature from Logan county, was 
stricken with paralysis while on the 
floor of the House, a few days ago, and 
was at once taken to his home in Belle 
fontaine. His condition is serious
Senator Cowgill of the Clark dis 
trict, and ex-Speaker Entrekin of Chil 
licothe, (both Republicans,) are ex 
changing the “compliments of the 
season” with each other. There will 
be no love lost in the controversy.
Dr. W. H. Holden, Mayor of Zanes­
ville, and formerly a State Senator from 
the Musk ingum-Perry’ district, died on 
the 11th inst. His illness and death 
were caused by a fall on the icy side­
walk a few days previous.
Albert P. Morehouse, who succeeds 
Gov. Marmaduke, as Governor of Mis­
souri, was born in Delaware county, 
Ohio, and went West “to grow up with 
the country.” There is no discount on 
Ohio boys, the world over.
Mr. T. P. O’Connor, one of the most 
brilliant of the Irish Members of Par­
liament, has commenced the publica­
tion of an evening penny paper in Lon­
don, called the Star, after the style of 
American newspapers.
The English Tories now express a wil­
lingness to give Ireland local self-gov­
ernment, but not a seperate Parliament. 
This is a significant and remarkable 
concession. “The good time coming” 
is coming right along.
The Ravenna Daily Republican has 
ceased to exist, and the Lima Daily Re- 
publican has been sold out by the 
sheriff. These little one-horse, boiler­
plate dailies in country towns are of 
no account, anyhow’.
If Mr. Lamar had imitated Long­
street, Mosby, Chalmers and others and 
joined the Republican party after the 
close of the war, all his sins would have 
been forgiven, and he would be a polit­
ical angel now.
The Cincinnati Times-Star credits 
Bro. VanCleaf, of the Circleville Demo­
crat, with creating all this rumpus 
among the Republican Senators. Van 
can afford to elevate his castor arid 
smole a smile.
F. B. Zay, of Findlay, has been elect­
ed Grand Master of the Grand Lodge 
of Ohio, I. O. O. F. The vote stood:— 
Zay, 2,188; Bowen, 2,013; Winchell, 1,- 
023; Marshall, 308; Fowler, 308. Zay’s 
plurality, 175.
The scheme to issue $5,000,000 5 per 
cent, third preferred stock of the B. & 
O. Railroad, was defeated at a meeting 
of the Board of Directors last week, 
not a quorum being present to act on 
the subject.
Mr. Corcoran, publisher of the Cork 
Examiner, has been sentenced to two 
months imprisonment, without hard 
labor, for publishing reports of meet­
ings of suppressed branches of the 
League.
Dennis Kearney, the “sand-lot ora­
tor,” of San Francisco, W’as exhibited on 
the floor of the House of Representa­
tives at Washington, the other day by 
a Republican Congressman from Cali­
fornia.
The announcement is made that Mr. 
Blaine is engaged in writing a book 
giving a description of his trip around 
the world. Blaine being an old news­
paper editor he knows how to use his 
pen.
The Circuit Court at Albany, N. Y. 
has decided that the Republican Boss, 
Tom Platt, was never legally appointed 
to the office of Quarantine Commission­
er, and he will have to step down and 
out.
The Florida Exposition was opened 
at Jacksonville, on Thursday last, with 
a grand flourish of trumpets. The 
pageant was witnessed by 30,000 people. 
Ex-Gov. Bloxham was the orator of the 
day.
Mrs. Edward Parmalee, a wealthy 
and prominent society lady of Brook­
lyn, died in a house of bad repute in 
New York city on Saturday, whither 
she had gone in company with a gen­
tleman friend, who left her suddenly 
when he found she was dying. The 
woman’s downfall and death were a 
terrible shock to her invalid husband 
and family of grown children. The po­
lice seem to know the name of the man 
who accompanied the woman in her 
disgraceful escapade, but they refuse to 
divulge it on account of his family.
President Cleveland's gift to the 
Pope—the Constitution of the United 
States, handsomely, bound—has been 
more admired and is more highly ap­
preciated than all the jewels and ge- 
gaws sent by the crowned heads of Eu­
rope. We notice that some narrow­
minded, bigoted clergymen in this 
country, have been finding fault with 
this act of the President; but the sort of 
talk they indulge in is unsuited to the 
Christianity and civilization of this en­
lightened age.
The people of Maumee, near Toledo, 
made arrangements for a grand cele­
bration and illumination last Thursday 
night in honor of having natural gas 
introduced in that town, and an im­
mense crowd of people w’as present. 
But some cuss cut the pipes, and thus 
prevented the “exhibition.” The swear­
ing that took place surpassed anything 
ever witnessed since my Uncle Toby’s 
army marched through Flanders.
Childish Work in the Senate.
As a result of the quarrel between 
the two Republican factions in the Ohio 
Senate, up to Tuesday of this week no 
committees were announced to whom 
bills, resolutions, etc., could be referred 
for consideration, as is customary and 
necessary. Our Senator, Mr. Braddock 
on Thursday last, called the .attention 
of the Senate to this fact, and made 
some pointed remarks, showing how 
business was delayed and completely 
blocked by the failure to appoint the 
customary committees. The delay, he 
said, was unprecedented, uncalled for 
and would unnecessarily prolong the 
sessions. He said if the Republican 
members did not intend to transact 
any business or allow anybody else 
do so they should adjourn the Senate at 
once. He moved that the committee 
be compelled to report at once. This 
developed the fact that Mr. Coulter, one 
of the thirteen combiners, by virtue of 
having made the motion, was chairman 
of the committee and refused to make 
the report, although it had been signed 
by a majority of the members.
The trouble seems to be that the 
thirteen “combiners,” who tried to’gob 
ble all the offices, and were defeated 
wanted to exclude the nine “bolters 
from the best positions on the com 
mittees.
The long, bitter and exciting contest 
among the Democracy of Louisiana 
relative to a candidate for Governoi, 
has at length been peaceably and bar 
moniously settled by the nomination 
of Francis T. Nicholls. The McEnry 
men, finding that they were in a hope­
less minority in the Convention, voted 
blank, and afterwards moved to make 
the nomination of Nicholls unanimous. 
“All’s well that ends well.”
The bottom has completely fallen 
out of the contest made by one Thobe, 
who wished to secure Speaker Carlisle’s 
seat in Congress. There never was any 
merit in the case, and the facts show 
that it was little else than a blackmail­
ing affair to make money out of Mr. 
Carlisle and his friends. The notorious 
Hale Sypher, a former carpet-bag Con­
gressman from Louisiana, seems to 
have been Thobe’s manager and legal 
adviser in the case.
The New York Sun, that was once a 
widely circulated, influential and 
profitable paper, supported Ben Butler 
for President, and did everything in its 
power to defeat Cleveland. The result 
has been that its circulation has fallen 
off one half, and recently a mortgage 
for $175,000 was placed upon the con­
cern as security for borrowed money to 
keep it alive. The Democracy have no 
use for the Sun.
Word comes from Columbus that 
Allen O. Myers, who has been indicted 
for complicity in the tally-sheet forgery 
talks of suing the Citizens’ Committee 
who caused his indictment and arrest 
for $50,000 damages for conspiracy to 
defraud him of his good name. Allen 
had better wait until the forgery cases 
are disposed of, and if he is vindica 
ted he can then “ let slip the dogs of 
war.”
The Chicago Triune on Sherman.
Senator Sherman is hoping to be 
nominated by the Republican National 
Convention, which meets in Chicago 
next June. Here is what the leading 
Republican paper published at that city, 
the Tribune, has to say about his speech 
in reply to the President’s message:
“The burden of John Sherman’s 
speech on the tariff was: ‘No reduction 
of war tax burdens on the people of the 
West; no relief to the plundered, rob­
bed, overcharged ‘Western farmers.’ 
To avoid any reduction of taxation, 
Sherman has innumerable schemes for 
dissipating the surplus revenues and ma­
king continued high taxation necessary 
premature bond redemptions, waste­
ful expenditures for coast defences, in­
discriminate pensioning, refunding di­
rect war taxes to the States, adoption 
of lavish river and harbor appropria­
tions, the Blair humbug educational 
bill, etc., etc. Aiming to place every 
possible obstacle in the way of tariff re­
form and reduced taxation, Sherman 
made just such a speech as might have 
been expected from an Eastern Senator 
coddled, protected State and represent­
ing a constituency of trust monopolists 
and mill barons, but not one that does 
any credit to a Senator from the West. 
Don Cameron of Pennsylvania, Senator
McPherson of New Jersey, Alrich of 
Rhode Island, Sam Randall or Pig-Iron 
Kelley could not make any more ultra, 
never-let-up, tariff-robber harangue.— 
Sherman thinks he has found the 
straight path to the White House, but 
it is only proving his demoralization 
through too great intimacy with East­
ern coupon-clippers and monopolists.”
Mr. Sherman’s friends have always 
claimed for him that if made the candi­
date for the Presidency he would bring 
to his party’s support the aid of money 
interests of the country. That, it now 
seems, would be as doubtful as the sup­
port from the South that he hits been 
counting on.
The Cause of the Trouble.
It now seems to be pretty well settled 
that Col. John C. Entrekin, Ex-Speaker 
of the Ohio House of Representatives, 
was the man who brought about the 
fight among the Republicans in the 
Ohio Senate. Entrekin entertains a 
dislike for Senator Cowgill, who was a 
rival candidate for Speaker of the last 
House, when Entrekin succeeded, by 
making promises of favors to the mem­
bers. Tho Columbus Herald (Rep.) 
pays its respects to the “cowboy” after 
the following fashion:
In yesterday’s Chillicothe Leader the 
the man who disgraced the last House 
of Representatives by attempting to fill 
the office of Speaker, John C. Entrekin, 
attempts to read Senator Cowgill and 
the other “bolters” out of the Republi­
can party. It was Entrekin who plan­
ned the combination, and he is the 
moft aggrieved man in the State to-day, 
for one of his Ross county pets, named 
Brown, got left.
Mr. Entrekin’s record as Speaker 
needs ventilating, and if he opens his 
fly trap again, the Herald will be forced 
to go into the matter for the public 
good He was owned body, breeches 
and cowhide boots by the most dis­
graceful lobby which tackled the last 
legislature, and in his endeavor to set 
up the Senate organization and com­
mittees in its interest one week ago got 
badly worsted. “Little Peterkin” had 
better crawl into his hole and stay there 
till spring. He is too guileless a youth 
by half to be wandering around by him­
self.
Kossuth, the noble old patriot, is 
now eighty-six years of age, and is said 
to be enjoying excellent health. His 
good health is attributed—listen, O 
youth! and give ear, O dude!—to the 
fact that he never smoked a cigarette 
in his life.—Columbus Dispatch.
See, here, young man; you don’t know 
what you are writing about. During 
Kossuth’s visit to this country, it was 
the privilege of the writer hereof to see 
and converse with him daily, while in 
Pittsburgh, and we have no recollection 
of a time when he had not a cigarette 
in his mouth. He made his own cigar­
ettes, from tine cut tobacco and bits of 
square cut paper he always carried in 
his vest pocket. He smoked incessant­
ly, and talked while he smoked, with 
his visitors.
Congressman O’Neil, of St. Louis, 
who is a widower with several children, 
has got himself into trouble. He has 
been boarding for two years past with a 
Mrs. Moore in Washington, who is said 
to be an adventuress—at least she claims 
to be his wife and has been signing his 
name to checks, and drawing money 
thereon. When he came back to 
Washington this winter he kept away 
from the woman, although he paid her 
rent to avoid exposure. This, however, 
only magnified the trouble. These 
Washington “widows” are the kind that 
old Sam Weller cautioned young Sam 
to “beware” of.
The President has sent to the Senate 
the name of General Edward S. Bragg, 
of Wisconsin, Io be Minister of Pleni­
potentiary to Mexico, vice Manning, 
deceased. General Bragg was the com­
mander of the famous “Iron Brigade” 
during the war, and it was he who, in 
the National Convention that nomin­
ated President Cleveland, declared, in 
answer to Tammany Hall’s opposition 
to Cleveland because of the enemies he 
had aroused during his term as Gover­
nor, that the Western Democrats loved 
him for the enemies he had made.
President Cleveland sent a letter 
to the County Democracy of New York, 
who celebrated St. Jackson’s Day, in 
which he said:
“The hero of the battle of New Or­
leans won such victories in peace, no 
less renowned than in war, and fought 
so bravely on the field of battle, that his 
name is endeared to every Democratic 
heart. In these latter days his char­
acter and his acts may be contemplat­
ed with profit.”
George Schlemmer, a Canton saloon 
keeper, having a wife and 12 children, 
by way of a joke, made his family be­
lieve he had taken a dose of arsenic, 
but when the doctor came he confessed 
it was a hoax. His wife, who was in 
poor health, is not likely to recover 
from the shock.
Northern Pacific Railroad Hatch, the 
absconding cashier of the B. and O. 
express company, is under arrest, with 
two of his accomplices, in Toronto, 
Canada.
A woman named Codler living near 
Fredonia, Pa., was given a coat of tar 
and feathers by her neighbors because 
she scandalized the community by her 
loose conduct.
The Chicago vestibule train was 
wrecked on the Fort Wayne road in a 
collision with a freight train. The pas­
sengers are bruised, but none are ser­
iously injured.
FRAMING
Done in every style and prompt and 
cheapest at Arnold’s. Bring in your 
pictures and get prices.
Foot Rot and Heel Fly.
McDougall’s Dressing will cure Foot 




This powder never varies. A marvel of 
purity, strength and wholesomeness. More 
economical than the ordinary kinds, and 
cannot be sold in competition with the mul­
titude of low test, sliort weight alum or 
phosphate powders. Sold only in cans. 




EIGHTY ACRES OF LAM)
In Pike township, one mile North of Amity, 
known as the
SHARTELLE PLACE.
GOOD HOUSE. FINE ORCHARD.
BEST OF NEVER FAILING WATER, 
CORN CRIB AND WAGON SHED,
TEN ACRES TIMBER.
Will sell on easy terms or exchange for 
citv propertv. Possession given immediately. 
Also for sale, THREE FINE COLTS and 
THREE BROOD MARES.
Address or inquire of the undersigned.
WM. J. McFEELY,
dec22tf East High Street, Mt. Vernon, O.
VAIVABLK
Farm for Sale!
1G<> ACREN of JLA TV I> 
in I»ik © Township.
as executors of the estate of Daniel Bow 
man. deceased, offer for sale the 160 ACRE 
FARM, situated between Amity and North 
Liberty and eight miles East of Frederick­
town. About 40 acres of timber, balance 
good tillable land.
GOOD FRAME HOUSE, two stories high, 
LARGE BARN, WAGON SHED, CORN 
CRIBS. WOOD HOUSE, and other out­
door buildings: GOOD ORCHARD; a good 
well and two never failing springs. School 
house fifty rods from house and church 
within half mile of farm. For terms and 
other particulars call on or address
John Bowman, 
or W. H. Laiimon,
Executors.
OjanStn Democracy, Knox County, O.
AdniinfNtrator’M Notice.
"'VTOTICE is hereby given that the under- 
-A-X signed has been appointed and qual- 
fied Administrator, de bonis non.of the es­
tate of
FRANCIS WILKINS, 
late of Knox Countv, Ohio, deceased, by the 
Probate Court of said Countv.
ROBERT C. ANDERSON. 
5jan3t* Administrator
Mt. Vernon Granite and Marble Works
MONUMENTS,
No. 230 South Main Street.
The Largest and Most Complete Assort­
ment of Foreign and Native Granite Monu­
ments on hand which will be offered at Ex­
tremely Low Prices. Be sure to call and see 
before you buy. 25mvtf
CO.,
DEALERS IN
Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry,
NO. 1 KREMLIN BLOCK,
Mt. Vernon. O, Telephone No. 89
Agents wvertising Patronage. A small amount of work done with tact and intelligence may 
produce a considerable income. Agents 
earn several hundred dollars in commis­
sions in a single season ami incur no j>cr- 
sonal responsibility. Enquire at the near­
est newspaper office and learn that ours is 
the best known and best equipped establish­
ment for placing advertisements in news­
papers and conveying to advertisers the in­
formation which they require in order to 
make their investments wisely and profit­
ably. Men of good address, or women, if 
well informed and practical, may obtain 
authority to solicit advertising patronage 
for us. Apply by letter to Guo. I’. Rowell 
<fe Co., Newspaper Advertising Bureau, 10 
Spruce St., New York, and full particulars 
will be sent by return mail. it
Special attention is calks! to the celebrated
Patrie Hut Air Furnace
which may be adapted to any ailed building, 






On 1st Floor, opposite Post- 
Office. Entrance from Main 
or Vine Sts.,same as to Opera 
House. Separate Parlor for 
Ladies, Conducted and Pre­
sided over by Ladies.
We shall pay no attention to cheap 
prices, hut you can always depend up­
on the quality of goods we use to he 
the very best, and that evcrytliing 
will be found neat and clean. It is 
also, surely worth something to enjoy 
a good meal in a nice, quiet respecta­
ble place. We assure any gentleman 
that he need not hesitate to bring or 
recommend our Ladies’ Parlors to his 
lady friends. Ladies coming alone can 
depend on being verycourteously treat­
ed. We believe in being candid in this, 
like in all other matters, and we sim 
ply say that the verv fact of our being 
also interested in tne liquor business 
is no reason why any sensible lady 
should hesitate for one moment to fre­
quent our Dining Parlors. Our La­
dies Dining Parlor is for the exclusive 
use of ladies, or gentlemen accompa­
nied by ladies, and it is as much sepa­
rate from our other business, ns if the 
same was owned by different persons 
We don’t know of any first-class hotel
Ohio that has not got u bur 
where liquors are sold, and who ever 
heard of a lady refusing to stop there 
on that account. Our Bar and Dining 
Rooms are far more separate than in 
most hotels. We don’t want, nor we 
will not have the patronage of any hut 
respectable wemen. Our Dining 
Rooms will he open daily,except Sun­
day, from 7:30 a. m. to 12 p. m., and 
on Sunday from 9 a. m. to 9 p in. No 
liquors will positively he sold in either 
Dining Room. Fiist-elass meals, 25c. 
Oysters served in any style. Business 
men will confer n favor on their 
friends ns well as bestow one tm ns by 
bringing or recommending them to our 
place. Rest assured we will carry out 
our part to the very letter, and if you 
consider a place such as we propose to 
conduct worthy of your patronage, 
kindly let us have part of srtme. Come, 
bring your people and make yourstlf 
at home in our place. Every conven­
ience connected.
“Saint Owen.”
The Ohio Legislature without 
“saint,” would be like the play of Ham 
let with the noble Dane left out. W 
have had St. Geghan, St. Pond, St 
Stubbs, St. Green, St. Smith, St. Dow 
and half a dozen other Saints; and al 
ready at the beginning of the present 
session, Knox county’s Representative, 
has assumed the holy office of “Saint,” 
for the Republican body of which he 
has become an accidental member. 
“St. Owen," as he is now called, at the 
commencement of the session, intro­
duced a bill to prevent the sale of li­
quor on Sunday. That is all right. 
But in the name of the Prophet, how 
many law3 on that prolific subject are 
we going to have ? The statute books 
are filled with them, some of them very 
severe ones, at that; and if they are not 
observed and enforced, it is the fault of 
the officers, not the laws. But “St. 
Owen” is no doubt desirous of doing 
something to distinguish himself, and 
immortalize his name. It would be well 
enough, however, for him to study the 
Sunday liquor laws already in force be­
fore he undertakes to add new enact­
ments to complicate and mystify and 
render nugatory the volumes of laws on 
that subject already in existence.
The Fearful and Fatal Blizzard of 
Last Week in the West.
The cold wave, and blinding snow 
storm, that visited Dakota, Montana, 
Colorado, Nebraska, Kansas, Arkansas, 
&c., on Thursday and Friday, surpassed 
anything ever witnessed. At different 
points the thermometer registered a 
temperature of from 25 to 52° below 
zero The details of the suffering and 
death resulting from the fearful bliz­
zard, are heart-rending. Children re­
turning home from school were lost on 
the prairies and perished; men driving 
teams, were in like manner lost and 
frozen to death. The number of deaths 
reported in Minnesota, Dakota, Mon­
tana anti Nebraska, will exceed one 
hundred. In Kansas thousands are 
suffering for fuel and food, and live 
stock and crops everywhere suffered 
more or less. The blizzard extended 
south to Arkansas, the Indian Territory 
and Texas, and cattle were frozen, being 
unused to such low temperature.
Chicago’s Monster Building.
The great Chicago Auditorium Buil­
ding, in which the Republican National 
Convention will be held next June, is 
now being pushed forward rapidly to­
ward completion. It will be ten stor­
ies high, and will cover a space within 
a fraction of two acres, and will cost 
about $2,200,000. It fronts on Michi­
gan Avenue, which skirts the lake, and 
the sides are on Wabash Avenue and 
Congress street. The Hall, which is de­
signed for a theatre, will have a com­
fortable seating capacity of 5,000 and 
8,000 will be crowed into it during the 
convention. Besides the hall, the 
building will contain a hotel of 500 
rooms, and a large number of offices, 
and the U. S. Signal Service will occupy 
the upper part of the tower. The Audi­
torium committee, who are putting up 
the building, is composed of 200 of 
Chicago’s wealthy and public-spirted 
citizens.
This is the startling heading to a dis­
patch from Rome on Saturday:
Bad News from Massowah.—The Ital­
ian Troops About to be Attacked 
by Overwhelming Forces.—King 
John, of Abyssinia, Reinforced by 
King Menelic and the Powerful 
Galins Nation.—The Abyssinian 
Army of 50,000 Men Armed with 
Repeating Rifles of the Most Im­
proved Pattern.—A Gallas Force of 
40,000 Cavalry.—Alarm at Rome.
There is a wonderful and constantly 
increasing demand for President Cleve 
land’s low tariff tax message all over 
the country. The people like it the 
more they read it, and are making it 
text-book for their children to read and 
study. Common sense is taking the 
place of clap-trap and nonsense. This 
is a thinking age. The people are tired 
of high and useless taxation.
The St. Louis Globe-Democrat, Rep 
proposes the following ticket for 1888
For President—John Sherman, 
Ohio.
For Vice President—John R. Lynch 
of Mississippi.
Mr. Lynch is the colored statesman 
who defeated Powell Clayton for tern 
porary chairman of the Chicago Con 
vention in 1884.
of
The wool lobbyists at Washington, it 
is announced, have come to an agree 
ment as to what they wish Congress to 
do for them. They have agreed to be 
content if an increase of 10 per cent, 
given them. They should have asked 
50 per cent, and then compromised on 
10 per cent. That is the way the big 
monopolists do.
Fred. Manecke, a gas well contractor 
turned on the pressure of a well 
Fostoria, on Thursday last, that hud 
been shut off for some time, and a ter 
riffic explosion followed that threw 
Manecke fully twenty feet in the air 
He was badly hurt, but it is thought 
will recover unless he should be injured 
internally.
Senator “Joe” Brown, of Georgia 
read a prosy sheech the other day in 
favor of removing the tax from whisky 
so that cheap “moonshine” whisky 
could be made in every hollow tree 
the woods for the “benefit of the poor. 
What the “poor” in this country want 
is cheap clothing, cheap fuel and cheap 
food.
Senator Hale, oi Maine, who 
Blaine’s “right bower,” made a violent 
attack upon President Cleveland a few 
days ago in the Senate. It is under 
stood that the amunition for his blun 
derbus was furnished by the unhappy 
mortal who would like to occupy Mr 
Cleveland’s seat in the White House
Dr. G. W. H. Clough and Edward 
Kauffman, proprietors of the rival 
Opera Houses at Chillicothe, don’t like 
each other very well. They had a quar* 
rel the other day, and among other 
ugly epithets, Clough called Kauffman 
man “a d—d thief.” And now K.has 
sued C. for $10,000 for slander.
W e were decidedly of the opinion 
that Senator Voorhees, of Indiana 
would be the most popular and avail 
able candidate for Vice President on 
the ticket with Mr. Cleveland; but as 
the Democracy of Indiana express 
their preference for Gov. Gray, we are 
entirely content.
Three hundred miles, south of El 
Paso, Texas, one night in the early part 
of last week, eight men boarded the ex 
press train and robbed the express car 
and the passengers, securing quite 
large sum. The whole affair did not 
occupy over three minutes, and no one 
was injured.
President Cleveland has sent 
Message to Congress relative to the Pa­
cific Railroad complications, recom­
mending that they shall be settled at 
once in a satisfactory manner to the 
Government. Mr. Outhwaite’s bill em­
bodies the suggestions of the President.
The Republicans are terribly dis­
tressed because one Democrat, Judge 
Korte, holds a little position in the 
Ohio Senate, and not being able to re­
move him, they want him to resign. 
Their idea of “civil service reform” is 
to give all the offices to Republicans,
How Protection Protects.
New York World.]
Two current items of news show very 
clearly whom protection protects.
The will of the late W. C. De Pauw, 
of Indiana, is contested by his eldest 
daughter. The estate inventories over 
$6,000,000 and the will gave $1,500,000 
to De Pauw University and about as 
much more to the Methodist confer­
ence. How was this great fortune amass 
ed? In the manufacture of glass, protec 
ted under our tariff, from 45 to 147 per 
cent. How has “American labor” fared 
under the law that enabled De Pauw to 
heap up $6,000,000 ? In 1860 the aver­
age daily wages of glass-workers was 
$2.96; in 1880 it was $1.79. All the 
glass workers in the country have not 
been able to save as much money under 
25 years of “protection” as this one 
manufacturer devotes to perpetuating 
his name in a mushroom “university.” 
Example number two: A. Pardee, the 
coal baron of Hazleton, who has devot 
ed a portion of the great fortune, which 
the bounty system has enabled him to 
heap up, to connecting his name with a 
college, “began evicting his striking 
miners” on Tuesday. How these miners 
have slaved unchallenged reports have 
told the country. And now the philan- 
tropic patron of education is evicting 
them from the miserable hovels that 
have been their shelter. And this is 
how’ protection protects.
The Pope's Mediation for Ireland.
The Paris Vnivers has a dispatch 
from Rome which says that England 
will accept the principle of the Pepe’s 
mediation in regard to Ireland, based 
upon Mgr. Persico’s report. The Pope 
demands a moderate home rule, and ad­
vises the Conservatives to take the wind 
out of Mr. Gladstone’s sails by adopting 
his programme, with the support of the 
Irish clergy.
Rome, January 16.—The Pope lately 
received several Irish Bishops and 
priests, whom he questioned concern­
ing the condition of Ireland. After 
hearing their replies the Pope exhorted 
them to use their influence to restore 
quietness and respect for the law in Ire­
land, and told them that the Irish peo 
pie could not obtain what they asked 
by violence.
RECENT DEATHS.
J. C. Smith, a wealthy farmer, living 
near London, Madison county, died on 
Saturday from Bright’s disease.
George Walker, late Consul General 
of the United States in Paris, died in 
Washington on Sunday of pneumonia, 
in the 64th year of his age.
Hon. Henry V. Horton, a prominent 
Republican, and formerly Congressman 
from the river district, died at Pomeroy, 
on Saturday, from general debility.
Wm. H. Hichelooper, a bishop of 
the Mormon church for over forty 
years, died at Salt Lake, Utah, on Sat 
urday. He had two wives at the time 
of his death, twelve children, thirty six 
grand-children, and fifty-two great 
grand-children.
Fatal Fire at Steubenville.
A special from Steubenville says that 
Caine’s variety theater burned at five 
o’clock Monday evening. The flames 
communicated to Caine’s hotel across 
the street and caused a lively scramble 
among the guests. Anna Devoe, 
actress from Pittsburgh, who was asleep 
in her room on the third floor, was 
burned to death. All the others es­
caped. The loss on the theater can 
not be ascertained, though it will be 
quite heavy. All the performers lost 
their wardrobes. The principal damage 
to the hotel was by water.
Bill Cappeller’s Mansfield News has 
the following “terrible” thrust at the 
nine Republican Senators who thought 
proper to assert their manhood and in­
dependence:
“Between the days of Judas Iscariot 
and Benedict Arnold approval of the 
action of the former had not become 
strong enough to sustain the policy of 
the latter, and public sentiment had not 
yet been educated to an admiration for 
the action of Arnold. And yet some 
men considered sensible enough to be 
members of the Ohio State Senate do 
not seeip to be able to clcarlyT*rasp the 
situation.”
The wool growers and the woolen 
manufacturers have entered into a com­
bination for the purpose of bringing 
about favorable “protective” legislation 
to both interests in Congress. But, 
mark our prediction: the woolen manu­
facturers will come out on top, as usual.
The Kenton Gas Works have been 
purchased by the Scioto Natural Gas 
Company, together with the plant and 
right to supply the city with gas. It is 
the intention of the company to intro­
duce natural gas into Kenton for illu­
minating and heating purposes.
The celebration of the centennial of 
the first settlement of Ohio, at Marietta, 
was announced for April 7th, but a large 
number of people of Marietta wish to 
postpone the celebration to May 
June. There is a good deal of wrang­
ling on the subject, just now.
Lieut. Gov. Lyon, who is President 
of the Senate, has been deciding some 
important points against the thirteen 
would-be dictators, and this seems to 
have the effect of widening the Repub 
lican breach in the Senate. This is a 
sad state of affairs.
Administrator’s Notice.
J"OTICE is hereby givcq 1 hat the under­
signed has been appointed and quali­
fied as Administrator de bonis non, of 
the Estate of
ABNER WILKINS,
Late of Knox county, Ohio, deceased, by the 





Has a neat, galvanized iron casing, and is 
especially designed for smuller houses und 
cottages, costing only $60.
Write for circulars or call in person for 
full information.





Successor to PARK A SEYMOUR null C. W. VAN AKIN.
TWO STORES CONSOLIDATED. THE LARGEST
Boot, Shoe, Hal, Cap, Trunk, Valise, Rubber and Furnishing 
Goods Establishment in Knox County.
All Immense Stock being manufactured in the East especially for our House 
for the SPRING TRADE, all bought FOR FASH, and offered to the 
trade at BOTTOM PRICES FOR FASH. Don’t fail to examine our 
goods before buying. All goods warranted as represented.
SILAS PARR and JAMES STANTON, Clerks.
H. SZEYl^COTJRy,
2d Door South of Public Square, in Kirk Block.
THEO,
12jan6m
Chicago Anarchists Threaten War.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Jan. 14.—A 
man named Barneau, from Fort 
Wayne, Ind., is in the city, to get Soci­
alist recruits to go to Chicago. He has 
succeeded in enlisting ten men, who, it, 
is alleged, have been furnished hv the 
Socialist clulw of Chicago with railroad 
tickets and $15. Barneau claims to 
have been present at the Haymarket 
riot, and says the Chicago Socialists are 
adding to their recruits from all over 
the country. He leaves for Birming­
ham to-day, where he expects to obtain 
not less than twenty or thirty men. He 
says that there will he a terrible Social­
ist uprising in Chicago in less than 
ninety days.
NEWS ITEMS.
The condition of “Unser Fritz” con­
tinues to improve.
Two Texas farmers got into trouble 
by swapping wives.
The Czar is talking about establish­
ing a provisional Government in Sofia.
George B. Wentworth, the thirteenth 
victim of the recent Bradford, Mass., is 
dead.
Russia reduces her army budget for 
1888 in conformity with the Czar's paci­
fic policy.
Queen Victoria invites King Hum­
bert and Queen Marguerite, of Italy, Jto 
visit London.
New York wins seven out of thirteen 
games from the Newark polo team at 
Harlem rink.
Fourteen Irish “moonlighters” are 
convicten at Dublin and punished with 
heavy sentences.
The paper mill at Manchester, Ct., 
known as Case’s west mill, was burned 
Saturday. Loss $30,000.
The greenback currency of Peru is 
inflated to such an extent that it will 
not now buy bread in the towns.
Wilson G. Baker, the son of a rich 
St. Louis hank president, commits sui­
cide without any apparent motive.
Emperor William appears at his fa­
vorite window for the first time in 
many days and the Berliners rejoice.
A hundred emigrants start from Bel- 
port, France, for the home of blizzards. 
Bismarck, Dakota, is their destination.
The weather in Berlin is intensely 
cold, neither the Emperor nor the 
Crown Prince went out of doors Sun­
day.
Two bands organized to cause a ris­
ing in Bulgaria were defeated by Turk­
ish soldiers before they crossed the fron­
tier.
The Reading railroad company again 
refuses to treat with any labor com­
mittees, and there is no hope of arbi­
tration.
The captain and mate of a wrecked 
fishing smack dung to a spar for fifty 
hours in the Chesapeake Bay before 
they are rescued.
The Boston police have corralled a 
gang of thieves who for a long time 
have been terrorizing that city. Seven 
men and txvo women are under arrest.
Attatchmcnts aggregating over $100,- 
000 were issued Saturday against tb.o 
large clothing house of I. Peinhardt 
Son of Dallas. Texas, and the store clos­
ed.
The Pennsylvania Grand Lodge of 
the Knights of Pythias, numbering 25, 
000, have been suspended from the 
ordor and will probably lose their char­
ter.
CLEARANCE SALE!
WINTER STO C K
DRY GOODS!
FOR NEXT 30 DAYS.
PREVIOUS TO STOCK TAKINC
PRICES GREATLY REDUCED
Closing Out WINTER STOCK of
MILLINERY GOODS!
At One-Half the Regular Prices.
ELUG ANT’ PATTERN S.
HATS and BONNETS
At an ENORMOUS SACRIFICE to Close 
Out Before STOCK TAKING.
RAWLINSOIT’S,
Fast Higli Street an«l Public Square.
11 DDCC’^FARM ANNUAL F0R1888 
ySir Kt ‘-b
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
roiKire ‘...... ...... .......................
i begin.. Jua. 1, ‘I'M.< ataloguu«Tree. C
Unferaented Apple Juice,
AW£ET €IDER.
Our Cider is made from sound, ripo 
and clean, hand-picked apples. It is a 
wholesome tonic without being intoxi 
eating, and will never disarrange the 
stomach, ns artificial cider is likely to 
do. It is fur superior to any cheap 
champagne. It is heavy bodied, rich 
and as sweet as when it came from the 
press. We guarantee it to keep, if nec­
essary, for fully five years in this con­
dition if kept air-tight in nny cool cel­
lar. Price, 10 cents per quart; 35 ets. 





The BEST OYSTERS sold in Cen­
tral Ohio, arc sold nt the
OYSTER BAY!
OPP. P. O., MT. VERNON, O.
We handle nothing but prime, salt 
water stock. On account of the num­
ber of Oysters we serve by the dish, 
<fec., we arc compelled to handle only 
the very best grades. Wo sell you 
solid Oysters every time and not water. 
Our Oysters are undeniably the very 
best, cleanest, largest and best flavored 
Oysters sold in Mt. Vet non. If you 
don’t think that we have been doing 
the Oyster business of Mt. Vernon, to 
satisfy yourself examine the Express 
Company’s hooks. That tolls the tale. 
Wo sell the same grade of goods as 
cheat) as any house lu Ohio, hut we 
hatxllc only the best grades in every 
line that we keep in stock. Note tho 
prices we now quote on Oysters until 
further notice: Extra Largo Tubs, 25 
cents per quart; the Celebrated “F” 
Bratnl, 25 cents per can; Extra Large 
Standards,30c. per can; Extra Largo 
Selects, 35c. per can. We also quote 
von prices on a few of the goods we 
handle.
CRACKERS!
Star Butter or 'lea, by the barrel, 5c. 
per pound. We also have a lot of 
choice Crackers that we took in trade, 
that arc a trifle old, hut you can hard 
ly notice it in the taste, that we will 
close out by the barrel at 3c. per lb. 
Pickled Pigs’ Feet, 10c. per lb Pick- 
led Tripe. 10c. per lb. Pickled Lambs 
Tongues, Ge. each. Wienerwurst, 15c. 
per lb. Head Cheese, JOe. per lb. Blood 
Sausage, 10c. per lb. Liver Wuret, 10c 
per lu. Bologna Sausage, titty kind, 
thick, round, link or in cloth, 10c. j>er 
It). Garlic Bologna, 121 cents per lb. 
French Mustard, ready for use, 15c. 
per quart. Swiss Cheese (full cream 
selected) 20 cents per lt>. Limburger 
Cheese, 18c. per lb. Cream Pretzels, 
12Jc. per lb. Kraut, 40c. per gallon. 
Wc also carry the largest line of deli­
cacies in cans and jars ever shown in 
Knox county. We pay tho highest 
market CASH PRICE for choice 
young chickens, ducks and geese, 
either alive or dressed, hut we do not 
want any old stock at any price. Par­
ties desiring young, nice and tender 
poultry, can always depend on getting 
the same at lowest market prices, by 
placing their orders with us. Wo 
also buy game of all kinds.
THE HOLUMMV COMPANY
BREWKRN OF
Barley and Bye Mall, Ales 
and Porter.
Our Ales and Porter are brewed on 
the English system, by a first-class 
English brewer, front England, and 
we guarantee our goods to he fully as 
pure, and equal in every respect to the 
best imjxirted goods. You will find, 
after a fair trial, that our gootla ate far 
superior to most American goods. We 
put our goods up in eight gallon kegs 
for the convenience of families; also 
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BAXTER SUPPLEMENT.
We publish with the Bawhbb to-day 
four-page supplement, handsomely illustra­
ted, and containing a vast amount of inter­
esting information in regard to the ap­
proaching Ohio Centennial Celebration, to 
be held in Columbus.
WCAL BREVITIES.
— Mrs. T. R. Head, of Gambier, slipped 
and fell upon the ice Sunday, breaking the 
bones in her left wrist.
— Pensions were allowed Monday to 
Samuel Holabaugh, Martinsburg, and John 
W. Jacobs, of Centreburg.
— The tire losses by Dr. Gordon and Jef­
ferson Irvine were promptly adjusted 
through the Peterman agency.
— Treasurer Dunbar went to Frederick­
town, yesterday, to receive taxes from resi­
dents of Wayne township and vicinity.
— “Two Old Cronies’’ company have can­
cel led the date for Mt. Vernon (Jan. 21st) 
and will appear here some time in April.
— The C., A. & C. railroad shops are now 
running full time—ten hours a day and six 
days a week. A number of new hands have 
recentlv been employed.
— Sunday and Monday were the most 
disagreeable days of the year—under foot, 
the icy streets and pavements making travel 
by man and beast very dangerous.
— A broken axle on a box car brought a 
B. A 0. freight train to a standstill on the 
Dry Creek bridge nea*- this city. Monday 
about noon, delaying the traffic about four 
hours.
— Mr. W. C. Macfadden writes from Cas­
selton, Dakota, to friends in this city, that 
during the recent blizzard and cold snap in 
that country the thermometer registered 50° 
below zero. ,
— Mrs. Catherine Donnelly, aged 88 years, 
died at the rooms of her daughter in the 
Kremlin building, on Monday morning, 
from general debility. The funeral occur- 
ed on Wednesday.
— The following officers of Knox Lodge 
D. of R. were installed Monday night: Noble 
Grand, Mrs. Elizabeth White; Vice Grand, 
Mrs. Simon Bair; Secretary, C. M. Sellers, 
Tresurer Mrs. Mary Mawer.
— Mr. Robert Cunningham residing one 
mile east of Gambier, had 80 head of fine 
sheep, consisting mostly of Merinos and 
Southdowns, killed by dogs Sunday night.
He estimates his loss at $375.
— The Choral Union gave a public re­
hearsal in their room in the Rogers block, 
Tuesday night, that was well attended. The 
program was well selected and the numbers 
rendered in a most acceptible manner.
— Willie Dermody aged eight years, died, 
at the home of his uncle, Martin Dermody, 
on Friday morning, of membranous croup.
He was buried from St. Vincent de Paul e 
church on Saturday afternoon, at 2 o’clock.
— Clough the Jeweler, has sub-rented a 
portion of Frank L. Beam’s storeroom, and 
will shortly remove to the new quarters. 
Mrs. Bailey will shortly remove her stock 
of fancy goods to the room recently occupied 
by Parr it Seymour.
— Hon. W. C. Cooper introduced bills in 
Congress Monday, to pension Ruth Mesner, 
Annie M. Freeman, Sarah W. Marple, Mar- 
garett Dutt and James O. Fowler; also to re­
move the charge of desertion against the 
military record of Theodore F.Cook.
— Mr. Charles B. Mercer, for several years 
engaged in the drug business at Cuyahoga 
Falls, died from heart disease, at the home 
of hfs mother, widow of the late Dr. W. B. 
Mercer, at Mansfield, on Saturday. Deceas­
ed was 31 years of age and is survived by a 
wife and child.
— A Sanitary convention under the 
auspices of the State Board of Health will 
be held nt Akron on Wednesday and Thu-s- 
day of next week. Local boards of health, 
school boards, medical and dental societies 
are invited to be present, as well as all 
others interested insanitary matters.
— A B. A O. express ran into the rear of 
a freight train on the Illinois Central road, 
at Chicago, Monday evening. The engineer 
and fireman saved themselves by jumping. 
Mr. Will S. Russell, postal clerk, of this 
city, was in his caron the express, and was 
considerably shaken up, but escaped serious 
injury.
— Attention is directed to the advertise­
ment of Mr. Harry Myers, who offers for 
sale his snug sixty acre farm, situated two 
miles Southwest of Mt. Vernon, together 
with his stock and farming utensils. The 
sale will take place on the 8th of February, 
unless the property is previously sold at 
private sale.
— The ll-year-old son of Uriah Hunts- 
berry, living fn the East end, attends the 
First ward school. On Monday the teacher 
requested the lad to’ “fix the fire.’’ In doing 
so the confined coal gas exploded, and the 
flames singed the boy’s hair and burned 
his face badly. Drs.' Gordon and Fulton 
attended the injuries.
— The regular meeting of the Board of 
Directors of the Knox County Agricultural 
Society, was held at the office of Secretary 
Critchfleld on Saturday. It was decided to 
hold the next fair August 28, 29, 30 and 31. 
The name of the President of the Society, 
Mr. Charles A. Young, was added to the 
Centennial commissioners from this county.
— Dr. McMillen, formerly of this city 
and now of Columbus, has been appointed 
assistant physician at the Central Insane 
Asylum. The Columbus Herald says the 
apointment “meets with the approval of 
every working Republican in Franklin 
county.” Are the poor unfortunates there 
confined to be dosed with Republican medi­
cine?
— Henry Gordon, aged 89 years, a pioneer 
of this county, died at the residence of his 
grandson, R. A. Patterson, Bunday after 
noon. For 25 years he was totally blind, 
and death was the result of the infirmities 
of old age. The fnnernl took place Tues- 
day afternoon, the services being conducted 
by Rev. Mt. Strong, of the Congregational 
church.
— There was filed for record in the Re 
Corder’s office, this city, Tuesday morning, 
the first mortgage of the Sandusky, 
Ashland and Coshocton railway company 
to the Central Trust Company of New York, 
for $5,000,000, in order to secure the punctu 
al payment of the principal and interest of 
bonds issued by said company for the con­
struction of said road.
— A man considerably under the influence 
of liquor, lost his reckonings, Thursday 
night, and sneaked quietly into the house 
of Mr, J. B. Graham, East Vine street, and 
lying down upon the floor, snored so loud 
In his drunkon stupor as to attract 
the attention of the inmates. Mrs 
Graham called to a passerby, who aroused 
the fellow and sent him on his way.
— The delinquent tax sale did not attract 
a very large crowd to the Treasurer’s office 
Tuesday afternoon, for the reason that 
nearly all the property had been redeemed 
before the day of sale. Treasurer Dunba 
reports that not over 10 per cent, of the 
long list of delinquencies published in the 
Bcxxkk remained unpaid, and in some 
t iwnsllips the entire list was wiped out.
— A dispatch from Newark, Monday 
says: A temporary injunction was granted 
by Judge Irvine to day against the board c 
trustees of the village of St. Louisville ei 
forcing the provisions of an ordinance pro­
hibiting the rale of intoxicating liquors 
The only saloon keeper in the place is II.H 
McConnell and the injunction was granted 
on his application, for the purpOscof testing 
the validity of the measure.
— The following is tho result of the 
cent election for officers of the Grand En 
campment I. O. O. F. in Ohio: W. S. Bell 
of Zanesville, was elected Grand Patriarch 
II. E. Frost. New Lisbon, Grand Higl 
Priest; L. Van Foorden, Toledo, Grand 
Senior Warden; H. M. Innis, Columbus 
Grand Junior Warden; James Aderton 
Dayton, Grand Scribe; Anthony Wright 
Wooster, Treasurer; L. C. Parker, Akron 
Representative.
ItOl'XD VXD DRUGGED.
Tlie Work of Hold Burglars at 
Brownsville.—Brutal Treat­
ment ol* n Woman.
The little village of Brownsville, in the
North-eastern part of the county, was the 
scene of an attrocious affair, Monday night, 
by which a woman came near losing her 
life As is customary in hamlets of like 
size and surroundings, the male portion of 
the community generally congregate in tlie 
village stores to exchange neighborhood 
gossip and compare notes, in the evenings 
after their day’s labor is over. On Monday 
night Mr. Michael Oswalt, one of the well- 
to-do citizens of the village, left his home 
after supper and went to the store of Mr. P. 
F. Reichert, where he remained for about 
one hour and a half. He and Lyman Work­
man recently completed, under contract, a 
school house in the Banbury district, in 
Jefferson township, for which they were 
paid the sum of $1,100. Mr. Oswalt has 
had other building contracts through the 
past year,and as he did not“bank his money” 
was supposed to keep a considerable sum 
about his home. As a matter of tact, how­
ever, he only kept a sufficient amount for 
immediate expenses, the bulk of his surplus 
cash having been loaned in various sums to 
farmers of the neighborhood.
Upon reaching home after leaving Reich­
ert’s, Monday night, be was shocked to dis­
cover his wife unconscious, securely bound 
to a chair by a light shawl that bad been 
passed around her neck, and nearly frozen 
from exposure to the severe cold, tlie outside 
door in the room, where she was sitting, 
having been left open. Mr. Oswalt called 
aloud for help and several neighbors hurried 
to his assistance The bouse was found 
ransacked from top to bottom, drawers emp­
tied and evidence piling up that a thorough 
search for the supposed concealed wealth 
bad been made. Mrs. Oswalt was released 
from her uncomfortable position and a phy­
sician summoned, who found upon making 
an examination that the lady bad been chlo­
roformed or plied with some other equally 
potent drug. He labored hard to resuscitate 
her, but she remained in a delirious and 
semi-unconscious condition throughout the 
night—her ravings indicating that there had 
been two ruffians in the house At one 
time she cried out, saying: “Take that cap 
away from my month. Don’t give me any 
more out of the bottle, the other man said 
you might kill me !”
A gentleman from Brownsville, who gave 
the above information to the Banner repre­
sentative, on Tuesday, stated that when he 
left the village, Mrs. Oswalt was still in a 
precarious condition and not recovered suffi­
ciently to give any lucid account of her ter­
rible experience with the brutal burglars.
A letter to the Banner from Brownsville, 
yesterday, states that “ Mrs. Oswalt is no 
better , or at least there is no noticeable im­
provement in lier condition.”
ZACHARIAH HIBBITTS.
V
Zach Hibbitts Takes Up His Abode 
in the Ohio Penitentiary.
To Remain for (lie Balance 
of 13In Natural 1.1 fe,
For the Murder of Attorney YVm. 




Mr. J. II. Norrick of Lancaster, was in 
town Friday.
Mr. I’bil. D. Miller, of Newark, was in 
town Thursday.
Mr. Wm. Woodford left Monday, 
Southern California.
Mr. George A. Beaton, of Columbus, i 
in the city over Sunday.
Hon. Abel Hart made a business trip 
New Lexington on Thursday.
Mr. R. Rensler left Monday for Pasadena, 
Cali., to make bis future borne.
Hon. John S. Braddock was home from 
Columbus from Friday until Tuesday.
Mr. Dan Webster went to Millwood, Tues­
day, to resume his pedagogical duties.
Hon James T. Irvine, of the Zanesville 
Siynal made the Banner a pleasant call Fri­
day.
Rev. Dr. Jones, of Gambier, occupied the 
pulpit of St. Paul’s Episcopal church on 
Sunday.
Rev. Dr. A. E. Taylor, of Wooster, occu­
pied the pulpit of the Presbyterian church, 
Sunday.
Mr. Ed. O. Arnold, was at Columbus Mon. 
day and Tuesday, the guest of Dr. and Mrs. 
Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Campbell have 
taken rooms at Sapp’s boarding house, on 
Gay street.
Messrs. T. R. Head and Joseph Trimble, 
of Gambier returned Monday from a trip to 
ittsburgli.
Mr. Dwight Beedle, of Medina, was the 
guest of bis sister, Mrs. T. B. Cotton, sever­
al days last week.
Col. John C. Burns, a prominent Mans­
field attorney, was in town Tuesday, and 
made the Banner a call.
Miss Mae Snook, of the B. it 0. general 
ffice, Newark, came up Monday to attend 
the McNeile-Oilliani wedding.
Mr. II. II. Graff went to Columbus, Mon. 
day, to attend the annual meeting of the I. 
O. O. F. Beneficial Association.
Mr. Hairy Adams, who has been reading 
law with Judge Adams, his uncle, exjiects 
to leave Saturday for Little Rock, Ark.
Mr. Dana B< igin, of Muscatine, Iowa, 
was the guest la st week of his sister Mrs. 
-ester Hadley, und on Thursday went to 
Gunn to visit his parents Mr. and Mrs Wil­
liam Bergin.
Mr. Frank B. Newton, left yesterday for 
Spring Valley, Green county. He carried a 
letter of introduction to his wife, who has 
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Poague, for 
several months.
Miss Bettie Adams left Saturday for Fort 
Wayne, where she will he the guest of her 
aunt, Mrs. Francis Baldwin. Miss Adams 
will visit her sister, Mrs. Walter, at Cincin- 
:iti, before returning home.
Mr. Richard Hunt will leave next week 
for Pasadena, California, to work at the car 
pen ter trade. His wife will remain in Mt 
Vernon, hut will join her husband in the 
spring should he conclude to locate there.
Rev. F. L. Fitzgerald, of the Kentucky 
conference, Covington district, u former 
resident of Mt. Vernon, was in the city dnr 
ing the past week and favored the Banner 
with a call. During his residence here he 
was known as Plato Logsdon, having been 
reared by the family of Mr. John Logsdon.
Mr. W. W. McNeile, of Warren, Pa., and 
Miss Agnes Gilliam, were united in mar­
riage, Tuesday evening, at the residence of 
the bride’s adopted father, Judge I). C. 
Montgomery, on North Main street. The 
ceremony was performed by Rev. A. B 
Putnam, of St. Paul’s Episcopal church, in 
the presence of a small company of intimat 
friends. The newly wedded pair dsparted 
for Canton on a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Gil- 
iani, and from there will proceed to their 
future home at Warren, Penn.
Zachariah Hibbitts took up his abode in 
the Ohio Penitentiary, Monday morning, at 
10 o’clock, where he will remain the balance 
of his days, unless the pardoning power is 
extended in his case, which is not at all 
likely to occur.
Ilia last day in the outside world was 
quietly passed in the company of hisdaugh- 
tar, Miss Fannie Hibbitts, who has shown a 
loving devotion for her unfortunate and 
aged parent that has been truly admirable. 
His Sunday dinner was especially prepared 
by direction of Sheriff Stevenson; and con­
sisted of all the delicacies obtainable at this 
season of the year. The usual prison re­
straints were relaxed and be was permitted 
the freedom of the corridors anil the rooms 
of the upper portion of the Jail building. 
His attorneys, Messrs. Greer, Koons and 
Waight, called upon their friend and client 
in the evening, and an hour or more was 
passed in a pleasant manner, listening to 
the venerable prisoner recount reminiscen­
ces of bis boyhood days, and pioneer experi­
ences of the early settlers of Knox county. 
Old Zach proved to be a very interesting 
story teller and his callers were highly en­
tertained.
He said he was ready and willing to begin 
his life sentence in the Penitentiary, but 
requested that the time ot his departure be 
kept quiet, as lie did not wish a crowd of 
curious-minded people attracted to the depot 
to see him take his departure. His wishes 
were respected, and when he was driven in 
a hack to the C., A. <fe C. depot, Monday 
morning, at 7 o’clock, and placed aboard the 
accommodation train, not over half a dozen 
persons were on the platform. He was ac­
companied on the trip to Columbus, by 
Sheriff Stevenson, Deputy Fowler, his at­
torneys, H. II. Greer and Wm. M. Koons, 
Dr. George B. Bunn, the Jail physician, and 
a representative of the Banner.
The trip was uneventful, Hibbitts utiliz­
ing the two hours ride in earnest conversa­
tion with his daughter, Miss Fannie, and 
his son, F. M. Hibbitts. Arriving at Co­
lumbus the Hibbitts family and the Sheriff 
took a carriage and were driven to the Peni­
tentiary. Upon alighting Old Zach surveyed 
the exterior walls of the fortress like strnc-t- 
and with the aid of his cane hobbled 
to the public entrance. The party were 
escorted into the private office of Warden 
Coffin, where the attorneys and Sheriff in­
terested themselves in bespeaking for the 
life man” all the consideration consistent
with the rules of the institution.
Deputy Warden Cherrington then took a 
description of the prisoner, which was re­
corded in a book kept for the purpose and 
opposite his name appeared the number 
19,310,” by which he will hereafter be 
known. His cell will be on the giound 
floor in the South wing. He will not be 
obliged to do manual labor, but should he 
prefer to work at any time, he will be em­
ployed in what is known as the State shop, 
where the clothing and boots and shoes for 
the prisoners are made and repairs and
patching done.
When the time for leave-taking came Old 
Zach bore himself heroically, shaking hands 
with all his acquaintances and then with 
lisson and daughter. The latter was very 
much affected and shed copious tears. He 
then followed the Deputy Warden through 
the iron-barred door and was introduced to 
the guards who will have him in charge.
Hibbitts is drawing a pension of $30 per 
month for disabilities acquired in the war 
of the rebellion. His pension certificate 
and discharge papers were placed in the 
hands of the Warden of the Penitentiary 
for safe keeping, and from the funds accu­
mulating in pension money he will be al­
lowed to purchase extras and delicacies not 
to found on the prison bill of fare.
Sheriff Stevenson presented the bill of 
costs in the case of the State of Ohio vs. 
Zachariah Hibbitts, amounting in all to 
$89 06, to the Auditor of the State for al 
lowance, which was duly approved and a 
warrant issued on the State treasury for the 
amount.
MOVING FOR A NEW JUDGE.
The Licking County Bur Take 
Action und will Neck Legis­
lative Aid.
Monday’s Newark Advocate contains the 
following information that will be read with 
interest by attorneys in this city:
“Last Friday the bar association held 
short meeting, at which a committee con 
sisting of Hon. J. B. Jones, Col. Charles II 
Kibler and Judge Buckingham was appoint 
e l. The committee was charged with the 
duty of drafting a law to be enacted by the 
Legislature providing for the election of a 
new judge in this, the first sub-division of 
the Sixth judical district. This afternoon 
the bar association held another meeting 
and the report, of the committee was heard
“It provides that the election shall beheld 
on the first Monday in April, 1888, at the 
township election under the general election 
laws of Ohio; that he shall be elected for fiv 
years, beginning on the third Monday i 
April. In case of a vacancy by death, resig 
nation, or otherwise, provisions are made 
for filling it as other vacancies are filled 
Provision is also made that a seperate ballot 
box shall be provided for at the April elec 
tion for this case.
“This report of the committee was adopt 
cd by the association after some discussion 
suggestions and interchange of opinion, 
will be sent over to Columbus at once ac 
companied by a committee of attorneys to 
urge its passage by the Legislature. In case 
of favorable action first Sub-Division of the 
Sixth Judicial District will have three 
judges. The bill provides for a judge for 
one term only.”
ISHIMARU INSANE.
A Japanese Theological Student 
Loses His Mind and is Sent
to the Central Asylum.
During the past twenty-five years there 
have been a dozen or more Japanese stu­
dents educated in the institutions at Gam­
bier and prepared for missionary work in 
their native land. As a rule they have been 
bright fellows, devoted to their studies, and 
in a number of instances have been suc- 
cessfu' in carrying off the honors in their 
classes.
Up until Saturday last their were two 
Japanese students taking a special course in 
the Theological Seminary, Joseph Motoda 
and Ishimaru Fuku nbnra. The latter is 
from NishiShin-Mad .Akaslii Gum, Ilari 
ma Hioga-Ken. and . Mine to this country in 
the spring of 18 <6. He attended mission 
school in San Francisco, conducted by a 
Miss Maronie. and remained there until 
March,1887,when be went to Lexington, Ky., 
to pursue bis studies in a similar institution 
and was transferred from there to Gambier 
to undergo theological training in August, 
1887. For some time past it has been no­
ticed that the young Jap, whose age is about 
21 years, was acting strangely and gave evi­
dence of bis mind becoming unbalanced. 
While attending church he would conduct 
himself in an indecorous manner. Then 
he would have spells of melancholia, lock 
himself in bis room, quarrel with Motoda, 
and imagine that there was a conspiracy to 
poison him. At one time be attempted to 
throw himself from a third-story window, 
but was prevented by the timely action of 
bis room-mate.
He has a cousin in San Francisco, by the 
name of Yamashiti, through whom lie re­
ceived a regular monthly allowance of 
twenty dollars. For some time past Ishi­
maru has had a whim of making frequent 
visits to Mt. Vernon und Columbus, and de­
veloped a fondness for the society of iiu- 
prop r women. When his remittances be­
came exhausted he would raise funds by 
pawning liis school hooks, jewelry and 
other articles to gratify his new formed 
taste for fast living.
On Friday he paid a visit to this city, 
stopping at the Bergin House. At supper 
time he created consternation by suddenly 
rising from the table, throwing dishes about 
the room, yelling loudly and making vio­
lent demonstrations that caused thegueststo 
vacate the room in a precipitate manner. 
Mr. J. de B. Kaye, of the Theological Sem­
inary, who was in town, was informed of 
the Jap’s condition, and securing the unfor­
tunate fellow brought him up town. After 
consulting with others it was deemed best to 
lock up Ishimaru for safe keeping, and he 
was taken to Jail by Sheriff Stevenson.
Saturday morning, at 10 o’clock, he was 
brought into the Jrobate Court, and an in­
quest for iunacy held in the presence of 
Judge Pealer. Dr. Gordon examined the 
patient and Mr. Kaye testified as to his 
knowledge of the Jap’s previous mental 
condition and habits. Ishimaru rolled his 
eyes in a wild manner, but seemed to com­
prehend all questions propounded and an­
swered them in an intelligent manner. He 
said he was related to the Mrkado of Japan; 
that his father was dead, hut that his moth­
er, a brother and two sisters were living in 
the province above mentioned as his home. 
He denounced his imaginarj’ enemies and 
continued to use profane and indecent lan­
guage. Suddenly be ceased, and kneeling 
upon the stone floor, buried bis face in his 
hands and prayed in an undertone for a 
period of about five minutes. His sad men­
tal condition was apparent to all present, 
and Judge Pealer made out tlie papers for 
bis commitment in the Central Insane Asy­
lum at Columbus, whither he was taken by 
Deputy Sheriff Fowler on Monday.
The friends of the unfortunate young 
man will be apprised of his condition and 
he will undergo treatment for the mental 
trouble until their wishes can be learned.
MASHED to death.
An Inmate of the Infirmary 
I.caps from a Fourth-Story 
Window and is Instant­
ly Killed
Hattie Graham, 25 years of age and un­
married, met with n frightful death at tlie 
County Infirmary, Monday evening. She 
formerly lived in Pike township and has 
been an inmate of the County Home, near 
Bangs, for several years. She has been 
troubled with a nervous disease that slight­
ly affected her mind, and by reason of her 
predisposition to run a vav from the institu­
tion was at night locked in an apartment on 
the fourth floor. About 7 o’clock, Monday 
night, an employe of the Infirmary having 
occasion to pass around the building came 
upon the inanimate form of the woman on 
the ground. lie reported the matter to 
Sup't Jackson and the body was removed to 
a room in the building. It was found to be 
the Graham woman and she was mangled 
a most frightful manner. Her shawl 
and hat were found on the ground near the 
body The supposition prevailed that while 
laboring under mental aberration she had 
attempted to escape from the institution by 
leaping from the 4th-story window. Her 
death must have been almost instantaneous
CONFIDENCE WOMEN.
11,0" a Pair of Them Worked 
the Town Last Week.
When “lovely woman stoops to conquer” 
she generally succeeds, whether in the legit­
imate calling or otherwise. A pair of fe­
male confidence operators struck Mt. Ver­
non last week and succeeded in taking in 
the confiding public in a very (to them) sat­
isfactory manner. One of them appeared 
to be about 25 years of age. was tastefully 
attired and had a meek and winning ad­
dress. Before entering a business house or 
office she would glance over the door, obtain 
the name of the proprietor or occupant, and 
then enter and ask familiarly for the per­
sonage. When pointed out, she would ap­
proach the gentlemen and timidly extend a 
folded sheet of note paper. It was covered 
with writing in a delicate hand and purport­
ed to be written by a minister of the M. E. 
church in some little interior town of Ten­
nessee. It stated that the bearer (no nainegiv- 
en)was an orphan.who had recently lost her 
mother; that she was trying to reach her 
brother in Rochester, N. Y., where a pleas­
ant home awaited her, and that any assist­
ance afforded her would be worthily be­
stowed. The word “over” appeared at the 
bottom of the sheet, and a glance at the op­
posite page showed various subscriptions, 
ranging from 25 cents to one dollar, and all 
recorded in the same hand as “cash ” The 
date at the top of the appeal was January 
10, 1888, and as the alms-seeker was opera­
ting on the 12th of the month, it was appar­
ent that she had made a very quick trip to 
Ohio, and selected one of the best fields in 
the State for obtaining the “needed charity.” 
A number of keen sighted persons noted 
this peculiarity of the case, and when asked 
to explain, the young woman assumed an 
injured innocence- demeanor and stalked 
indignantly from the room. As she slighted 
none of onr business men, her attractive 
face and figure gained for her a very snug 
little sum of money.
FIRE'S FEARFUL WORK.
The Ohio Ben ?h Show De­
stroyed, Entailing a Loss 
of $T5,OOO.
II u ndreds of Valuable Dogs Per­
ish in the Flames, Including 
Several from Mt. Vernon.
The burning of the Princess Rink, at Co­
lumbus, on Thursday morning of last week, 
was attended with a horrible holocaust of 
some of the finest bred dogs and poultry in 
the country. The first information received 
in this city was about 8:30 a. m., when a 
telegram came from Mr. James Stone to Mr. 
U. 0. Stevens, containing the brief an­
nouncement that the Bench Show had gone 
up in flames, including “Huntress,” the 
beautiful greyhound owned by Mrs. Stevens. 
The Columbus Dispatch was eagerly looked 
for in the evening to obtain the details, for 
a number of Mt. Vernon’s best dogs bad 
perished. The following summary is taken 
from the press dispatches:
"The Ohio Poultry, Pigeon, Kennel and 
Pet Stock Association opened their second 
annual exhibition at the armory, Tuesday, 
January' 10. There were displays from near­
ly’ every State East of the Mississippi. The 
value of the exhibit is estimated nt over 
$75,000. All the poultry and pigeon stock 
and nearly all the dogs were consumed. 
The famous Gordon setter, Royal Duke, 
owned by Walter Hammett, of Philadel­
phia, valued at $10,000, broke liis chain and 
got out badly singed. The only other dogs 
saved were the champion English setter, 
Paul Gladstone. Pittsburg, value $10,000, 
and two Irish setters and a pointer belong­
ing to residents of Columbus, which bad 
been taken borne the night before the fire. 
Among the dogs burned were Patti M., 
prize pointer bitch, of Cleveland, which has 
taken prizes at all the kennel shows, valued 
at $1,000 and owned by M. Munhall and 
Zella Glenduff, champion Irish setter bitch, 
owned by’ H. E. Chubb, of Cleveland. In 
all, over 300 dogs of different breeds were 
lost, composing the finest display ever made 
in Ohio. Sir Charles, said to be the finest 
specimen of the St. Bernard in America, 
owned by’ H. L. Goodman. Chicago, valued 
at $2,500, and the whole of the Alta kennel, 
Toledo, 0., composed of St. Bernards, were 
all burned. There were between 600 and 
800 entries in poultry, carrier pigeons, etc., 
from many 8tates, all burned. The cata­
logue and records of prize winners were 
burned, which makes detailed information 
difficult to secure.”
The building carried $2,500 in the Knox 
Mutual, of this city. The officers of the 
association claimed that the aggregate losses 
would reach $75,000—$55,000 on dogs, and 
$20,000 on poultry and pet stock, all Of 
which is total, as the entries were made at 
owner’s risk.
The heaviest loser in this city is James 
Stone, who exhibited his kennel of German 
poodles and skve terriers, and which lie 
valued at $309. Mr. Stone had also charge 
of several other dogs w’hich he obtained the 
consent of the owners to exhibit. These 
included “Huntress,” a grey bound, belong- 
to Mrs. U. 0. Stevens, valued at $100, 
which bad been awarded a second premi­
um in its class; “Sport,” the thoroughbred 
Cocker Spaniel, of Mr. Chas. A. Merriman, 
valued at $75, also a 2d prize winner: “Pon- 
to,” a seven-months-old St. Bernard, valued 
at $150, from the Lake Home kennels; also 
a German poodle named “Joco,” owned by 
Miss Flora Kerr, a 2d prize winner in its 
class. Mr W. R. Hogue had entered “Peg­
gy,’ a Pug bitcli, and litter of puppies, but
fortunately did not send her to the show.
Mr. Merriman went to Columbus, Thurs­
day morning, taking along bis little daugli. 
ter to see the exhibition. On the way up 
town lie stopped at a hardware store to pur­
chase a collar for “Sport.” His feelings can 
be imagined, as be turned into Spring street 
and saw the Princess Rink in ruins and rea­
lized that liis highly-prized dog was lost 
forever.
A BUCKEYE PICNIC.
Enjoyable Gathering of Sons and 
Daughters of Knox County
Ohio.
The Banner is indebted to Mrs. J. B.
Cummings, of Pasadena, Los Angles county
Cylifornia, for a copy’ of the Daily Union of
January’ 5, 1888, containing the following 
account of a social gathering of Knox 
county citizens resident of that community 
Although dame nature had been in tears 
for several days, she brightened up when 
she heard of the Knox county picnic to be 
held at Lincoln Park, and approved with 
beaming countenance on Saturday, Decem­
ber 31st, which was the appointed day 
Knox county’ was represented by a goodly 
company of loyal Buckeyes, despite the mis 
understanding concerning postponement 
Tables were generously provided by s 
gentleman living near the grounds, and 
about 1 p. m. the contents of the hampers 
were brought out, the tables surrounded and 
thanks returned by George Skillen, the 
father of C. M. and N. D. Skillen. Then all 
fell to seeking what they’ migln devour, 
and the length of time they lingered around 
the board testified to their enjoyment of the 
spread. Just as they were about to begin 
dinner Mr. Jarvis, Pasadena’s genial photo­
grapher, leveled the camera upon the hun­
gry group and made a picture .of them. 
Afier dinner, Col. I. Underwood, the latest 
arrival from Old Knox, was called upon for 
a few remarks. He responded in his usual 
happy manner. Speaking of the great num­
bers who had come to this country from 
Ohio, and especially from Knox county. 
He gave a brief sketch of the life'of C. M. 
Skillen, the Knox county pioneer of Pasa­
dena, who came here in 1874. at which time 
the place was a mere hamlet of half a dozen 
houses.
The Colonel expressed the sentiment of all 
those present that it was entirely due to C. 
M. Skillen’s influence that so many Knox 
county’ people had settled In Pasadena, and 
Los Angelos county. At the conclusion of 
his remarks a motion was made that the 
company be organized into a Buckeye Asso­
ciation with C. M. Skillen as president, and 
Miss Florence Stephens secretary. Mr. 
Skillen was dubbed “Major” in honor of 
the pioneer spirit and enterprise manifested 
by him. jMajor Skillen then replied in a few 
well timed remarks concerning the changes 
in Pasadena and vicinity from 1874, up to 
the present time. Showing the spirit of the 
people and the drift of the times. The secre­
tary then proceeded to enroll the names of 
members present with the date of their 
coming. About eighty of the more than 
200 in Southern California were enrolled, 
and it is desired that every former resident 
of Knox county shall send his name and 
address to the secretary in care of C. M. 
Skillen, Pasadena, that we may know as 
nearly as possible the number who belong 
to the association, and be prepared for 
future gatherings. The first picnic is, we 
hope, but a foretaste of good tilings to come. 
When the time for separation arrived each 
one expressed himself as having spent a 
most enjoyable day and hoping much for 
the future. A Buckeye.
A Sensational Divorce Suit.
Our neighboring county of Union is now 
having a sensational divorce suit, that will 
set the tongues of all the gossip-mongers 
wagging. Dr. J. N. Mowry, of Mansfield, 
who is pretty well known over central Ohio, 
and has frequently visited Mt, Vernon, as a 
specialist in certain cases, a couple years ago 
removed to Magnetic Springs, in Union 
county, where he opened a large Sanitarium 
Hotel. He was a widower, his late wife be­
ing a cousin of Senator Sherman. He was 
good looking and popular. Last April a 
voluptuous Cincinnati “widow,” calling 
herself Mrs. Sharkey, put in an appearance 
at Magnetic Springs, and by her winning 
ways ingratiated herself into the confidence 
of Dr. Mowry, and he made her house­
keeper in his establishment. Subsequently 
they were married in grand style, many.dis- 
tinguislied guests being in attendance from 
all part of the State. A few months after 
their marriage the Doctor made certain dis­
coveries relative to his wife that forced him 
to order her away from his house. She then 
commenced suit against him for divorce 
and alimony at Marysville, alleging “cruel­
ty,” etc., on his part. The Doctor in self- 
defense, employed a detective, who visited 
Cincinnati, where he was furnished evi­
dence going to show that the “widow” was 
a mere adventuress, who had led a life of 
shame, and was the “proxy” wife of differ­
ent men, one of whom attempted to kill her 
with a butcher knife. If these facts can be 
established in court the woman will not be 
1 ikely to secure alimony from Dr. Mowry 
to a large amount, at least not equal to the 
sum that “Bunnie” Campbell obtained from 
“Babv” Arbuckle.
RETAIL FLOUR MARKETS.
WHEAT, — 83 GENTS.
Corrected every Wednesday by the North­
western Mill anil Elevator Co., Proprietors 
of Kokosing Mills, West Sugar street.
Taylor’sKokosing Patent.... $1 30 ^3 i bbl.
“ “ ...... 65 “
“ 3- ‘ ................ 1 25 i “
“ ....... 65 $1 4 “
Choice Fa mil' ....... 1 20 i “
“ “ '......................... 60 4 “
Amber.....................................1 10 | “
“ ....................................... 55 $ 4 “
The Trade supplied at usual discount.
Orders can be left with local dealers, at 
the Mill, or by postal, will be promptly 
filled.











Parties having Real Estate to SELL. 
TRADE, or RENT, will consult their own 
interest by employing
HOWARD HARPER,
The Experienced Real Estate Agent,
who sells more property than any other 
Agent in Mount Vernon.
Commissions Guaranteed Satisfactory
— The town of Ashland bought a new 
chemical engine and tested it in tlie pres­
ence of 2000 people. A good-sized sbantv 
was built, by order of the council, for the 
purpose. And after setting it on fire in 
several places the authorities confidently 
set to work to extinguish the flames, but 
for some reason, which they failed to ex­
plain, the building was reduced to ashes 
while the new toy played harmlessly on, 
amid the laughter of the assembled specta­
tors and inurii to the annoyance pf the 
“city fathers.”
WHERE IN SHE?
The Widow Steele’s Unexplained
Absence.—Her House Ran* 
Hacked by Thieves.
About two or three weeks ago. Mrs. Geo. 
W. Steele, who lives nt the conjunction of 
Gambier avenue and Front street, departed 
from this city in a sudden manner, neglect­
ing to leave word with acquaintances or 
neighbors concerning her plans or where­
abouts. An old family horse was left in the 
stable uncared for, and the animnl was at 
the point of starvation, when the matter 
was reported to Dr. Cotton, Agent of the 
Humane Society, who caused it to be taken 
to a livery stable. Unless the owner claims 
the property in a few days it will be sold to 
meet the expense of keeping. Dr. Cotton 
reports that Mrs. Steele’s house has been 
burglarized no less than two or three times 
since the lady’s absence and should lier visit 
be prolonged she will be lucky to find the 
bouse standing upon her return, as the 
thieves are growing very bold and might 
conclude to steal the building and move 
it off' the lot.
Grange Meeting.
The next meeting of the Knox County 
Pomona Grange will be held with Monroe 
Grange, on Saturday, Jan. 21st. The meet­
ing will be held in the school house on the 
Wooster road, 31 miles North of town. It 
is hoped that all the patrons of the county 
will be out on that day, as the election of 
county officers will take place.
C. W. Kino, Sec’y. County Grange,
MOURNS TOE LOSS OF TWO BONNETS.
On Thursday of last week a stylishly 
dressed woman of prepossessing appearance 
visited the millinery store of Mrs. Norton it 
Kindrick and asked to be shown that most 
indispensable article of female adornment— 
bonnet. Several of the most attractive 
and costly pieces of lieadgeai in the estab­
lishment were produced, greatly admired 
and pronounced “just too lovely for any­
thing.” The customer stated that she was 
stopping at one of the most fashionable 
homes on Gambier street, and would like
the judgment of Mrs.---- , before making a
selection. One of the proprietors agreed to 
the arrangement and two of the handsomest 
creations in velvet and feathers were accord­
ingly done up and carried away by the de­
lighted customer, who promised to return
by evening and pay for the choice. She 
has not yet shown up at the store, and in­
quiry at the home of the Gambier street 
lady elicited the information that no such 
person liad been there. The millinery firm 
now realizes that it was completely imposed 
upon and victimized.
It is altogether likely that the confidence 
team were doing the town together, and if 
so, were very handsomely rewarded for their 
one day's labor in our midst.
MEN AND THINGS.
Important Bits of Local News 
that Should Not be Over­
looked.
Bean-bag players now call the jumbo 
sack “Bunnie,’’ since Baby Arbuckle got 
“put in tlie bole” so badly.
*«• '
The barbed wire patent was last week de­
clared invalid by the Circuit Court of New 
York. The farmers are supposed to be 
greatly benefitted by the decision, but such 
is not the case, by reason of the “combine” 
among barbed wire makers to keep prices up.
*«*
The Mt. Vernon Gas Company has al­
ready commenced to “set up the pins” to 
secure control of the next Council in the 
interest of its own monopoly. In one of 
the wards an employe of the Gas Company 
has announced himself as a candidate for 
Council and is laboring hard to secure the 
nomination. Citizens and tax-payers who 
are tired of being fleeced by the ravenous 
octapus should loose no time in selecting 
“good and true men” to represent them in 
Council.
*.*
Speaking of the poorly lighted condition 
of the streets of Mount Vernon and 
the extinguishing of the gas lamps at mid­
night, a well informed citizen made the 
statement the other day, that the present 
facilities of the Mt. Vernon gas company 
were inadequate for all-night lighting and 
consequently the home company was un­
able to enter into a contract that should call 
for ten or twelve hours supply of gas. His 
remedy for the better protection of life, 
limb and property, was the introduction of 
electric light—the plant to be owned and 
operated by the city; which he predicted 
would be as populer in a few years as our 























Charlie Pelton, the vicious pauper, under 
indictment for shooting with intent to kill 
Snpt. B. K. Jackson, of the Knox County 
Infirmary, was released from Jail. Thursday, 
on a writ of habeas corpus, but was at once 
arrested by Constable March, by direction 
of Prosecuting Attorney Gotsliall, and again 
placed behind the bars. Pelton was indicted 
by the special grand jury empanelled tohear 
the evidence in the Hibbitts case. It turned 
out that the jury was an illegal body, and a 
motion made to quash the indictment was 
overruled. Subsequently Judge Irvine al­
lowed a motion on a plea for abatement, 
but the prisoner was committed to Jail by 
order of Court.
Pelton was brought before ’Squire At 
wood, Wednesday morning, for a bearing 
but as tlie State failed to appear or prosecute, 
the prisoner was discharged from custody
— The Ohio State University offers a free 
scholarship to one young man from each 
county in the State who shall be approved 
by the Agricultural Society of his county. 
This scholarship will be for two years’ 
Agricultural Course. The Knox County 
Agricultural Society will probably award 
the scholarship to the township adding the 
largest list of new and paying members to 




ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE 
BOUGHT. SOLD AND EX­
CHANGED.
No. 473.
ITIARM—80 ACRES within the corpora-- tion of Deshler, Henry county, Ohio, a 
town of 1,200 population. Deshler has three 
railroads—the B. & O., T. &IJ.and the D. <fe 
M.; the land is crossed by the latter road; 
pike along one end of larni. The whole 
farm is under cultivation and has two dwel­
ling houses—it is suitable for sub-dividing 
into lots and will be needed for this purpose 
erelong. Price $100 per acre on any kind 
of payments to suit purchaser. The farm 
will bring 8 per cent, on this price for farm­
ing purposes and will bring four times the 
price asked when sttb-divided into lots. It 
lies thirty miles South of Toledo in the Oil 
and Gas region of Ohio. This is a great 
bargain as an investment.
No. 474.
BUGGIES—A first-class, nearly new, two seated Buggy for sale or exchange for 
vacant lot; also a good Side-Bar Buggy at 
reasonable price.
No. 475.
AFE—A large double door combination 
burglar and fire proof safe for sale at 
one-third its original cost.
s
No. 4(15.
Ij'ARM—65 ACRES—3 miles West of Mt.- Vernon; 62 acres under cultivation, 3 
acres timber; new house containing 7roonis 
and cellar, stable and other out-buildings; 
young orchard, good well and cistern at the 
house and springs on the farm. Price $60 per 
acre—$1,000 cash, balance on any kind of 
payments to suit the purchaser—would take 
town projierty for part payment.
COMMON PLEAS—NEW CASES.
Wm. Grubb vs. Lewis Hanna and L. A. 
Martin; suit brought for cancellation and 
delivery of note, injunction and other relief.
Sanderson >& McCreary vs. Jefferson J. Ir­
vine, Martha E. Irvine, et al., civil action 
to set aside fraudulent conveyance and for 
equitable relief.
Charles Kraus & Co. vs. Michael O’Con­
nor; civil action for equitable relief.
Wm. C. White vs. Sarah Frances McEl­
roy; appeal; transcript, bond and hill of 
pa.ticulars filed from Justice Atwood’s 
court.
Isabella Gaines vs.Solomon R. Workman; 
appeal in replevin and transcript filed from 
Justice Scholes’ court.
Wm. T. Park vs. Thomas and James Tor­
rens; suit brought on bond and mortgage; 
amount claimed $12,000, with interest.
Wm. D. Hawkins, Admr. of Abner Wil­
kins vs. Lucretia W. Torrey, Admr. of the 
estate of John E. Davidson; suit brought to 
compel allowance of claim and for judg­
ment; amount claimed $423 21.
Robert C. Anderson, Administrator 
of Francis Wilkins, vs. Lucretiu W. Torrey, 
Admr. of Davidson estate; suit brought to 
compel the allowance of plaintiff’s claim 
and for judgment therein; amount claimed 
$441 81, less a credit of $170 54, paid March. 
1880.
John M. Smith vs. Matthey White; breach 
of contract; amount claimed $184.
Robert S. Keyes vs. Joseph M. Miller 
suit for equitable relief and injunction, 
bond filed in sum of $300. with W. M. 
Koons as surety.
Shanon Levering vs. Calvin and Edward 
Levering; suit brought to compel the specific 
performance of contract, the delivery of 
certain notes, and for general relief.
PROBATE COURT NEWS.
John W. Maxwell sentenced to Reform 
Farm
Petition to sell land filed by P. B. Chase, 
Admr. of Eleanor Veatch, order to appraise.
W. L. Bottenfield appointed Admr. of 
Elizabeth C. Halsey; bond $3,000; bail J. 
W. Halsey and W. A. Silcott; appraisers 
Wm. Hawkins, Delano Higgins and Clias 
Hawkins.
Final account filed by Miles Deakins, 
Admr. of Catharine Kline; also by George 
W. Gardner, executor of John Gardner 
also by Wm. McClelland, executor of Alex. 
C. Elliott, and by same as Admr. of H. M. 
Ramsey.
W. W. Wnlkey appointed guardian of Iva 
M. Arnold, a minor; bond $50; bail Stephen 
Craig and Wm. McClelland.
Final account filed by J. C. Ebersole, 
guardian Vivian and Earnest Ebersole; also 
by J. W. Tarr, executor of John Heathcoat.
Will of Mary Sapp filed; order to give no­
tice, continued for hearing to January 23, 
1888, at 10 o'clock a. m.
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
S. G. Dowds and Delta A. Black.
W. W. McNeile and Agnes R. Gilliam 
John Roop and Melinda Roop.
Otiio School Library.
The patrons and friends of the Public 
Schools are hereby requested to examine 
their private libraries and if anj’ books are 
found belonging to the “Mt. Vernon Union 
School Library,” to send them to the office 
of the Superintendent. As many of our 
sets are incomplete it is desirable to have all 
the books returned. In several instances 
books have been sent in which had been 
drawn at some time and overlooked. This 
leads to the belief that many more may be 
found by calling attention to the fact that 
at least 400 books have been lost or worn 
out since the library was established. All 
books returned will be appreciated.
By order of Board of Education,
J. A. Siiawan, Snpt
ASSISTANT BISHOP.
Convention to be Held in Cleve­
land to Select Au Assistant
to Bishop Bedell.
The following official notification of the 
church convention to elect an assistant to 
Bishop Bedell has been received in this city 
Special Convention of the Diocese of Ohio:
Cleveland, O.. Jan. 11, 1888. 
The Rector, Wardens, and Vestry of 8t. Paul
Episcopal Church, Mt. Vernon, Ohio:
You are hereby notified that n special conven 
tion of the diocese of Ohio will be held in Trin 
ity Church, Cleveland, on Wednesday, March 14. 
1888, beginning at 7>30 p. m., for the purpose of 
electing an assistant Bishop of the diocese of 
Ohio. At this special convention the following 
programme win be followed: Wednesday, 7^Op 
m., organization; Thursday, 8 a. m., holy com 
munion; Thursday, 9 a. m., nominations.
By order of the Bishop of the diocese.
8. N. Sandfobd,
Sec’y. of the Standing Committee of the diocese.
The Cleveland Leader of Sunday in re 
ferringto tlie convention, makes the fol 
lowing statement:
“In yesterday’s account of tlie calling of 
the convention the Leader gave a wrong in­
ference. Bishop Bedell never declined the 
help of an assistant. The matter was cur 
rently discussed some time ago throughout 
the diocese, and the Bishop referred to it in 
his annual address. He manifested the 
feeling that he thought he could carry on 
the work alone if it was deemed best, but in 
a plain statement he left the question of 
appointing an assistant entirely with the 
diocese. His recent illness has made the 
election of an assistant bishop almost a ne­
cessity. It is probable that new delegates 
will he elected for the coming special con­
vention. Another well known clergyman 
whose name will probably he brought be­
fore the convention is Rev. Dr. Paddock, 
of St. Andrew’s church in Philadelphia, 
who was at one time the rector of the St. 
Paul’s church, in Cleveland.”
The rumor has prevailed in this parish 
that the name of Rev. Dr. W. B. Bodine, 
President of Kenyon College, would be pre­
sented for the position of assistant Bishop.
LOCAL NOTICES. 
ATTENTION !
Do not buy Dishes, Silver Plated 
Ware, Cutlery, Lamps, Picture Frames, 
Window Shades or House-furnishing 
Goods of any kind until you have look­
ed at Arnold’s. More bargains on their 
cheap counters than you ever dreamed 
of. They want you to call often and 
look.
For a first-class cigar, the hestsmoker 
in town, go to the City Drug Store. 3
A line of paints at cost at Beardslee’s. 
Call soon, before the supply is exhaust­
ed.
If you want a first-class 5 or 10 cent 
cigar, go to Beardslee’s Drug Store.
Special Attention.
Watches—Cold, Silver and Filled— 
all the most desirable movements kept 
in stock. Prices from $6 00 upwards. 
Give us a call.
Many special bargains on desirable 
Goods which we wish to close.
A full line of Pocket Cutlery, Razors 
and Scissors. F. F. Ward,
Cor. Main and Vine streets.
Soft and smooth hands—use “Lotion.” 
Prepared at Beardslee’s Drug Store.
Mange on HogN and IIorfteN
Can be cured by two or three applica­
tions of McDougall’s Dressing. Sold at 
Beardslee’s Drug Store.
Paint Brushes, White Wash Brushes 
and Artists’ Brushes, at Beardslee’s.
Cheap Light.
You can buy more coal oil for GO cts 
at Beardslee’s Drug Store, than any 
place in the city.
National Garment Cutting 
System.
Mr. W. N. Dunlap is in the city rep­
resenting the above system and may be 
found at the boarding house of Mrs. 
McCombs, North Main street. Parties 
desiring profitable employment should 
investigate this matter at once and se­
cure an agency. Classes are being 
organized for instructions in the system.
decl-tf
Ladies and Gentlemen, straighten up 
—get a pair of shoulder braces at 
Beardslee’s.
Elegant odors in Perfumery, Fine 
Dressing Combs and Brushes, Sponges, 
and Toilet Articles, at Beardslee’s.
Consumption Cured.
An old physician, retired from prac­
tice, having had placed in his hands 
by an East India missionary the formu­
la of a simple vegetable remedy for the 
speedy and permanent cure of Con­
sumption, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Asthma, 
and all throat and Lung Affections, al­
so a positive and radical cure for Ner­
vous Debility and all Nervous Com­
plaints, after having tested its wonder­
ful curative powers in thousands of 
cases, has felt it his duty to make it 
known to his suffering fellows. Actua­
ted by this motive and a desire to re­
lieve human suffering, I will send free 
of charge, to all who desire it, this re 
ceipe, in German, French or English, 
with full directions for preparing and 
using. Sent by mail by addressing with 
stamp, naming this paper, W.A. Noyes, 
149 Power’s Block, Rochester, N. Y.
dec29-eow
HOTEL ROWLEY,
SOUTH MAIN ST., MT. VEKN< >\. OHIO.
FIRST-CLASS IN EVERY PARTICU­
LAR.
LARGE SAMPLE ROOM ON FIRST 
FLOOR.
JACOB M. STYERS, Prop’r.
William Bricker, in office.
LEGAL NOTICE.
Amanda e. mallott, whose post office address and place is Needmore, Fulton county. State of Pennsylvania, will 
take notice that Isaac Grubb did on the 21st 
day of December. A. D., 1887, file his peti­
tion against her in the Court of Common 
Pleas of Knox county, Ohio, alleging that 
he is the owner of the undivided half of 
the premises below described and praying 
that his said half may be set off to him in 
severalty, to-wit:
Lot No. 8, of Blakely's addition to the 
village of North Liberty, situate in the 
Township of Pike, county of Knox and 
State of Ohio.
Said Amanda E. Mallott is required to 
answer said petition on or before March 17th, 
1888, or the same will be taken as true and 
judgment rendered accordingly.
ISAAC GRUBB.
By Wolfe & Henry and Cooper <fc Moore 
his attorneys. 19jan6w
T
In the history of Mount Vernon were 
there as many BIG BARGAINS in 
REAL ESTATE as at the present 
time, and
HOWARD HARPER, 
lie Leading Real Estate Agt.
has the largest and choicest list of any 
dealer in the city to select from.
38 Dwelling Houses
From $400 to $<3,000, located in all parts of 
the City, FOR SALE at astonishingly low 
prices by HOWARD HARPER.
43 Building Lots,
From $150 to $1,500, centrally located and 
in desirable parts of the city, FCfR SALE on 
reasonable terms, by HOWARD HARPER.
Knox Co. Farms,
From $1,200 to $17,000; choice land, excel­
lent buildings, FOR SALE at prices that 
are acknowledged to be away down below 
their actual value, by HOWARD HARPER
r\
4 Business Blocks,
On the principal Streets in the City, FOR 
SALE at'less than their value, if purchased 
soon, by HOWARD HARPER.
douses, Stores, and 
Offices For Rent,
n all parts of the City, at very low Rent, 
by HOWARD HARPER.
dents Collected and 
Property Managed
'or non-residents and others, on favorable 
terms, by HOWARD HARPER.
OTHTED-HQU565 ll Hill.
We are now receiving daily applications 
from jiarties wishing to Rent Houses, <tc. 
Owners of property will make themselves 
money by placing their property for sent 
in the hands of HOWARD HARPER, who 
meets with excellent success in securing 
good tenants. RENTS COLLECTED when 
desired. Commissions Reasonable.
On Real Estate Security, from one to 







Representing the following old and well- 









Thanking the citizens of Mt. Vernon and 
elsewhere for their favoritism in the past, 
will endeaver to merit a continuance in 
the future.
Very Respectfully,
c No. 4(30.HOICK VACANT LOT South end ofGay street, suitable for business prop­
erty. Price$900 on payments to suit pur 
chaser. Discount for all cash down.
No. 467.
ACRES, on Manefleld Avenue, ad­
joining the corporation of Mt. Ver­
non on the North, rich land, now in wheat, 
never-failing well—good building site, suit­
able for gardening, will sell all or divide at 
$200 per acre on any kind of payments de­
sired.
No. 46N.
4 VACANT LOTS on Pleasant street, soft water spring, fine building site. Price 
$300 per lot; 10 per cent discount if all sold 
at one time.
LOI  ^ 4
No. 460.
MALL FRAME HOUSE on Braddock 
street- a "dnu t inll" //uara/itccd ayainst 
royally collection. Price $500 on payments of 
$25 cash and $5 per month; rent only.
S t
No. 470.
SMALL FRAME HOUSE on Prosncc street, containing 3 rooms and cellar, good cistern, but unfortunately have no 
‘drove well." Price, $500 on payments of $25 
cash, and $5 per month. I will pay rent no 
longer!
No. 471.
ACRES in Calhoun county, Iowa, 
bluck louni soil, 6 miles from county 
seat—convenient to school, 1 mile from rail­
road. Price $20 per acre on time to suit pur­
chaser.
No. 472.
I ACRES in Pleasant township, 4 
-L O miles East of Mt. Vernon, hewed log 
house, well. Price $700, on three equal pay­
ments, or $600 all cash down. A bargain.
No. 163.
TT’ARM, 20 acres, nt Hunts Station; all 
JD under cultivation; 10 acres in wheat; 
price$1,200, in payments of $200 cash, and 
$100 per year; Rent only!
40
No. 464.
AND LOT, corner of Calhoun 
and Prospect streets; house con - 
tains six rooms and stone ccllur, 
price $1,000, in payments of $100 
cash and $10 per month; will ex­




FARM—38 ACRES, 24 miles south-east of Mt. Vernon; all under fence; 28 
acres under cultivation; 10 acres timber: 
good hcwed-log house with 3 rooms and 
cellar; excellent neverfailittg spring; young 
orchard. Price $60 per acre, in payments of 
$300 cash and $200 a year until paid out; or, 
will take house and lot in Mt. Vernon in 
part payment. A barguinl
No. 456.
TjpWO Splendid Building Lots on WalJ 
JL nut street, artesian well; price $400 for 
the corner lot, $350 for the other; or $700 
for the two, on payments of $10 per month.
No. 45N.
f I W t kuy a choice building lot 
TfcV/vzon Sugar street, with arte­
sian well, 4 squares from B. & 0. depot, on 
payments of One Dollar per Week 1 Who 
cannot save 15 cents per day ?
No. 450.
CXHOICE Vacant Residence Lot, corner /Chestnut and Adams sts., three squares from B. & O. depot. Price $560 on longtime 
including an artesian well, which 1 agree to 
put down.
No. 452.
VACANT LOT on Chestnut street, three squares from B. <fe O. depot. Price $450 
on long time, including artesian well. A 
BARGAIN.
No. 454.
A CHOICE Building Lot, corner Adams and Sugar streets, four squares from B. 
A O. depot, including artesian well. Price 
$450 on payments of $5 per month.
No. 445.
IpRAME HOUSE, corner Braddock and Burgess streets, contains three rooms.’rice $550, in payments of $50 cash and 5 
per month—rent only!
Country Duelling Burned.
About 10 o’clock Thursday morning the 
frame dwelling house of Mr. Jonathan 
Coggins. 24 miles South of this city, on the 
Martinsburg road, was discovered to be on 
fire, and there being no adequate means to 
fight the flames the structure was soon 
duced to ashes. Several of Mr. Coggins 
neighbors being attracted by the blaze came 
to his assistance and aided in removing 
good many of the household goods from the 
burning building. Mr. Coggins carried 
$1,500 insurance in the Ohio' Farmers' 
which will fully cover his loss.
Dresden Branch, C., A. C. R’y
Commencing Monday, January 9th, 1888 
regular and mixed trains will run on the 
Dresden Branch, between Killbuck and 
Warsaw daily except Sunday as follow 
For Warsaw, leaving Killbuck at 11:35 a. m 
and 3:50 p. m. For Killbuck, leaving War 
saw at 6:50 a. m. and 1. p. m. These trains 
connect with main line trains at Killbuck
Now in Season.
Blank Books, Bill Files and all the 
appurtenances for a business man 
office. Some special bargains in Books 
Pictures and Frames, Family and 
Teachers’ Bibles, Prayer Books and 
Hymnals, Catholic Prayer Books. All 
at very low prices.
F. F. Ward,
Cor. Main and Vine streets
Where can I buy the best drugs and 
druggist’s sundries? At Beardslee’s Drug 
Store.
Cure Your Eyes.
Porter’s valuable remedy for Sore 
Eyes is now kept for sale at Green’s 
Drug Store. It never fails to give re­
lief. Reference is made to Mr. Mills, 
Mt. Vernon, and Mrs. William Ran­
som, of Gambier. 4augtf
Our factory has been and 
still is crowded with or 
ders, and to keep it up we 
now offer Special In- 
duceineutft, having just 




from which we are making 
the best goods for the prices 
ever offered.
in all styles, and all other 
kinds of Fur Good*.
EVERYTHING GUARANTEED
If your Merchant does not handle 
our goods send to us direct.





I HAVE FOR SALE, at a bargain, four .farms in Knox county, Ohio. 185 acres 
near Fredericktown. 202 acres West of Mt 
Vernon, 135 acres near Bangs and 55 acres 
of Owl Creek bottom, near Gambier. Any 
of these tracts will be sub-divided and sold 
on terms of credit to suit purchasers.
A. R. MuINTIRE, 
12jan6m Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
MAGIC LANTERNS
and STEREOPTICONSAti trices 
VIEWS ILLUSTRATING EVERY SUBJECT FOR 
PUBLIC EXHIBITIONS.etc
R PROFITABLE BUSINESS FORAJUJ4 






THE UNDERSIGNED will offer for sale, at the door of the Court House, in Mt. 
Vernon, Ohio, at public auction, on
Saturday, January 28, 1888,
at 1 o'clock, P. M., the following described 
premises, to-wit :
All that part of lot No. 20, in the fourth 
quarter, sixth township and fourteenth (14) 
range, Knox county, Ohio, bounded on the 
east by the east line of said lot, on tho north 
hv the north line of said lot, on the west by 
the lands of W. H. Browne, and on the 
south by the lands now owned by W. L. Ca­
rey, containing 132 ACRES, more or less.— 
Said premises are in a'good state of culiva- 
tion—all in grass—upland ; 25 acres of good 
beach and sugar timber; good fences; good 
frame barn, say 40 by 50 ; corn crib, wagon- 
house, &C, Two springs, one never failing 
well, &c. Said premises are alwnit 5 miles, 
west of Mt. Vernon, in Liberty township 
School house and church within a few rods 
good neighborhood ; roads on three sides of 
it. Possession given at anv time. 
APPRAISED AT $6,160.
TERMS.—Five per cent, in hand, enough 
to make up one-fourth on April 1, 1888, one- 
fourth April 1, 1889. one-fourth April l.’OO, 
and one-fourth April 1, 1891. All on inter­
est from April 1, 1888, secured h.v notes and 
mortgage on the premises.
THOMAS J. BROWNE, 
Executor of Thomas Browne, doc’d
Dec. 29, 1887-W4
No. 446.
8,*^ ACRE FARM—four miles East of O Bladensburg, known ns the “Charles 
Mercer farm," house 18x36,three rooms,new 
hank barn 30x40, smoke house, springhouse, 
five good springs, supplying water for every 
field; excellent orchurd; 18 acres timber; 24 
acres meadow; 4 acres corn; remaining six 
fields in pasture. Price $50 per acre, on long 
] layrnents, or will trade for small tract near 
Alt. Vernon, or’property.in Mt. Vernon.
No.ISO.
rpEN Choice Vacant Building Lots, only 
JL two squares from tlie 11. <fc O. depot; arg 
tesian wells may he hud on them nt an ex* 
pense of $30. Prices $300 to $450,[on pay­
ments to suit the purchasers.
No. -140.
, 1 ACRES, three squares from JB-JA O?
♦ J 2 depot, suitable for nianuhicturing pur­
poses, for gardeniugor for cow posture; ar­
tesian well. Price $400 an acre on time.‘
NO. 422.
EXCELLENT Building Lot, corner Brel dock and Burgess streets- price $250,0 payments to suit.
Farm for Sale
WILL BE SOLD AT PUBLIC VEN DUE (if not previously nt private 
sale), the farm on which 1 now reside, si tun 
ted two miles South-west of Mt. Vernon,
On Wednesday, February 
8th, 1888,
Tlie farm consists of 60 ACHES,
FIRST-OLASS LAND, suitable for
STOCK OK DAIRY,
All under cultivation, except TEN ACRES 
of a SUGAR CAMP. The house and barn 
are good frames. There is a good oicliard 
and never-failing spring of water on the 
premises.
At tlie same time and place I will sell all 
my stock, farming implements and other 
articles.
Sale to commence at lOo’chx'k u. in.
Terms made known on the day of sale.
HARRY MYEltS.
James Headington, Auctioneer. I2jan4t
No. 303.
HREK-SKVENTH8 interest in an 80 
acre farm, half mile East of Louisville 
Lickingcounty,Ohio;ricli,black soil. Price 
$1200; will exchange for property in Mount 
Vernon.
No.3K3.
UNDIVIDED half interest in a business property in Deshler, Ohio; 2 lots and 2 story building on Main St.jstoreroom 25x50 
feet; 2d story divided into five rooms for 
dwellings; at the low price of $350.
No. 37H.
VACANT LOT, Cor. Park and Sugar Sta. at $276 on any kind of payments tosult
No.UNO.
/ 4HOICK Vacant Lot,on Park St., at $800 
V7 in payment of $6 per month.
No. 371.
SEVEN copies left of the late HISTORY OF KNOX COUNTY; subscription price 
$6.60; sell now for$4; complete record of sol* 
diers in the war from Knox county; everv 
soldier should have one.*
NO.34N.
rjAEXAS LAND SCRIP in pieces of 040 
J- acres each nt 60 cents per acre; will ex­
change for property in Mt. Vernon or smoll 
farm;discount forcash.
No.312.
LOT 77x132 feet on Vincstreet. 1» squares Westof Main street, known ns the”Bap 
tist(Uhurch property,” the building is 40x70 
feet, is in good condition,newly painted and 
new slate roof, now rented for earring paint 
simp at$150perannum; alsosmall dwelling 
houseon same lot, rentingat $84p >r nemum • 
price of large house $2530, or payment of 
$200 a year; price of small house <800; pay 
mentof $100a year,or will sell the proifertv 
at $3000,in payment of$300aycar;discoun 
for short time orcash.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY A EOT 
J IF YOU WANT TO SELL A L0T,lfyou 
want to buy a house, i f you wnntto sellyoo 
house,1 f you want to buy a farm, i f you want 
tosell a farm, if you want to loan money j 
you want to borrow money, in short, if von 







The last of our party, bound upon jour­
ney of pleasure, had joined us at Cannes, 
and in the fashion of all idle sightseers who 
know each other intimately, were laughing 
and jesting merrily together. Suddenly, as 
we passed Tarascon, some one announced 
that it was here the assassination had taken 
place and began to speak of the mysterious, 
insatiable murderer, who, from time to time 
in the past few years, had harassed the life 
of the traveler. Every one had suggestions 
to make and advice to give, until at last, the 
women of the party were in a state of 
hysterical nervousness that bade fair to end 
in a retreat Every shadow that crossed 
the panes, to their excited imaginations, 
was a robber demanding life or gold.
“Nonsense,” said the doctor, a celebrated 
specialist in pulmonary disorders, and the 
one who had been the latest to fall into 
ranks; "stop talking of the frightful—give 
me a chance and I will relate to you a his­
tory, the end of which was the cause of my 
delay in joining you. It is not only excit­
ing, thrilling—an adventure on the railroad, 
in other words—but sad enough to bring 
tears from the eyes of the boldest.
“Physicians are brought in contact,” he 
continued, musingly, "with almost daily 
tragedies and dramas, yet if it were not that 
my client died recently, the one whom this 
mysterious and affecting story concerns, I 
should be compelled to still seal my lips;” 
and with an air of a professional raconteur 
the doctor settled himself comfortably upon 
the cushions and began: “She was Russian, 
this Marie Bamaw, a grande dame of the 
czarina’s suite aud a woman of the ethereal 
and exquisite beauty, and you know how 
beautiful the Russian women are, with their 
delicately chisled nostrils, their scarlet lips 
and alluring eyes, neither blue nor gray. 
They are cold, perhaps, but nevertheless 
wonderfully attractive in their tranquil 
grace to a Frenchman. The physician of 
the court, also her own physician from the 
days of her childhood, seeing her menaced 
by a malady of the chest, had insisted that 
she should quit Russia forever and perman­
ently reside in the south, of France. But 
Mme. Baranow had obstinately refused; it 
was only at the beginning of last autumn 
that, finding the case hopeless, the doctors 
appealed to the husband, w’lio ordered his 
wife to leave at once for Mentone. Hopeless 
of everything she obeyed and took the train 
for France, the people of her suite going in 
another compartment.
“Leaning in the comer of the carriage 
sorrowfully contemplating the passing 
country, feeling herself isolated if not aban­
doned in the hour of her sore affliction, 
childless, motherless, and with a husband 
whose profligacies were open secrets, whose 
love was dead and who had thrust her to 
the ends of the world to die, as he would 
have sent a valet to the ward of the hospital, 
truly her lot was a sad one.
"At every station where the train slacken­
ed speed her servant, Ivan, an old domestic 
blindly devoted to the service of his mis­
tress and ready to give up his life if she de­
manded it, came to inquire if there was 
aught he could do for her comfort.
The hours rolled on; night came at last, 
but, nervous and excited by the rapidity 
with which they were traveling, the com- 
tesse found herself unable to sleep, to read 
or do anything in fact but nurse the wretch­
edness growing in her heart. Suddenly she 
remembered that she had forgot to count 
the money which her husband had given 
her in French gold at the moment of her 
departure; she would do it now, and open­
ing her little satchel, she emptied upon her 
knees a wave of shining metal in order to 
arrange it. All at once a current of air 
blew upon her forehead, and as she lifted 
her head she saw that the door was opening. 
Distracted with terror the comtesse had 
only time enough to throw a shawl across 
the gold in her lap as the figure of a man 
appeared at the opening, bareheaded, pant­
ing for breath, clad only in evening dress 
and with blood streaming from a gash in
. the hand.
“Swinging himself into the carriage and 
reclosing the door as he entered, this fright­
ful apparation seated himself opposite his 
terror-stricken neighbor and began to wrap 
his handkerchief about his bleeding hand. 
He had seen her, thought thecomtesse—un­
doubtedly this man had seen her emptying 
the gold into her lap and had come to rob, 
perhaps to kill her. He was watching her 
now, intently, breathlessly, ready to bound 
upon her at the slightest movement.
“Madame,’ said he at last, in a deep and 
musical voice, ‘you tremble, but have no 
fear, I am not here to trouble you.’
“But the comtesse did not respond; she 
was incapable of even opening her lips, and 
her heart beat in her ears like thunder.
“I am not a malefator,’ he went on; ‘I 
shall do nothing to harm you. On the con­
trary’— But Mme. Baranow’s strength 
was gone, her teeth chattered in her head, 
her knees convulsively knocked together, 
and the gold, which she had entirely forgot­
ten, rolled in all directions. The man, as­
tonished, bent to pick it up, but the com­
tesse misunderstood, and with a cry of af­
fright darted to the door to fling herself up­
on the track. Her neighbor caught her in 
time, however, andforced her to be still.
“Listen to me, madame!’ he cried, listen 
to me, I entreat. I am not a malefactor, as 
you seem to suppose—I am only an unfor­
tunate gentleman—a lost, nay, more, a dead 
man, if I fail to pass the frontier. I have no 
teed of your money and stooped to secure 
it for you. All I ask of you is aid. aid to 
cross the boundaries of this terrible land. I 
cannot tell you more, now at least. In an 
hour we shall be nt the last Russian station 
if you do not assist me I am lost. In the 
meantime, I swear to you that I have 
neither robbed, killed nor done anything 
else incompatible with honor. I may tell 
you this, but at present no more!’ and go­
ing down on his knees again he began to 
gather up the money which had hidden 
itself beneath the rugs and benches, and 
when the bag was full again laid it upon 
the lap of the owner and silently resumed 
his seat.
“They moved no more, neither the one 
nor the other, and by degrees composure re­
turned to thecomtesse, and he, equally mo­
tionless, erect in his comer, pale as death 
and evidently suffering from the wound in 
his hand, sat like a figure of stone. Never­
theless it was impossible for Mme. Baranow 
to avoid seeing that he was very handsome, 
richly dressed, a gentleman, as he had said, 
in the neighborhood of 30 or 35 years of age.
“The train running through the darkness 
threw into the night its piercing calls, re­
laxing its speed from time to time only to 
resume it more quickly. Suddenly it slack­
ened its pace to draw into a station, and 
Ivan appeared as usual to receive orders 
Once more the comtesse regarded her 
strange companion, then addressed herself 
to her servitor.
“Ivan,' sai<l she in a decided voice, ‘you 
are going to return immediately to the 
comte at St. Petersburg. Stop - ask me no 
questions—but do my bidding.’
“And I am to go at once, Barine?’ said 
the old man humbly.
“Yes, at Once—I wish you to remain in 
Russia; there is gold for your journey; but 
before you start leave with me your bonnet 
and mantle.
“Bewildered but trained to sudden will, 
the irresistible caprices of the mistress, the 
servant obeyed and withdrew, but with 
tears in his eyes.
“Out of the station, into the night again, 
the comtess handed the garments to her 
companion, with brief direction to don 
them quickly.
“They are yours,’ she said as she gave 
them to him, “for henceforth you are my 
domestic, Ivan. I attach but one condition 
to what J am doing for you—you must 
never address me a word here or hereafter, 
not a word, if you please, either to thank 
or explain.”
“Before long they stopped again, and this 
time it was at the frontier. Mme. Bara­
now extended to the officials her traveling 
papers, pointed to the figure is the end of 
the compartment, and with a brief ‘It is 
Ivan, whose passport you have,’ the ordeal 
was over.
“During the whole of that night they 
rode thus, tete-a-tete, mute, sleepless and 
impassible. When they arrived at the first 
German station he descended.
“Pardon me, madame,’ said he,‘for break­
ing my promise, but I have deprived you of 
your servant; its right that I replace him. 
Have you need of nothing?’
“Nothing,’ said the comtesse coldly, ‘save 
services of my femme de chambre, Send 
her to me.’ And he disappeared.
“Nevertheless, as she left the carriage 
leaning on the arm of her tire woman, and 
npproachad the buffet, she perceived him re­
garding her from a distance.
“In meantime they arrived at Mentone.
“One day,” continued the doctor, apply­
ing himself to a fresh cheroot, “as I sat in 
my office engaged with a lot of patients, the 
servant entered to announce the visit of a
stranger, a Comte Alexis Petrovitch B-----,
a Russian,.of course, as the mob of conso- 
■Rant9 alone would tell you, and shortly 
afterward a gentleman stood before me.
“Doctor,’ said he, coming at once to the 
j>oint of his visit, ‘I have come to ask you 
for news of Mme. Baronw’s condition. I 
am though she does not know me, a com­
patriot and a friend of her husband’s. Will 
she recover?’
“No,’ I answered; “it’s impossible; she is 
slowly dying!’
“And will she return no more to St. Pe­
tersburg?’
“No,’ I said again, “unless in her coffin.’
“As suddenly as if I had struck him, my 
visitor wheeled about and, staggering like a 
drunken man, passed from the apartment. 
If I had known that he would feel it so I 
should scarcely have been so frank, but I 
did not know it, and consequently had 
’iven him the truth. That same evening, 
riiile making my usual visit to my beauti- 
il patient, I told her of the occurrence and
^e emotion excited by her condition.
=^‘‘Do you know him?' I said, fancying that 
perhaps I had not been told all the truth.
“Know him?’ she repeated; ‘no and yes,’ 
and then, touched by the incident, she re­
lated to me the adventure I have given you 
here.
“This man,’she added, in conclusion, ‘of 
whose name even I was ignorant until you 
told me, follows me like a shadow. I en­
counter him wherever I go; he looks at me 
always with a strange and patient wistful­
ness, butTie neither approaches nor attemps 
to speak to me. Viola !’■ cried the comtesse 
rising and going to the open window, ‘he is 
below now!’
“He was—seated upon a bench in the 
promenade, his eyes lifted and fixed upon 
the hotel.
“From that time on,” said the doctor, 
gravely, “I assisted at a strange and sorrow­
ful thing—the voiceless yet ardent love of 
those two widely separated beings, for they 
loved each other, and I knew it well. As 
for Alexis Petrovitch, he seemed to under­
stand that I had divined his secret, and, 
while never yielding to a word that the 
purest might not have listened to, he came 
to see me daily, only to ask if there was 
hope of her improvement. And still he 
had never spoken to her, nor offered to ap­
proach her, although as the end drew near, 
and they encountered each other, as they 
frequently did in her drives about the city, 
she greeted him always with a grave, sweet 
smile.
“That she was resigned I knew, and hap­
py, I believed happy simply to feel herself, 
the abandoned one, guarded by an affection 
that, even if exaggerated in its devotion, 
was pure and beautiful. Nevertheless, faith­
ful to her exalted obstinacy, she steadily re­
fused to allow me to bring him to her or to 
permit him to speak to her.
“No,’ she cried; in answer to my persist­
ent entreaties, ‘I will not yield. Would 
you see me spoil and deprave this wonder­
ful and ideal friendship? No, we must re­
main as strangers, the one to the other.’
“Determined as she was to hold to the ab­
surd promise be had given her on the night 
she aided him to cross the frontier, Petro­
vitch did absolutely nothing to induce her 
to change her decision; but perhaps he did 
not know, as I did. how often during those 
weary hours of pain and feebleness, while 
waiting for death to release her, Marie Bara­
now dragged herself from her couch to the 
window simply to assure herself that he was 
there.
“As I went from the house on the morn­
ing she died, I found him waiting at the 
door, pale distracted and mad with grief.
“I must see her,” he pleaded, “I must see 
her for a moment—but with you !’
“To the last, even, he was faithful to 
what he believed to be her wishes.
“He also,” added the doctor softly, “died 
yesteiday—it was that which detained me. 
Of w hat, did you ask? Of a disease for 
which medicine is useless.”
“And that strange appearance upon the 
railway,” cried one the party, “do you know 
nothing of that?’
“Nothing,” answered the physician, “and 
nothing of Alexis Petrovitch himself, be­
yond what all the world knew—that he was 
a political refugee, condemned for one of 
those trifling offense for which Russia is 
famous. I believe, however, as Myrie Bara­
now believed herself, that he had risked 
not only life, but liberty to follow her in 
her exile.”
“But change the subject,” added the doc­
tor gently, “the ladies are in tears.”—Trans­
lated from the French .for the New York 
Mercury.
trifleFlight as air.
A well wisher is one who" invests in 
oil territory.
Coal is going up in smoke, and the 
price is following soot.
Somehow men really seem to enjoy 
it when their tailors give them fits.
It may be that a woman’s work is 
never done, but a man’s work is always 
dun.
A pretty little child smilingly asked 
her mother why fish are so full of 
splinters.
It must be a very good brass band 
that can play all the airs a drum major 
puts on.
“No ma’am,” said the grocer to an 
applicant for credit, “I would not even 
trust my own feelings.”
It is no great credit for the worm to 
turn when stepped upon. A barrel hoop 
will do the same thing.
It is lucky to have your nest well 
feathered when you see the bills stick­
ing out of the pigeon holes.
Visitor—"Is the baby very sick, Bob­
by?” Bobby—“Yes, I guess she is, for 
such a little bit of a thing.”
Never disturb a contemplative man. 
It is not safe to get near a train of 
thought when it is in motion.
When a motion comes before a 
“smelling committee” the ayes have 
little chance against the nose.
Anthony Comstock should go and ar­
rest himself. It is now said that the 
top of his head is entirely “nude.”
Mr. White—What do you think you 
will do in the next world? Colored 
Party—Nuffin’—if they will let me.
We will say to a thoughtless inquirer 
that an old maid is always a young 
married woman—when she gets mar­
ried.
Smythe wholives in a boarding house, 
wants the old song, “Hold the Fort, for 
I am Coming,” changed to hold the 
pianoforte till I get away.
A person makes better time by going 
slow. It is generally the fast trains that 
are behind time; an accommodation 
alway makes connections.
Son—Papa, how do they catch luna­
tics? Cynical Father—With diamond 
necklaces, decollete dresses and four- 
teen-button gloves, my boy.
Queen Emma, of Holland, continu­
ally winks while speaking. For this rea­
son she is obliged to have her prescrip­
tions put up by the telephone.
An all-round wag has placed the fol­
lowing placard over his coal bin: “Not 
to be used except in case of fire.” The 
cook’s relatives are in consternation.
When America was christened the 
asylum for the oppressed of all nations 
information relative to anarchists and 
English sparrows were rather meager.
Teller (turning to the President, 
solemnly)—I do not see the cashier 
this morning. President (dry and sol­
emn)—I do not see any cash here, 
either.
An Ohio family were made ill by eat­
ing poisoned pie. Any one who would 
add to the already deadly character of 
the American pie by putting poison in 
it is a fiend.
A Lesson in Addition—“One and one 
is two and one to carry makes three,” 
is the way Giblets figured it when his 
wife presented him with an heir on 
Christmas Day.
A Western exchange says: “Gladness 
will follow sorrow, wait till the clouds 
roll by,” and in the next breath, 
“Twelve colored tramps were arrested 
one day this week.”
“Ella,” said Clara, as they were seated 
on the veranda of their country house, 
“I went fishing with Charley this morn­
ing.” “Did you? What did you catch” 
“I caught Charley.”
Little Tommy—Ma, wouldn’t it be 
nice if you had the toothace, ’stead of 
Bridget? Mrs Blueblood—Why, my son? 
Tommy—’Cause you could take your 
teeth out; she can’t.
“Tommy,” said his aunt, "I hear your 
grandmother gave you a watch on your 
birthday. Was it a hunting case watch?” 
“No,” replied Tommy, who is seven 
years old, “it was a bare-faced watch.”
What do you think of my week-old 
whiskers? he asked proudly, as he coax­
ed them gently’ to stay in sight. They 
look like weak old whiskers, she an­
swered, with a cruel intention of scorn.
Robbie—Mamma, doesn’t it make 
your hands warm to spank me? Mam­
ma—Why, yes, Robbie, it does. Robbie, 
Wouldn’t it do just as well, then, mam­
ma, to go and hold them over the reg­
ister?
“Grandpa,” inquired Johnny Bliss, 
“must everybody die?” “Yes, my child. 
Every one in this world must die when 
his turn comes.” “Well”—long pause— 
“What I’d like to know is who’ll bury 
the last man.”
There would nave been no fall of 
man if Mother Eve had had a fall bon­
net with which to occupy he mind and 
make her neighbors enviously mad.— 
Fall River Advance. Neither would men 
have been Able to carry Canes.
Sister Clara (entertaining young Mr. 
Featlierly)—“Why do you ask me, 
Bobby, if I was at the market yester­
day? You know very well I was not.” 
Bobby—“I heard Mr. Featlierly say 
something about being in the market.”
We have sold Ely’s Cream Balm 
about three years and have recommend­
ed its use in more than a hundred 
special cases of catarrh. The unani­
mous answer to our inquiries is, “It’s 
the best remedy that I have ever used.” 
Our experience is, that where parties 
continued its use, it never fails to cure. 
—J. H. Montgomery & Co., Druggists, 
Decorah, Iowa.
I" have used Ely’s Cream Balm for 
dry catarrh (to which Eastern persons 
are subject who come to live here.) It 
has proved a cure.—B. F. M. Weeks, 
Denver, Col. jan!9-2t
ALL SORTS. .
Ice cream in the form of waffles is a 
new gastronomic dainty.
Florida is reveling in green peas, new 
potatoes and watermelons.
France is about to issue nickel-silver 
coinage to the amount of $14,000,000
Mrs. Lydia Watson, of Leicester, 
Mass., was 100 years old on Thursday.
Five thousand acres of Hawkinsville, 
Ga., timber land sold for $58 the other 
day.
Professor Virchow, of Berlin, in his 
new work declares that cancer is cur­
able.
There are said to be but four horses 
in Alaska—three at Juneau and one at 
Sitka.
During the coming season the fash­
ionable walking sticks will weigh five 
pounds.
It is estimated for the past six years 
strikes have cost the country $15,000,- 
000 a year.
There are in Vermont about 1,300 
school districts which have less than 12 
pupils each.
Maine fishermen say that they have 
not seen so bad a mackerel season in 
forty years.
Mrs. D. Giveway, of Tennessee Pass, 
Col., gave birth to five bouncing boys 
the other day.
Tobocco has been grown in England, 
Scotland and Ireland this year. Eng­
land took the lead.
Hanlan will soon reach England and 
issue a challenge to all comers to meet 
him on the Tyne in September.
An object six feet high can not be 
seen a distance of ten miles, owing to 
he curvature of the earth.
A Ray county (Mo.) farmer has a colt 
with a finely developed trunk, closely 
•resembling that of an elephant.
The inventor of the diamond cutting 
machine was Charles M. Field, who is 
now in the jewelry trade in Boston.
A wagon load of squirrels was sold 
at Hot springs, Ark., a few days since, 
the vender selling them by the bushel.
That Atlanta fireman who married 
four women ought to either turn the 
hose on his affections or move out to 
U tah.
In digging for the foundation of a 
mill at Montville, Me., ice was dug up 
which had been under sawdust for 17 
years.
While in Egypt Mr. Gould will try 
and find out if there were any bears 
around when Moses was in the bull- 
rushes.
The proprietor of the Florida house 
at St. Augustine is serving on his tables 
watermelons, cucumbers and Jamaica 
ginger.
A 17-year-old girl in Winfield, Kan., 
has been married and divorced twice, 
and, it is understood, wishes to be mar­
ried again.
A juryman was arrested last week at 
Newport, Tenn., for robbing the pockets 
of his fellow juryman while out making 
up a verdict.
Scarcely more than 1,000 survivors 
of 1812 enter this year, while the num­
ber of widows ot soldiers of the same 
war is 12,000.
Gen. Doubleday, who fired the first 
gun for the Union from Fort Sumter, 
twenty-seven years ago is in active bus­
iness in New York.
The first number of the Vegetarian, 
the organ of the Vegetarian Society of 
America, published in Philadelphia, 
has made its appearance.
South-western Kansas has a town 
called Rain Belt, and it is proposed to 
give the name of Drought to a railroad 
station, in Nemaha county.-
Abraham Lincoln had a daguerreo­
type taken in Monmouth in 1834. The 
old negative has been found and pict­
ures are being made from it.
Mrs. Jeremiah Porter, whose death is 
announced from Santa Barbara, Cal., 
at the age of 80 years, was the first 
school teacher Chicago ^ver had.
A Chicago judge has decided that a 
physician has the right to advertise his 
cures if he wants to do so, medical 
ethics to contrary notwithstanding.
A Jackson (Mich.) newspaper offers a 
reward of $8 to the person killing the 
largest number of English sparrows in 
the city before the 1st of next April.
The cold was so severe at Monterey, 
Mexico, a few days since that a circus 
proprietor had to build a fire around his 
elephant to keep him from freezing.
Mr. Flager, the Standard Oil million­
aire who has been spending a fortune 
in building magnificent hotels in Flor­
ida, says he did so to amuse himself.
There were 24,841 persons killed in 
Hindostan in 1886 by wild animals and 
venomous snakes. Nine-tenths of these 
fatalities were the result of snake bites.
An octogenarian was married at 
Woodbridge, N. J., a few days ago, and 
on the following eveing the marriage 
of his great-grand-daughter took [place.
George W. Rosure, known as the 
“cow-boy evangelist,” is said by an /Ark­
ansas newspaper to be worth $700,000, 
which yields him an income of $150 a 
day.
The white ties worn by New York 
waiters are in most cases furnished by 
the house, and when the waiters are not 
on duty the ties are left with the head 
waiter.
The women of Paris have adopted 
for the winter season a waggle in their 
walk. The art of waggling gracefully 
in furs is being taught in the best danc­
ing schools.
Over 4,000 jugs of whisky were ship­
ped in two days during the holidays to 
prohibition counties in Alabama and 
Mississippi from Mobile. One boat 2,- 
500 in a day.
In a dull time for news appears the 
story that a Kansas hen recently laid 
an egg on which the words “In God we 
trust” were plainly imprinted in well- 
formed letters.
In planting fruit trees, peaches are 
being given the preference over oran­
ges by farmers at Bronson, Florida. 
They think the peaches will prove the 
more profitable.
That hustling revivalist, Sam Jones, 
is playing a two weeks’ engagement in 
Kansas City. He says “that more sand 
is needed in the gizzards” of the Kan­
sas City churches.
Mr. Thomas J. Smith, of Richmond, 
Ky., who has just retired from business 
after acquiring a fortune, makes the 
the proud boast that he had never paid 
out a cent for advertising.
As a horse and cattle lotion Salvation 
Oil has proven itself an infallible rem­
edy, it has received the hearty indorse­
ment of many old and well known 
horsemen. Price 25 cents a bottle.
The King of Belgium has devised the 
ingenious attempt to introduce a rail­
road into Morocco by sending the Sul­
tan a complete railway train with a lot 
of rails as a present.
A white deer, one of the rarest of 
animals, was killed recently in Clinton 
county, Pa., by Prothonotary Mann, of 
Sunbury. But three white deer have 
ever been killed before in that part of 
the State.
“There’s method in that man’s mad­
ness,” remarked the Superintendent of 
an Insane Asylum of one of his pa­
tients. “How does it show itself?” 
questioned the visitor. “Why, he al; 
ways asks for a bottle of Dr. Bull’s 
Cough Syrup when he has a cold.” “Ah,
I see.”
A stretch of railroad track, extending 
three miles out from Madisonville, O., 
is said by a Cincinnati paper to be the 
scene of so many accidents as to have 
earned for itself the name of “Dead 
Man’s Curve.”
Martin Sorenson, of Knox county. 
Neb., stepped into an air-hole while 
crossing the Missouri river, at Yankton, 
D. T., but continued on his way home 
without drying his boot. When he got 
home his leg was frozen to the knee, 
and amputation found necessary.
The most remarkable cures of scrofu­
la on record have been accomplished by 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Try it. Sold by 
all druggists.
INTERESTING VARIETY.
The finest house in Washington is 
that of B. H. Warder, on K street. It 
cost $400,000 and looks like a Venetian 
palace. It has a bath-room of white 
marble, and in one of the rooms there 
is an apartment walled with mirrors, so 
arranged that one can see every part of 
himself without turning his head.
A Canadian lumberman who got lost 
in the woods and took refuge in a de­
serted lumber shanty near Opeonego, 
subsisted on bits of bark which he strip­
ped from the trees for nearly a month, 
when he was discovered and relieved. 
He had no fire, and most of his cloth­
ing had been torn off by his wanderings 
in the woods.
Fifty-six years ago last Friday night 
William Lloyd Garrison and eleven 
others organized in Boston the New 
England Anti-Slavery Society. Of (he 
twelve men who signed the constitu­
tion of the society that night Oliver 
Johnson alone survives.
Dr. Merriam, of North Adams, Mass.» 
has in his possession a sleigh which 
was made for his great-great-grand­
father in 1663, and which has been used 
by the different generations of the Mer­
riam family ever since. It is still 
strong and Dr. Merriam drives about in 
it every day.
A string of beads strung on a brass 
chain and a cross of brass were found 
four feet beneath the surface of the 
earth at Princeville, Ore., recently. It 
is conjectured that they belonged to an 
early Catholic missionary from Cali­
fornia or to an Indian who had em­
braced the faith.
Stephen Rane, an old resident of 
Waupun, Wis., met his death in a 
singular way last week. He was as­
cending a ladder in his barn when he 
lost his footing and fell between the 
rounds, his chin catching on one of 
them and holding him there until he 
slowly strangled to death.
Ex Senator Blanche K. Bruce is in 
many respects the most successful man 
of his race in this country, barring 
Fred Douglass, whose influence among 
the colored people has not been shaken 
by any later prophet. Bruce is a 
shrewd man and a wealthy one, his 
fortune Leing estimated at $150,000.
There are in Paris 36 licensed ven­
ders of horse meat. A St. Louis man 
who has cultivated a taste for this kind 
of meat says he likes it better than 
choice veal, which it resembles. He 
also thinks that one of the most appe­
tizing dainties that he can place on his 
table is a bit of well-roasted donkey 
meat.
Senator Aldrich, of Rhode Island, 
was a poor farmer’s boy when he went 
to Providence a little over a score of 
years ago in search of something to do. 
He began life as a clerk in a grocery 
and by thrift and shrewd investments 
has amassed a fortune of $200,000. His 
colleague, Chace, is worth $500,000, 
which was made in manufacturing.
In a school at East Haven, Pa., Miss 
Caffrey, a well known teacher, was ap­
pointed in September last, but as the 
previous teacher had been very popu­
lar the people refused to send their 
children to her successor. For three 
months past Miss Chaffee has kept the 
school open but has had no pupils ex­
cept during the last month, when one 
boy, 4 years old attended.
The wife of John Bradford of Wil­
mington, Del., left her bed while fast 
asleep, walked from the chamber to 
the hall and fell down stairs, breaking 
her nose and sustaining other severe in­
juries. She had been dreaming at the 
time of a similar accident which had 
occurred to an acquaintance, a lady, a 
year ago.
George Bancroft, the historian, ac­
counts for his long life by the fact that 
he was the middle child in his father’s 
family, that he has always been in bed 
by 10 o’clock at night, and that he 
spends four hours in the open air every 
day unless prevented by stormy 
weather.
Probably the oldest practicing attor­
ney in the United States is Sidney Bart­
lett, of Boston. He was born in Ply­
mouth, Mass., in 1799, and still has a 
lucrative practice. His specialty is 
corporation law, and he is attorney for 
two ot the greatest of railway systems in 
New England.
An express messenger on the St. Paul 
met with a painful and peculiar acci­
dent at Ripon, Wis., recently. He had 
a gold ring on one of his fingers, and as 
he attempted to swing himself from the 
car to the ground the ring caught in 
the door in such a manner as to pull 
the finger completely off.
The estimated expenses of the Chi­
cago Police Department for the present 
year are $1,550,000, which, the Macon 
Telegraph says, is more than the total 
income of the State of Georgia. The 
amount spent by Chicago on her pub­
lic school system annually is over five 
times as much vs the entire school fund 
of Georgia.
Robbers entered the house of Henry 
Fackleman, an old miser living near 
Paris, Ark., recently and, binding him 
to a chair, began to shoot to see which 
of the party could come the nearest to 
his ears without hitting his head. After 
having both ears pierced by bullets the 
old man begged so piteously for mercy 
that he was released. The robbers se­
cured $5,200 from him, all the money 
there was in the house.
Chronic Looseness of the Bowels
Results from imperfect digestion. The 
cause lies in the torpidity of the liver. 
A regular habit of the body can be se­
cured by taking Simmons Liver Regu­
lator to aid digestion, to simulate the 
dull and sluggish liver, and rid the sys­
tem of excessive and poisonous bile. 
The Regulator corrects acidity of the 
stomach, cures dyspepsia and insures 
regularity of the bowels alike free from 
laxity and costiveness.
A spotted dog that follows the deliv­
ery wagon of a carpet store on Market 
street, Philadelphia, wears an oil cloth 
cover on which is printed an advertise­
ment of his owner’s wares.
A mule over sixty years old is owned 
by Aunt Nancy Honaker, of Laynes- 
ville, Ky. It came from Virginia over 
60 years ago, and still earns its living 
under a saddle and before a buggy.
Excitement In Texas.
Great excitement has been caused in 
the vicinity of Paris, Tex., by the re­
markable recovery of Mr. J. E. Corley, 
who was so helpless he could not turn 
in his bed, or raise his head; everybody 
said he was dying of Consumption. A 
trial bottle of Dr. King’s new Discovery 
was sent him. Finding relief, he 
bought a large bottle and a box of Dr. 
King’s New Life Pills; by the time he 
had taken two boxes of Pills and two 
bottles of the Discovery, he was w’ell 
and had gained in flesh thirty-six 
pounds.
Trial Bottle of this great Discovery 
for Consumption free at Geo. R. Baker 
& Son’s, Sign of Big Hand.
The Verdict Unanimous.
W. D. Suit, druggist, Bippus, Ind.. 
testifies: “I can recommend Electric 
Bitters as the very best remedy. Every 
bottle sold has given relief in every case. 
One man took six bottles, and was 
cured of Rheumatism of lOycars’stand- 
ing.” Abraham Hare, druggist, Bell­
ville, O., affirms: “The best selling medi­
cine I ever handled in my 20 years’ ex­
perience, is Electric Bitters.” Thous­
ands of others have added their testi­
mony, so that the verdict is unanimous 
that Electric Bitters do cure all diseases 
of the Liver Kidneys or Blood. Only a 
half a dollar a bottle at Geo. R. Baker 
& Son’s drug store. Sign of Big Hand.2
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts 
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum 
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands 
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup 
tions, and positively cures Piles or no 
pay required. It is guaranteed to give 
perfect satisfaction, or money refunded. 
Price 25 cents per box. Sold by Geo. 
R. Baker. April7’86-lyr
SHORT AND SWEET.
A singlepnritan rose costs a dollar in 
New York.
The latest dude cane is also a cigar­
ette holder.
Gov. Slay wants to be Senator from 
Alabama.'
New York smokers are returning to 
brier pipes.
The Pope is in receipt of 12,000 pairs 
of slippers.
A man who scrubs a pig is a new me­
chanical toy.
Keely calls his new force vibratory 
sympathy.
Guns that will shoot five miles have 
been invented.
Theodore Thomas will take his orch­
estra to Europe.
An ox race was run at Port Royal, 
S. C., last week.
The retail price of coal at Pasadena, 
Cal., is $25 a ton.
The Chinese alone hold the secret of 
making India ink.
Persimmons from Florida are in the 
Eastern markets.
A Duluther has invented a combined 
skate and rat trap.
Bret Harte is making from $7,000 to 
$10,000 in London.
Major Whittle is holding evangelistic 
meetings in Keokuk.
The year won’t have three 8’s again 
for a thousand years.
Courtland Palmer, New York mil­
lionaire, is a socialist.
Zero is the name of a new post-office 
in Linn county, Kansas.
The use of brass and iron bedsteads 
is rapidly gaining favor.
Harvard distributed $53,000 to indig- 
nent students hist year.
A collections of portraits of Charles 
Dickens is forthcoming.
You get your hair cut by machinery 
for eight cents in London.
The Shah has abandoned the idea of 
visiting Europe next year.
More snow has fallen this season in 
Louisiana than in Kansas.
Phoebe Couzins is suggested for Gov­
ernor of “No Man’s Land.”
The seventeen months old King of 
Spain gets $1,000,000 a year.
Charles Selp, of Columbus, Ind., is 
dead from cigarette smoking.
Hendricks monument fund lacks $3,- 
000 of the necessary $21,( 00.
Cars killed Frank Risan at Van Wert, 
O. His first day on the road.
Sault Ste. Marie is jubilant over gold 
deposits reported near there.
A church in Parsons, Kansas, has 
been sold for sidewalk taxes.
White bear sells in New York market 
for 28 cents a pound, dressed.
The mills of Lowell use nearly $90,- 
000 worth of cotton annually.
Jenny Lind left a request that her 
letters should not be published.
John Q. Adams is a candidate for 
Congress in Northern Michigan.
Bishop Kip, of California, has been 
suffering from a severe cataract.
Large chestnuts from grafted trees 
are $5 a bushel in Lancaster, Pa.
Mr. J. B. Haggin’s horses won a trifle 
over $100,000 on the turf this year.
A Philadelphia man drank eighteen 
cocktails on a wager and then died.
A new collection of poems by Owen 
Meredith is called “After Paradise.”
Scotch potatoes are driving the 
American out of New York market.
A New York life insurance agent has 
opened a branch office in Jerusalem.
Apennyofl8Sl was found in a live 
oyster at Slaughter Beach, Delaware.
The winnings of Green Morris on the 
turf this year foots up a total of $46,000.
Lady Burdett Coutts denies the ru­
mor that she is coming to this country.
Sam. Jones says his income reaches 
about $30,000 a year, half of it off books.
The vulgarity of a basket on the 
New Year’s knob has nearly disappear­
ed.
Indiana Democrats are organizing 
under the name of the Hendricks 
Legion.
When dread disease with iron hand,
Hangs its dark mantle over thee,
Escape its all-enslaving band,
With Golden Medical Discovery.
Dr. R. V. Pierce’s Golden Medical 
Discovery cures coughs, colds, and con­
sumption if taken in time. Of . drug­
gists.
At Akron, George Miller, sixty years 
ago planted a wild cherry tree with the 
remark that he was going to grow lum­
ber for his own coffin. He carefully 
watched the tree up to three years ago, 
when it was cut down and sawed into 
boards, which were duly seasoned. Last 
week Miller died,aged 80,and a carpenter 
made a coffin for him out of the lum­
ber, in accordance with his last request.
Many negroes employed on Georgia 
farms have begun to leave the country 
for the town, and planters are said to 
be alarmed at the exodus, which in 
many instances amounts to a stampede. 
An Athens paper says that for many 
days past the roads leading to the town 
have been lined with vehicles bearing 
the household goods of the black men 
and the town has became overrun with 
them.
J. G. Pickett, of Pickett’s station, in 
Wisconsin, brought into Oshkosh the 
other day a large collection of stone 
and copper implements which have 
been ploughed up or dug up in his 
neighborhood from time to time. In 
the lot are many axes, knivec, ham- 
meis and domestic implements. They 
are supposed to be remains of the an­
cient mound-builders.
The Children ask for It
And the old folks laugh when they find 
that the pleasant California liquid fruit 
remedy, Syrup of Figs, is more easily 
taken and more beneficial in its action 
than bitter, nauseous medicines. It 
It strengthens the Liver, Kidneys, and 
Bowels, while it arouses them to a 
healthy activity. For sale at Green’s 
Drugstore. Jan-5-lm.
The little village of Aberdeen, O., 
which lies just across the river from 
Maysville, Ky., has in the hist quarter of 
a century become widely known as the 
Gretna Green of the West, and it is 
estimated that more runaway couples 
are married there than in any other 
town in the world. In thirty years at 
least 19,000 eloping couples have been 
made happy there and the justices of 
the peace have grown rich on marriage 
fees.
Philadelphia has a sudden death dub 
anyone may join it who has something 
the matter with him which is likely to 
take him off swiftly and unexpectedly.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
. $2 00 per year in advance.
After the expiration of the year, 50 cents 
will be added for each year it remains un­
paid.
ADVERTISING RATES:
The following Advertising Rates will be 
trictly adhered to, except when special con­
ditions seem to warrant a variation there­
from.
All advertisements at these rates to take 
the general run of the paper. Special ratee 
will be charged for special position.
































































THIS is the top of the gen­
uine “ Pearl 
Chimney, all 
are imitations.




This is the 
exact label on 




may say and 
think he has as
good, but he has not.
Insist upon the exact label 
and top.
GEO. A. MACBETH & CO. 
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Eight-year-old Floyd Tuft, of West­
ville, Vt., is a good chunk of a boy. 
He weights 125 pounds, is as strong as 
he is big, and shoulders a two-bushel 
sack of shelled corn.
The crudest deception of the holiday 
season was originated in 1887. A paper 
sack was filled with shavings and a pair 
of turkeys legs were then tied to the 
mouth of the sack and the seductive 
fraud sent to the victim.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor improves the 
beauty of the hair and promotes its 
growth. It prevents the accumulation 
of dandruf, cleanses the scalp, and re­
stores a natural color to gray hair. 
Have you received Ayer’s almanac for 
the new year?
Cyrus Field began life as a clerk in a 
New England store, and once worked 
for A. T. Stewart for the munificent 
salary of $50 a year. He left the dry 
good’s king employ to sell newspapers.
A Garden City, Kan., sportsman, 
while out hunting, saw a flock of ducks 
on the frozen surface of the Arkansas 
river and fired at them. They did not 
stir, and when he had crawled cau­
tiously up to them he saw that their 
feet were frozen in the ice.
When the eyes become weak or the 
lids inflamed and sore, a’ disordered 
system or a scrofulous condition of the 
blood is indicated, for which Ayer’s 
Sarsaparilla is the best remedy. It in­
vigorates and vitalizes the blood and 
expels all humors.
A German is reported to have inven­
ted a paper that resists the action of 
both fire and water. Asbestos, alumin­
um, sulphate, chloride of zinc and re­
sin soap are the ingredients.
Near Jeffersonville, Ind., the other 
night, thieves carried off an entire field 
of corn in the shock, leaving just stalks 
enough to make it appear that the origi­
nal shock was still standing.
Give Them a Chance !
That is to say, your lungs. _ Also all 
your breathing machinery. Very won­
derful machinery it is. Not only the 
larger air passages, but the thousands of 
little tubes and cavities leading from 
them.
When these are clogged and choked 
with matter which ought not to be there, 
your lungs cannot half do their work. 
And what they do, they cannot do well.
Call it cold, cough, croup, pneumon­
ia, catarrh, consumption or any of the 
family and throat and nose and head 
and lung obstructions, all are bad. All 
ought to be got rid of. There is just 
one sure way to get rid of them. That 
is to take Boschee’s German Syrup, 
which any druggist will sell you at 75 
cents a bottle. Even if everything else 
has failed you, you may depend upon 
this for certain. 7apr87-lyeow.
Herman Eastman, a Walworth, New 
York, farm laborer, got the prize Christ­
mas present of the year, a fortune of 
$350,000 from a childless uncle who 
died recently in New Mexico.
A Minnesota newspaper reports one 
of the cleanest and quickest corn husk­
ing jobs on record. A prairie fire 
went through six acres of corn in five 
minutes, completely burning away 
every husk, leaving the corn on the 
stalks, clean and bright, and in no way 
injured by the fire or smoke.
Syrup of Figs,
Manufactured only by the California 
Fig Syrup Co., San Francisco, Cal., is 
Nature’s Own True Laxative. This 
pleasant California liquid fruit remedy 
may be had at Greens Drug Store and 
large bottles at fifty cents or one dollar 
It is the most pleasant, prompt, and 
effective remedy known to cleanse the 
system; to act on Liver, Kidneys, and 
Bowels gently yet thoroughly: to dispel 
Headaches, Colds, and Fevers; to cure 
Constipation, Indigestion, and kindred 
ills. 28jlyly.
! most populnr Weekly newspaper devoted 
nee, mechanicR,engineering discoveries, in-
The
toscie c
ventions and patents ever published. Every num­
ber illustrated with splendid cnrravinps. Thia 
publication furnishes a most valuable encyclopedia 
of information which no person should be without. 
The popularity of the Scientific American is 
such that its circulation nearly equals that of all 
other papers of its class combined. Price. $3 29 a 
year. Discount to Clubs. Sold by all newsdealers. 
MUNN & CO., Publishers. No. 361Brondway, N. Y.
* crb ™ n, a Baa Munn A Co. havo 
i ftl f* Pw 5 N also bad Thlrty- LEA I W«Eist)t years’ 
practice before 
Jthe Patent Office and have prepared 
(more than One Hundred Thou­
sand applications lor patents in tho 
United States and foreign countnes. 
_ Caveats, Trade-Marks. Copy-riehts, 
. Assignments, and all other papers for 
securing to inventors their rights in the 
United States, Canada. England. .France, 
Germany and other foreign countries, pre- 
[ pared at short notice andon reasonable terms.
Information ns to obtaining patents cheer- 
| fully given without charge. Hand-books of 
I information sent free.. Patents obtained 
through Munn A Co. are noticed in the Scientific 
American free. Tho advantage of such notice is 
well understood by all persons who wish to dis­
pose of their patents.
Address .MUNN A CO.. Office SdENTTFIO 
Amkrican. 301 Broadway, New York.
SitRCHlKT TliLORIHG
G. P. FRISE
HAS JUST OPENED UP A STOCK OF
New Piece Goods,




Sell all the Patent Medicines 












BALTIMORE AMI OHIO R. R
November 1SS7.
W EST BOUND.
PM I* M AM \ M
Lv Pittsburgh... |2 35 *7 30 *0 oo .......
“ Wheeling.... *0 00 }10 15 8 50 1 25
“ Bellaire....... 9 37 10 53 9 32 2 05
am r M
“ Zanesville..... 11 57 fl 32 12 3* 5 20
A M
Newark.......  2 30 2 30 2 00 G 30
Ar Columbus....  3 30 f3 30 3 00 7 40
“ Cincinnati... 7 30 7 30 7 30
P M P M A M
“ Louisville.... 12 35 12 35 0 55
“ St. Louis.... 7 40 6 40 7 45— ■ -— ■ ——
A M
Lv Columbus.... . 11 05 • 11 20 f7 00
A M A M A M
“ Mt. Vernon.. . 1 37 4 27 3 11 9 04
“ Mansfield.... . 2 37 |5 55 4 37 10 15
P M
Ar Sandusky.... 8 00 7 00 12 15
Lv Tiffin.......... 4 05 7 55 6 55 1 07
“ Fostoria...... 4 25 8 22 7 40 1 47
“ Defiance.... 5 48 10 02 9 52 3 23
“ Auburn Jc.. G 48 11 13 11 27 4 28
P M A M
Ar Chicago..... . 11 10 4 50 5 30
EAST BOUND
P M A M P M
Lv Chicago...... . *3 20 f8 10 »10 50 ......
P M A M A M
“ Auburn Jc.. 7 42 1 42 4 02fl0 01
“ Defiance.... . 8 37 3 05 5 18 11 27
P M
“ Fostoria..... . 10 02 4 47 G 57 1 32
“ Tiffin......... . 10 23 5 10 7 37 1 58
“ Sandusky ... 5 30 7 40 2 00
“ Mansfield... . 11 55 7 57 10 15 3 58
A M
“ Mt. Vernon. .. 12 57 9 29 11 3G 5 2G
“ Cincinnati.. .. 7 10 ♦7 10 7 30
P M
“ Columbus... . 11 05 11 05 11 20 4 55
— — — —
AM AM PM
Newark........ 1 50 12 10 12 55 G 20
Zanesville....  2 33 1 00 1 58 7 05
Bellaire........ 4 5G 3 25 5 05 ..
Wheeling.... f7 10 4 00 G 00 ..
Pittsburgh... 10 30 6 45 8 40 ..
P M PM A M
Washington. *5 45 5 45 0 20 ..
Baltimore.... G 45 6 45 7 30 ..
Ar
“ Philadelphia 10 00 10 00 12 00 .....
* Trains run daily, f Daily except Sun
day. J Daily except Saturday.
C. K. LORD, General Passenger Agent,
Baltimore, Md.
W. E. REPI’ERT, Division Passenger 
Agent, Columbus, Ohio.
TAKE THE
MI. Vernon & Pan Handle
ZROTTTZE 
The Great Through Line via
The 0., A. & C. Railway.
P., C. A St. and C. St. L. & P. Raihoads for 
all Points South and Southwest.
The only line running the celebrated Pull 
man Palace Sleeping and Drawing Room 
Cars between Cleveland, Akron, Columbus,
Cincinnati, Indianapolis and St. Ixmis.
Passengers holding first-class tickets via 
this Line are entitled to seats in the new 
and elegant Pullman Reclining Chair Cars 
at a nominal charge, leaving Columbus on 
the Fast Express at 3:00 r. m. daily, arriving 
at Indiana|Mjlis 10:20 r. M., St. Istuis 7:00 a. 
m., and Kansas City 7:20 r. m.
No line running through the states of 
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois can offer such 
superior facilities or kingly coinfort to its 
patrons. Rates as low’ as the lowest.
THE M IIEIX I.E.
Central or 90th Meridian Time.
In effect May 22, 1887.
OOINO NOBTII. | | GOING BOOTH
No.35 No27|No 3 Z No2 iNo28 3K
o v iiitttnn mgs,
RICH, NEW AND NOVEL
Pants Patterns not Excelled 1 Musi b( 
Seen to be appreciated.
These Goods will be cut, trimmed 
and made to orderin FIRST-CLASS STYLE 
and as reasonable as living CASH PRICES 
willallow. Pleasecall; I will beglad to see 
you,and Goodssliown with pleasure.
GEO. P. FRISE, 
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BOOKS
for Schools, libraries, Sun­
day Schools, Families, 
Agents, etc. Also Atlases, 
Cyclopedias, etc. Many 
______________________■ second-hand sets. Sta­
tionery, Albums and School Supplies. 
Wholesale and Retail. Write hi. Sunday- 
School Papers
AND HELPS ALL INGHAM, CLARKE & CO.
K.INDn;- JnV Z 217 SUPERIOR ST.,
ply any book pub- ’
lished at best rates. Cleveland, O.
29septly
PATENTS.
SOLICITORS AND ATTORNEYS — FOR—
U. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS
AND PATENT LAW CASES,
ItUItltlDUE A CO.,
127SuperiorSt., opposite America r 
CLEVELAND, O.
With Associated Officcsin Washington and 
Foreign countries. Mch23-78y.
SPOONER PAT. COLLAR
Cannot Choke a Horse.
Adjusts itself to any Horses Neck.
Has two rows of Stitching.
Will hold Hames in place.
None Genuine unless stamped 
with our " Trade-Mark.




PINE CU'U AND DI DG
Incorr.-”srab . •• i
INTENDING ADVERTISERS should ad­dress GEO P ROWELL A CO., lOSpruce Street, New Y i k City, for select list of 1,000 




Ever offered in Mt. Vernon, for the 
Month of December, 1887.
It will pay any the every consumer to investigate prices 
before making a single purchase in














Having decided to say farewell to Stock and Profits for the 
season, our determination is to name prices SO LOW that 
they will astonish the best judges.
H. 0. SWETLAHD
■o---------- o-
FOR A BARGAIN IN
mATS, CAPS, TRUNKS! VALISES,
niToi di
CALL ON US. ALL
HATS AND CAPS RETAILED AT 
WHOLESALE PRICES
From this date to .January 1st. Call and see what extremely 
IjO'W PRICES Wli ARE NAMING.
YOUNG, Hi limi
POWERS’ OLD STAND.
Merchai t Tailoring Establishment.
Have received a magnificent line of Imported mid I>omcatlc 
FnbricN, embracing all the Novelties, consisting of ClnNalnieren, 
<ibevlol», Wonte<U, Ktc„ for their
FALL TRADE! FALL TRADE!
Which is complete, and embraces some of the finest patterns ever placed on 
exhibition in this city. All our goods are properly shrunk before making up. 
Complete Fits guaranteed. Our prices will be found as low as good substantial 
workmanship will warrant. I.arge l.lne of (JKKTK* FUItW« 
IK1IIWG GOODS. All (he Popular N(> leu.
A. R. SIPE,
Uoger»’ Arcade. Ea*O 4lde, JIaln Hl.
2. k •3$
P. M. A. M. P. M. aUDeptl A. M. P. M. P. M
12 55 6 45 5 4(1 < lev’ll 8 10 8.00 12 10
12 40 6 31 5 2G EucdAv 8 24 8 14 12 25
12 24 0 15 5 10, New hug 8 39 8.29 12 41
11 4G 5 40 4 35 Hudson 9 15 9.05 1 18
11 27 5 23 4 10 Cn’yF'ls 9 29 9.20 1 35
10 15 5 10 4 05 Ak ron 9 40 9.35 1 45
10 36 4 29 3 29 Warwik 10 12 10 08 2 20
10 10 4 05 3 08 lOr'vlcn 10 3G 10.32 2 47
9 15 3 01 2 18 Millers g 11 21 11.20 3 37
8 02 1 48 1 15 Gambier 12 33 12.34 4 50
7 52 1 37 1 05 11. Vcr 1 03 12.52 5 10
7 17 12 50 12 34 centerbg 1 29 1.21 5 39
G 54 12 34 12 13 Sunbu’y 1 49 1.40 6 01
G 35 12 15 11 55 Westerv 2 0G 2.07 G 20
G 10 11 50 11 30 leCol.ar 2 30 2.35 6 45
A. M. P. M. A. M. P. M. A. M. P.M.
11 35 11 10 ar Col le 2 40 2.55
10 00 9 33 Xenia... 4 Jtu 4.55
8 3G 8 14 Lovelan 5 33 G.17
7 45 7 25 IvCin.ar 6 20 7.10]....... P. M. A. M. P. M. A. M.
11 20 11 10 arCol.lv 3 00 5 40
9 54 9 43 Urbana 4 49 7 01
0 04 8 53 Piqua 5 49 7 46
7 30 7 05 Riclimd 8 00 9 40
4 55 4 30 Indiana 10 20 11 45
2 38 1 51 Terre Ht 1 42 2 18
12 22 11 25 Effingm 3 49 4 20
11 23 10 20 Vanua 3 48 5 10
9 00 8 00 IvStLar 7 00 7 30
A. M. P. M. A. M P. M.
Trains 27 and 28 run daily, all other trains 
daily except Sunday.
Trains 7 and 8, known as the Gann and 
Columbus accommodations, leave Gann at 
6:10 a. m„ arriving at Columbus at 8:45 a. 
m.; leave Columbus at 4.30 p. m., arriving at 
Gann at 7.00 p. m.
For further information .address
CHAS. O. WOOD,
General Passenger Agent. Akron, O.
ARBUCKLES’
name on a paokage of COFFEE is a 
guarantee of excellence.
ARIOSA
COFFEE is kept in all first-class 
stores from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
COFFEE
is qever good when exposed to the air. 
Always buy thisbrandinhermetically 
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES
MRRCIIANT TAIIOK mid 
GEM ’S IlltKINlI l it.
Apr20’84\]
REDEEM IT!
Redeem what you have lost by not giving us 3 our trade 
sooner.
GET BACK
Some of your hard-earned dollars. There is a tide in the af­
fairs of men, which taken at the flood, leads on
TO PROSPERITY.
If you want to take the road which leads to it, go toBROWWING A SPERRY’S right now. Be wise
and sec our display of DRY GOODS and NOTIONS. The 
stock is
NEW, BRIGHT and FRESH
And prices WONDERFULLY LOW. The.selection is per­
fect and there is no shop-worn goods on hand.
BROWNING ft SPERRY.
.....
Having decided to make Nome elinngeN in our Ntore 
room, we have placed on Male, below value, a lol of IkrcNN 
(■oodN. SilkM. Table Linen, NapkliiM. mid GIovcm. A eare­
iki eompariNon of IIicnc goodN will readily eouvluee clone 
biiyerM of (he rare opportunity here ollcrcd, mid ot the 
importance of an early rcMpoiiMC, If dewIrouM of buying 
any of the above elnaw of eeode.













A particle is ap­
plied into each nos 
tribindisagrceablcHAT I “ k L VL-L t 
Price 50 cents at Druggists; by mail, regis­
tered, GO cents. ELY IBR0THER8, 235
Greenwich Street, New York. novly24
The oldest and best Institution for obtain­
ing a Business Education. We have suc­
cessfully prepared thousands of young men 
for tlie active duties of life. For circulars
address, P. IH k l Y A NONN. PltlN- 
bnrgli. Pa. lAdecRw
1 ( V k PKIl Profit and Samples Freo 
I v /v7« KIST. to men canvassers for Dr.
Scott's Genuine Electric Belts, Brushes, Ac 
Lady agents wanted for Electric Cira'ts. 
Quick sales. Write at <»nce for terniN to DR 
8CGTT, 848 Broadway, N. Y. 17nov3in
